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Abstract 

Global demand for superabsorbent polymer is increasing and it is estimated that the market will 

reach 19.64 billion USD by 2030. It is a major challenge to meet this high demand in a sustainable 

and environmentally benign way as most of the commercial superabsorbent polymers are fossil 

fuel derived, non-biodegradable, non-sustainable and non-renewable. This lack of sustainability 

has driven the development of sustainable superabsorbents from natural alternatives, such as 

cellulose, the most abundant biopolymer in the world. Cellulose is easy to functionalize, readily 

available, low cost and renewable. Nanocellulose, which is fibrillated cellulose of nanometer scale, 

has very high aspect ratio, strength and liquid absorption capacity, making it suitable to 

functionalize into a superabsorbent polymer. However, despite recent advances, the potential of 

nanocellulose-based superabsorbent remains unrealized, due to the lack of fundamental 

understanding of the relationship between production methods, structure, and superabsorbent 

properties. This understanding is critical to enable the nanocellulose superabsorbent properties to 

be engineered and tuned for specific applications. Therefore, this thesis aims to determine the 

missing fundamental relationships between physical, mechanical, chemical and biological 

properties of nanocellulose superabsorbents to develop performant and biodegradable material for 

use in specific applications including food, personal hygiene, agriculture, and diagnostics. 

This research has been conducted in two broad sections. The first part focuses on the manipulating 

the preparation methods and method parameters to engineer the mechanical, physical and chemical 

properties of nanocellulose superabsorbents for different applications. The mechanical properties 

are tuned using different crosslinkers and blending nanocellulose fibers with cellulose crystals, 

which successfully improved the material strength. Characterization and testing of these modified 

nanocellulose superabsorbents shows a distinct difference in the water absorption and transport 

mechanism for neat and crosslinked materials due to the structural changes induced by fiber bundle 

swelling and network compactness/openness resulted from physical and chemical change in the 

structure. 

The effect of ionic strength of the fluid to be absorbed and degree of oxidation of the nanocellulose 

are presented. Ionic strength affects the absorption capacity of the superabsorbent. The absorption 

capacity of nanocellulose superabsorbent is 25% higher in MilliQ water compared to 0.9 wt% 

NaCl after 5 minutes. Changing the degree of oxidation affects the superabsorbent porosity, which 

in turn affects the absorption kinetics, which can thus be tuned. Fundamentals of absorption phases 
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and the understanding of the intrinsic properties of the material are expanded, enabling further 

customization and application-specific tailoring of nanocellulose superabsorbents.  

To highlight the environmental compatibility of these materials, the biodegradability of the neat 

and crosslinked nanocellulose superabsorbents is quantified under enzymatic conditions. Rapid 

degradation of crosslinked superabsorbent indicates that crosslinking does not reduce the 

biodegradation rate in comparison to neat nanocellulose superabsorbent indicating that the 

engineered material is environmentally benign as planned.  

To demonstrate that the aim of the thesis has been achieved, an application-specific nanocellulose 

superabsorbent material is developed for use as a glucose sensor to detect glucose concentrations 

in human blood in the second part of the thesis. The colorimetric sensor is developed by 

immobilizing glucose oxidase in nanocellulose superabsorbent with favorable properties of 

rheological strength and surface charge. The sensor is stained with phenol red, and shows a distinct 

and specific color change when blood plasma containing glucose is added. The sensor pH changes 

due to the oxidation of glucose catalyzed by glucose oxidase, resulting in a visibly detectable color 

change. This nanocellulose based colorimetric sensor can indicate concentrations of glucose 

between 7 mM and 13 mM in human blood by a color change from red to orange. The successful 

transferability of this concept to the potential prototype design not only demonstrates achievement 

of the thesis aim, but also has the potential for future commercial applications for glucose and 

other biological analytes detection. 

This thesis contributes significantly to the fundamental knowledge of nanocellulose 

superabsorbent and successfully applies the developed knowledge to engineer tunable materials 

for specific applications. This research critically analyzes and modulates the nanocellulose 

superabsorbent properties in order to provide a pathway to the production of renewable, 

sustainable alternatives to the current fossil-fuel derived synthetic superabsorbent polymers. 
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1.1 Introduction 

The global superabsorbent polymer (SAP) market was at 9.68 billion USD in 2020 and it is 

expected to hit 19.64 billion USD by 2030 [1]. The most common widely used SAP is sodium 

polyacrylate which accounts for 91.4% (volume percentage compared to other SAPs) in 2020 

[2]. These non-biodegradable, petrochemical-based polymers are piled up in landfills every 

year and take many of years to decompose [3]. The hazardous leachate from these areas is also 

harmful for aquatic life. The motivation of this thesis is therefore to develop a sustainable, 

renewable, biodegradable SAP and tune the polymer properties for different applications. 

Polysaccharide-based alternatives to petrochemical SAPs are gaining attention for their 

renewable and biodegradable characteristics. In particular, cellulose is gaining momentum 

because of its non-toxicity, abundance, low cost, biocompatibility and favorable surface 

functionality [4].  

Cellulose naturally exists in plants and is also expressed by certain bacterial strains. It is 

composed of D-glucose monomers connected by β-1,4-glycosidic linkages [5]. Nanocellulose 

can be produced from different cellulose sources such as wood, cotton, bagasse, bamboo, ramie, 

corn straw, rice straw and coconut shell [6-15]. The properties of produced nanocellulose 

depends on the type of source and the fibrillation process followed to produce it [16, 17]. 

Breaking the native cellulose into nanocellulose fibers increases its aspect ratio, mechanical 

properties, flexibility and surface area. These properties can be exploited to generate highly 

porous, foam-like materials with superabsorbent properties similar to and in some cases 

surpassing those of petrochemical-based SAPs. Nanocellulose SAPs are suitable for a wide 

range of applications such as for diapers, meat packaging, diagnostic and agricultural water 

retention aids [18-23]. Figure 1-1 shows the various applications of cellulose-based SAPs 

where applications shown shaded region are those discussed in this review. 

Nanocellulose SAPs have a broad range of potential applications due to their low density, high 

porosity, high specific surface area and high absorption capacity [24, 25]. These properties can 

be tuned and modulated for specific applications. Modification of nanocellulose-based SAPs 

to include different functional groups further enables sensitive applications, such as meat 

packaging, optical sensors, insulators and agricultural water retention aids [26-28]. 
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Figure 1-1: Different applications of nanocellulose-based SAP. Diagnostic image is 

reproduced with permission from [29]. 

 

The required properties and performance of SAPs vary significantly depending on the 

applications, in particular, porosity, absorption rate, capacity, water retention capacity and 

mechanical strength. For personal hygiene or baby care products, it is assumed that SAPs need 

to absorb large amounts of fluid in a short time under an applied load. Agricultural applications 

require both high water absorption capacity and controlled release of water under the load 

exerted by plants and the soil layer [30]. For meat packaging applications, it seems that it 

requires the SAPs to have controlled absorption rate and capacity to avoid dehydration of the 

meat itself. Nanocellulose SAPs for diagnostics are mainly used for their excellent properties 
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of immobilization of biomolecules inside the structure and increasing their shelf life at room 

temperature. Understanding the absorption capacity, kinetics and mechanical strength are 

crucial for tuning SAPs for various applications. To date, these properties, their development 

during production, and their relationship to the SAP structure have not been adequately 

quantified or analyzed for packaging, agriculture, personal care product and diagnostic 

applications. Doing so will enable SAPs with properties tuned specifically for each application 

to be produced. 

This chapter critically reviews the current status of nanocellulose-based SAP production and 

applications and quantifies the structure-property relationship to link the fundamental 

properties with applications to better engineer the material. Properties and preparation 

procedures of cellulose-based SAPs are discussed, followed by an exposition on the effect of 

drying on the SAP structure. The relevant fluid absorption mechanisms, mechanical strength 

of SAP and the effect of absorbate solution properties on the SAP absorption phenomena are 

examined. Several critical applications of cellulose are reviewed in detail, linking SAP 

structure with the desired properties for those applications. Finally, this review gives a roadmap 

directing the future research and functionalization required to maximize the benefit of 

producing and using nanocellulose SAPs for advanced applications. 

 

1.2 Properties of cellulose SAPs 

Cellulose-based SAPs have low density (less than 5 mg/cm3) and high porosity (over 99%) 

[31]. These structural properties enable these materials to absorb a large amount of water. Table 

1-1 presents a summary of reported cellulose SAPs and some of their important properties: 

pore size, absorption capacity and ion sensitivity. These properties depend on the SAP 

preparation method, functionalization, and drying technique (discussed in the following 

sections). SAP properties can be modulated to better match the intended final application by 

adjusting the preparation method or adding a specific polymer to the cellulose base to enhance 

or achieve a desired property. For example, chitosan has been combined with cellulose 

superabsorbent to impart antibacterial properties [32]. Lignin-cellulose composites have been 

made to produce hydrophobic materials [33]. Similarly, other polymers could be combined 

with cellulose to have efficient SAP for specific final products. 
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Table 1-1: Literatures on cellulose-based SAPs. 

Article Cross linker Drying 

technique 

Pore size Absorption 

capacity 

Ionic sensitivity Reference 

Preparation of superabsorbent resin with fast 
water absorption rate based on hydroxymethyl 
cellulose sodium and its application 

N,N'-Methylenebisacrylamide Blast drying 

at 60 oC 

- 1329 g 

distilled 

water /g 

- [34] 

Superabsorbent hydrogels based on cellulose for 
smart swelling and controllable delivery  

Epichlorohydrin (ECH) Freeze drying - 1050 g 

distilled 

water/g 

0.76 [35] 

Salt-Tolerant Superabsorbent Polymer with High 
Capacity of Water-Nutrient Retention Derived 
from Sulfamic Acid-Modified Starch 

N,N’-methylene-bis-acrylamide Blast drying 

at 50 oC 

- 1026 g 

deionized 

water/g 

0.86 [36] 

Biocompatible cellulose-based superabsorbent 
hydrogels with antimicrobial activity 

Epichlorohydrin - - 983.9 g 

ultrapure 

water/g 

- [37] 

Dual crosslinked carboxymethyl 
cellulose/polyacrylamide interpenetrating 
hydrogels with highly enhanced mechanical 
strength and superabsorbent properties 

Ethylene glycol diglycidyl ether Drying at 60 
oC and 

lyophilization 

80-100 µm 962 g 

distilled 

water/g 

- [38] 

Fabrication and characterization of a starch-
based superabsorbent hydrogel composite 
reinforced with cellulose nanocrystals from 
potato peel waste 

N,N'-Methylenebisacrylamide Freeze drying - 921 g 

distilled 

water/g 

- [39] 
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Synthesis and swelling behaviors of 
carboxymethyl cellulose-based superabsorbent 
resin hybridized with graphene oxide 

N,N'-Methylenebisacrylamide Drying at 70 
oC 

- 750 g 

distilled 

water/g 

- [40] 

Sustainable Production of Cellulose-Based 
Hydrogels with Superb Absorbing Potential in 
Physiological Saline 

Epichlorohydrin Oven drying 

at 50-60 oC 

300-600 µm 725 g 

distilled 

water/g 

0.84 [41] 

Biodegradable superabsorbent hydrogels derived 
from cellulose by esterification crosslinking with 
1,2,3,4-butanetetracarboxylic dianhydride 

1,2,3,4-butanetetracarboxylic 

dianhydride 

Drying under 

reduced 

pressure 

- 720 g water/g - [42] 

Natural Cellulose-Chitosan Cross-Linked 
Superabsorbent Hydrogels with Superior 
Swelling Properties 

Carboxymethylated chitosan Oven drying 

at 60 oC 

350-600 µm 610 g 

distilled 

water/g 

- [43] 

Superabsorbent materials derived from 
hydroxyethyl cellulose and bentonite: 
Preparation, characterization and swelling 
capacities 

N,N′-methylenebisacrylamide and 

sodium hydroxide 

- - 538 g 

distilled 

water/g 

- [44] 

Enhanced Swelling and Responsive Properties of 
Pineapple Peel Carboxymethyl Cellulose-g-
poly(acrylic acid-co-acrylamide) Superabsorbent 
Hydrogel by the Introduction of Carclazyte 

N,N'-Methylenebisacrylamide Oven drying 

at 50 oC 

- 515.24 g 

distilled 

water/g 

0.93 [45] 

Development of poly(acrylic 
acid)/nanofibrillated cellulose superabsorbent 
composites by ultraviolet light induced 
polymerization 

Photo crosslinked at 365 nm UV 

light 

Oven drying 

at 105 oC 

- 512 g 

distilled 

water/g 

- [46] 
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Superabsorbent hydrogels via graft 
polymerization of acrylic acid from chitosan-
cellulose hybrid and their potential in controlled 
release of soil nutrients 

Thiourea formaldehyde Oven drying 

at 70 oC 

- 390 g 

distilled 

water /g 

0.90 [47] 

Synthesis of carboxymethylcellulose/ starch 

superabsorbent hydrogels by gamma-irradiation 

Without any crosslinker, by 

gamma-irradiation 

Drying at 70 
oC 

- 350 g water/g 0.89 [48] 

A facile and efficient strategy for the fabrication 

of porous linseed gum/cellulose superabsorbent 

hydrogels for water conservation 

Epichlorohydrin Vacuum 

drying 

18-28 µm 320 g 

distilled 

water/g 

- [49] 

Preparation and properties of novel corn straw 

cellulose–based superabsorbent with water-

retaining and slow-release functions 

N,N’-methylene-bis-acrylamide Vacuum 

freeze drying 

- 303.2 g 

deionized 

water/g 

- [50] 

Biodegradable poly (lactic acid)/cellulose-based 

superabsorbent hydrogel composite material as 

water and fertilizer reservoir in agricultural 

applications 

1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylami-

nopropyl) carbodiimide 

hydrochloride 

Oven drying 

at 45 oC 

- 300 g water/g - [51] 

Synthesis of cellulose-based superabsorbent 

hydrogels by high-energy irradiation in the 

presence of crosslinking agent 

N,N’-methylene-bis-acrylamide Drying at 60 
oC 

- 275 g water/g 0.79 [52] 

Synthesis of Grafted Nanofibrillated Cellulose-

Based Hydrogel and Study of Its 

Thermodynamic, Kinetic, and Electronic 

Properties 

N,N’-methylene-bis-acrylamide Vacuum 

drying at 40 
oC 

- 250 g 

distilled 

water/g 

- [53] 
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Cellulose hydrogels prepared from micron-sized 

bamboo cellulose fibers 

- Freeze drying - 230 g water/g - [54] 

Environmentally friendly superabsorbent fibers 

based on electrospun cellulose nanofibers 

extracted from wheat straw 

Sodium acrylate - Nanometer 

range 

225 g 

distilled 

water 

0.08 [55] 

Eco-friendly superabsorbent polymers based on 

carboxymethyl cellulose strengthened by 

TEMPO-mediated oxidation wheat straw 

cellulose nanofiber 

Citric acid Drying at 23 
oC 

Macro and 

micro  

200 g water/g 0.73-0.98 [56] 

A novel wheat straw cellulose-based semi-IPNs 

superabsorbent with integration of water-

retaining and controlled-release fertilizers 

N,N'-Methylenebisacrylamide Drying at 75 
oC 

- 178.45 g 

distilled 

water/g 

- [57] 

Chemically Cross-Linked Cellulose Nanocrystal 

Aerogels with Shape Recovery and 

Superabsorbent Properties 

Hydrazone Drying in a 

critical point 

dryer 

<50 nm 

and >1µm 

160 g water 

/g 

- [23] 

Novel superabsorbent materials from bacterial 

cellulose 

Polyethylene glycol diacrylate Oven drying 

at 50 oC 

350-600 µm 125 g 

distilled 

water/g 

0.77 [58] 

Superabsorbent crosslinked carboxymethyl 

cellulose-PEG hydrogels for potential wound 

dressing applications 

Citric acid Drying at 80 
oC 

- ⁓100 g 

deionized 

water/g 

- [59] 
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Potential of cellulose-based superabsorbent 

hydrogels as water reservoir in agriculture 

1-ethyl-3-(3-

dimethylaminopropyle) 

carbodiimide hydrochloride  

Oven drying 

at 45 oC 

- 80 g distilled 

water/g 

- [60] 

Synthesis and characterization of hydrogels from 

cellulose acetate by esterification crosslinking 

with EDTA dianhydride  

Ethylenediaminetetraacetic 

dianhydride 

- - 72 cm3 

distilled 

water/g 

- [61] 

Proposed cross-linking model for carboxymethyl 

cellulose /starch superabsorbent polymer blend 

Aluminum Sulfate 

Octadecahydrate 

Drying at 100 
oC 

- 58 g distilled 

water/g 

- [62] 

Phosphoric acid-mediated green preparation of 

regenerated cellulose spheres and their use for 

all-cellulose cross-linked superabsorbent 

hydrogels 

Citric acid Freeze drying - 40 g distilled 

water/g 

- [63] 

Preparation and characterization superporous 

hydroxypropyl methylcelulose gel beads 

Divinylsulfone Drying at 

room 

temperature 

- 37.4 g 

distilled 

water/g 

- [64] 

Superabsorbent sodium carboxymethyl cellulose 

membranes based on a new cross-linker 

combination for female sanitary napkin 

applications 

Sodium trimetaphosphate (STMP) 

and aluminium sulphate (AlS) 

Drying at 60 
oC 

26.6±5 µm 27.5 g 

distilled 

water /g 

- [65] 

Superabsorbent crosslinked bacterial cellulose 

biomaterials for chronic wound dressings 

Citric acid Drying at 

room 

temperature 

- 25 g distilled 

water/g 

- [66] 
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High strength of hemicelluloses based hydrogels 

by freeze/thaw technique 

Physical cross linking between 

hemicelluloses, polyvinyl alcohol 

(PVA) and chitin nanowhiskers by 

repeated freeze/thaw cycles 

Freeze drying - 21 g distilled 

water/g  

- [67] 

Superabsorbent and fully biobased protein foams 

with a natural cross-linker and cellulose 

nanofibers 

Genipin Freeze drying - 17.1 g water 

/g 

0.47 [68] 

Superabsorbent hydrogel composite based on 

copolymer cellulose/poly (vinyl alcohol)/CNT 

Glutaraldehide Drying at 

room 

temperature 

- 8.4 g water/g - [69] 



 
 

1.3 Preparation of nanocellulose SAP 

Cellulose is a polymeric chain of glucose units which can be derived from plant matter or bacterial 

strains. Cellulose derivation from bacterial strain is difficult and expensive. Therefore, majority of 

cellulose is derived from plant sources. In plant matter, cellulose is arranged in a highly organized 

hierarchical structure, as shown in Figure 1-2. Plant cell walls (P) can be divided into three 

secondary walls: S1, S2 and S3 (depending on the orientation of cellulose nanofibril) and middle 

lamella (mL). Encased within the plant cell wall are cellulose bundles which are entangled together 

with other components such as lignin and hemicellulose [70]. These cellulose bundles contain 

several strands of microfibrils (or, nanocellulose) ranging from 5 to 20 nm. Within an individual 

microfibril, elementary fibrils of 1.5 to 3.5 nm are tightly contained and bonded together through 

extensive hydrogen bonding [71, 72].  

 

 

Figure 1-2: Graphical illustration of the hierarchical structure of wood, and the composition of 

cell wall. The term “CC” in the figure represents cell corner. Reprinted with permission from 

[72-74] Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society; Copyright 2017, American Chemical 

Society; Copyright 2006, Springer. 
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Breaking down cellulose into nanometer units produces nanocellulose. Nanocellulose can be 

divided into two categories: cellulose nano fiber (CNF) and cellulose nano crystal (CNC) 

depending on the presence or absence of amorphous and crystalline regions in the material. 

Nanocrystalline cellulose (NCC or CNC), also known as nanowhiskers, appears as cylindrical rods 

with typical diameters of 3-5 nm and lengths of 20-1000 nm [75]. Cellulose nanofibers (CNFs) 

are long fibers which possess far higher aspect ratios (up 500) [76]. Due to their high aspect ratio, 

CNFs can be combined to form entangled porous structures with high swelling capacity [77]. CNC 

alone cannot form fiber entanglement and because of their crystalline nature they have low 

swelling capacity. For these reasons, CNC is mostly used as filler and strength modifier to 

reinforce superabsorbent composite structures [39].   

Preparation of SAPs from CNF involves two main steps: (i) hydrogel preparation and (ii) drying 

of hydrogel (Figure 1-3). There are different techniques for both of these steps. Any 

functionalization or chemical modification is done as part of the hydrogel preparation, and mainly 

impacts the chemical properties of the resulting SAP, sometimes the physical structure as well. 

For example, crosslinking or extensive oxidation can change the pore size of the resultant SAP. 

The drying techniques mainly dictates the physical structure (porosity, structural homogeneity, 

specific surface area etc.) of SAP.  

 

1.3.1 Hydrogel preparation 

The first step to develop SAP is hydrogel preparation. Hydrogels are three-dimensional networks 

consisting of physically or chemically crosslinked hydrophilic polymers. There are various 

treatment methods, such as, enzymatic [78], mechanical [79] and chemical [80] to produce CNF 

that is suitable for hydrogel preparation. Among these, chemical treatment is the most popular due 

to its low energy consumption and benefit of producing high quality functionalized CNF [81]. 

Popular chemical pre-treatment methods include carboxymethylation, periodate oxidation, and 

TEMPO mediated oxidation. These pre-treatment methods introduce or modify functional groups 

on the cellulose polymer chains, increasing the repulsive forces within and between fibers, which 

improves fiber separation and liberation of CNF from cellulose. Of these methods, TEMPO-

mediated oxidation is considered one of the most effective methods to prepare CNF hydrogel [82]. 

Figure 1-3 shows the preparation of hydrogel and SAP from wood pulp. The TEMPO oxidation 

process selectively converts the cellulose surface primary alcohol groups to carboxylate groups. 
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The anionic carboxylate groups along the cellulose chain introduces electrostatic repulsion 

between the fibers which allows liberation of fibers when under high shear forces such as 

homogenization [83] (Figure 1-3). TEMPO-oxidized, homogenized nanocellulose directly forms 

hydrogel after crossing specific nanocellulose concentration threshold (0.1 wt% for TEMPO 

oxidized fiber) [83]. The colloidal stability of the hydrogel is driven by fiber entanglement and 

electrostatic repulsion between the negative carboxylic groups. 

 

 

Figure 1-3: Preparation of nanocellulose hydrogel by TEMPO oxidation followed by drying to 

produce nanocellulose SAP. 

The hydrogel structure can be strengthened by various types of physical and chemical crosslinking. 

Physical crosslinking phenomena include hydrogen bonding, electrostatic interactions, van der 

Waals forces, and ionic and hydrophobic interactions [84]. In chemical crosslinking, cellulose 

chains are linked by covalent bonds. Chemical crosslinking can be achieved by various techniques, 

such as, using crosslinker, initiation with enzymes, using photosensitive agents or reaction 

between functionals groups of polymers [85, 86]. Chemically crosslinked hydrogels are stronger 

(higher tensile, shear and bending properties) compared to physical crosslinking [87].  

   

1.3.2 Drying of the hydrogel 

The second step of SAP preparation is drying of the developed hydrogel. Hydrogel drying 

techniques include freeze drying, spray drying, spray freeze drying, oven drying, and supercritical 

drying. The choice of drying technique depends on the initial hydrogel solid concentrations and 

the final application, as drying methods directly influences the final SAP properties. The structural 

differences in SAP depending on drying techniques are discussed on section 1.4. 
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Freeze drying (lyophilization) is the most common technique for removing water from hydrogel 

to prepare nanocellulose SAPs. The freeze drying process consists of two main steps: (i) ice crystal 

growth and (ii) ice sublimation [88]. The free water and a part of the bound water in the hydrogel 

is transformed into ice in the first step. These ice crystals act as porogens, or pore molds, 

influencing the dried SAP structure [89].  Sublimation follows at a temperature range of -20 oC to 

-50 oC, under a lower pressure than that of triple point of water to minimize the aggregation of the 

cellulose particles and preserve the pore structure formed by the ice from step (i) [90]. The dried 

SAP produced by this method is called cryogel [91]. Freeze drying is particularly suitable for heat 

sensitive materials. The main drawback of freeze drying is non-uniform ice crystal formation 

during pre-freezing procedure (first step) and the high energy cost of the sublimation step [92]. 

The non-uniform ice crystal formation can be overcome by directional freeze drying which can 

produce honeycomb like pores in the transverse direction and regular directional tunnels in the 

longitudinal direction [93, 94].  

Spray drying is a drying operation where a suspension (in this case a nanocellulose hydrogel) is 

passed through a nozzle as fine droplets into a drying tower that is continually flushed with hot air 

[88]. There are three main stages in the spray drying process: (i) dispersion of the hydrogel in the 

form of droplets, (ii) contact of hydrogel droplets with hot air, and (iii) solvent evaporation and 

formation of solid particles [95]. Spray freeze drying, another common technique, is a combination 

of spray drying and freeze drying. Spray freeze drying can be divided into two steps: (i) the 

hydrogel is sprayed through an atomizer and the atomized droplets are frozen by contact with a 

cryogenic solvent (usually liquid nitrogen), and (ii) frozen droplets are dried by sublimation [96, 

97]. Spray freeze drying is lower cost compared to freeze drying as the reduced particle size 

increases the surface mass transfer coefficient resulting in higher drying rate and therefore a lower 

specific energy requirement for drying [98]. However, spray drying process has low thermal 

efficiencies due to the large volumes of air circulating inside the dryer chamber without contacting 

the particles [99].  

In oven drying, the nanocellulose hydrogel is dried in an oven operating at 105 oC with flowing 

air. The oven drying process can be represented into three steps: (i) the constant rate drying period, 

(ii) the first falling rate drying period, and (iii) the second falling rate drying period [100-102]. In 

the constant rate drying period, water evaporation occurs from the bulk fluid, the capillary force 

increases as a function of water evaporation, and cellulose nanofibers move closer together as 

liquid water is removed from the fiber network [103]. The first falling rate drying period begins 
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when the water in the hydrogel has evaporated to the point that cellulose nanofiber surfaces begin 

to be exposed. In this period, water evaporation primarily takes place at the cellulose nanofiber 

surfaces, while the capillary force reaches its maximum and vapor diffusion starts to dominate the 

drying rate. During this period, cellulose nanofibers also move closer [103]. Drying enters the 

second falling rate drying period when the water transfer rate from the interior of cellulose 

nanofiber suspension to the exposed surface is smaller than the water diffusion rate through an 

individual fiber to the fiber surface. In this stage, the distance between nanocellulose fibers 

becomes much smaller due to the combined effect of capillary action and diffusion forces, enabling 

strong intermolecular hydrogen bonds to develop between the surface functional groups of the 

nanocellulose fibers, eventually forming a continuous fiber network [103]. The nanocellulose SAP 

produced in this method is called xerogel [104]. While oven drying is cost effective, fiber 

agglomeration (hornification) is a common disadvantage (see Section 1.4). 

Supercritical drying is a drying technique where the solvent elimination is achieved without 

creating a two-phase system by reducing the related capillary forces, and decompressing the 

system to atmospheric pressure while keeping the solvent in the gas phase [88]. Alcohol, acetone 

or carbon dioxide can be used as the solvent [105]. Carbon dioxide is the most commonly used 

solvent in supercritical drying due to its easily achievable critical temperature and pressure (31.3 
oC and 72.9 atm) [106]. Supercritical drying involves a two-way mass transfer of CO2 and hydrogel 

solvent to and from the wet hydrogel. First, the liquid (water) in hydrogel expands due to 

dissolution of CO2. Secondly, the CO2 content in the hydrogel pores increases until the 

supercritical conditions are attained. Hydrogel dried in this process is called aerogel after drying 

[107]. The presence of supercritical CO2 in the pores displaces the water, without altering its 

surface tension, which avoids the pore collapse phenomenon typically observed with other drying 

methods [108]. Supercritical drying is, however, relatively expensive mainly due to fluid 

compression [109-111]. It is therefore only suitable for high value, precise applications such as 

drug delivery or other biomedical applications [112]. 

 

1.4 Effect of drying method on the SAP structure 

The SAP form and structure are greatly influenced by the hydrogel drying method. The SAP can 

be produced as a film, foam or powder, and the porous structure, specific surface area, and 

absorption capacity can be tuned by playing with the hydrogel drying methods. 
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The morphology of a freeze dried SAP depends on the freezing conditions and can vary from a 

foam-like open porous structure to a small-pored structure, depending on the freeze drying 

conditions [113]. Material with larger pores (several microns to several hundred microns) can be 

obtained by ice templating (slower freezing: -20 oC) [114, 115]. Faster freezing rates or cryo-

protectant addition can mitigate this effect and produce smaller pores by producing smaller ice 

crystals [116]. A homogeneous fiber structure with small pores can also be obtained by rapid 

cooling [106]. The specific surface area of SAP can be increased by the replacement of water by 

tert-butanol prior to freeze drying. The specific surface area of SAP prepared by replacement of 

water by tert-butanol was shown to be around twelve times higher than that of SAP prepared by 

freeze drying directly from the water-based hydrogel. The capillary action of tert-butanol during 

the drying process is lower than that of water, resulting in less fiber network shrinkage and hence 

higher final SAP surface area [117-119].  

Spray drying and spray freeze drying are used by many industries for the production of powders 

[120]. The final morphology of a spray dried or spray freeze dried SAP powder depends on the 

concentration and the size of the solids in the suspension or hydrogel, the type of the atomizer 

(nozzle), the temperature and the velocity of the drying air, and the cyclone separation conditions 

(cyclone separator diameter affects the differential pressure and hence particle size of the final 

product) [121, 122]. Spray freeze drying is advantageous for the drying of nanocellulose as the 

rapidity of spray freeze drying in comparison to traditional freeze drying protects the nanocellulose 

fiber structure from deformation due to ice crystal growth [96]. 

During oven drying at 105 oC, hornification of fibers increases, destroying the fiber network 

structure and resulting in micro-irregularities. Hornification is an irreversible process leading to 

loss of elasticity and flexibility of the fibers [123-125]. It occurs in fiber cell walls due to the 

formation of strong hydrogen bonds between the cellulose molecules in the fiber cell walls [126, 

127] during the drying process [128, 129]. The removal of water from the cell wall of fibers causes 

the collapse of the pores and closure of capillary voids during the oven drying process [130, 131]. 

Closure of pore spaces in the fiber wall makes fiber stiffer as well as reduces swelling ability and 

therefore lower absorption capacity [128, 132-134]. Drying at lower temperatures of 50 oC has 

been shown to reduce this effect, producing a glassy sheet-like structure with very high water 

absorption capacity of 207.25 g/g [135]. 

Supercritical CO2 drying results in highly porous network with high specific surface area and low 

shrinking rate [136]. Supercritical CO2 drying of TEMPO oxidized fiber has produced very large 
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specific surface area, which is 500-600 m2/g [137]. It has also been shown that the SAP formed by 

supercritical drying results in a more homogeneous pore structure compared to that of freeze 

drying.  

 

1.5 Fluid absorption mechanism in nanocellulose SAP 

The fluid absorption mechanism in nanocellulose SAP is critical to determine the absorption 

kinetics and absorption capacity and engineer the material for final applications. There is limited 

knowledge on the fluid absorption mechanism, absorption phase and absorption kinetics of 

nanocellulose SAP. Most of the fundamental study on cellulose absorption is done on paper [124, 

138, 139]. Fluid absorption in paper can be described as a combination of wicking and fiber 

swelling [140].  

Wicking is the spontaneous transport of liquid into a porous medium by the action of capillary 

pressure [141]. Capillary pressure (P) is a function of the surface tension of the liquid (γ), contact 

angle (ϴ), and radius of pore (ri) and its magnitude is given by the Laplace equation (eqn 1) [126]. 

! = 	 !×#×$%&'(!
 … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … 1 

Liquid wicking kinetics through porous media can be described by the Lucas-Washburn equation 

by considering the pore space as a bundle of capillary tubes of varying diameter embedded in the 

solid matrix [127, 128]. The location of liquid front (L) can be expressed as by the Washburn 

equation as given in eqn 2 [123, 124, 128, 129]. 

$ = 	√)"	#	$%&'+	,	  t0.5 … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … ...2 

Where effective pore diameter, De = )$
%

)&
 

Dh is hydraulic pore diameter and Dc is capillary pore diameter 

If the capillary and hydraulic diameters are equal (Dc = Dh = De), eqn 2 can be rewritten as 

$ = 	√)&	#	$%&'+	,	  t0.5 … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … ...3 

The above equation was modified by Laughlin [125]. 

L = a tK … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … ... … … … ..4 
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Where k may have values lower than 0.5 depending on the types of material. 

Where & = liquid viscosity and K = wicking coefficient [126] 

Fiber swelling is the swelling of nanocellulose fibers due to absorption of fluid molecules. Fiber 

swelling in paper due to liquid absorption can be described by the modified Washburn equation 

[130].  

$ = 	√-'	#	$%&'+	,	  [(	 −	 .-' (
! + .%

/-'%
(/]0.2  … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … ... … … …5 

Where Ro is the initial value of hydraulic radius (Rh) and a is a constant representing the swelling 

effect [124]. 

The overall absorption kinetics (wicking and fiber swelling together) for cellulose SAP can be 

represented by the first-order expression based on Fick’s second law of diffusion, as shown by eqn 

6 [142]. 

34
35 = k	(Q678 − Q) … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … …6 

Here, Qmax is the absorption capacity at equilibrium; Q is absorption capacity at any time t, k is 

first-order rate constant which depends on the fiber particle radius and on the diffusion coefficient 

[143] 

Integrating eqn 1 between 0 and the maximum value Qmax yields eqn 7 [142]. 

Qt = Qmax (1-e-kt) … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … …7 

The first order rate constant (k) can be determined experimentally using eqn 6 or 7.  

The absorption kinetics of nanocellulose SAPs need to be studied as a function of wicking and 

fiber swelling. There is limited knowledge on how to tune the nanocellulose SAPs structure to 

control the absorption kinetics. Further the fundamental knowledge of absorption phenomenon 

and mechanism can be modelled using the above equations. This also facilities the comparison 

between experimental data and simulated results. These models help to understand the in-detail 

fluid absorption mechanism in nanocellulose SAPs. 
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1.6 Mechanical strength of SAP 

Mechanical properties (tensile, compression or shear) of SAPs are important for their final 

applications. Different types of crosslinking (physical or chemical) are used to achieve the desired 

mechanical properties [144]. Chemical crosslinking forms strong bonds between the cellulose 

fibers compared to physical crosslinking. Common examples of physical crosslinkers include 

methylene-bis-acrylamide, ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (EGDMA), 1,1,1- trimethylolpropane 

triacrylate (TMPTA), and tetraalyloxy ethane (TAOE) [145, 146]. Epichlorohydrin, 

hexamethylenediamine (HMDA), aldehydes and aldehyde-based reagents, urea derivatives, and 

carbodiimides are also used as crosslinkers for cellulose based SAP [147, 148]. However, most of 

the chemical crosslinkers are not environment friendly which limits their applications. To avoid 

the harmful effect if chemical crosslinkers, citric acid is being using nowadays to crosslinked 

cellulose fibers [149]. Blending cellulose fiber with cellulose crystals can also improve the 

mechanical strength [150] while maintaining the sustainability. However, there is limitation on the 

nanocellulose SAP mechanical strength, especially for compressive strength, which is critical for 

various applications of SAP such as meat packaging or baby diaper. There is limited knowledge 

on increasing the compressive strength of nanocellulose SAP in a sustainable way. 

 

1.7 Effect of fluid properties on absorption 

The structure of nanocellulose SAP is important to dictate the absorption kinetics and absorption 

capacity as already described in the previous sections. Next, the fluid to be absorbed also 

determines the effectiveness of the SAP. Therefore, the fluid properties need to be considered 

when choosing production methods and tuning the SAP structural properties. The combination of 

SAP structure and fluid properties dictate the ultimate SAP performance.  

 

1.7.1 Effect of temperature 

Absorption capacity and kinetics depend on fluid viscosity, according to the modified Washburn 

Equation (Eqn 5), and fluid viscosity in turn depends on temperature.  Temperature requirements 

for superabsorbent applications, including food packaging, agriculture, and infant and personal 

care products, typically vary from 4 oC (refrigeration) to 37 oC (body temperature). These SAP 
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applications involve the absorption of a range of fluids, including water, saline solutions, and blood. 

The temperature dependence of the viscosity of these solutions is given in Figure 1-4. 

According to eqn 5, increasing fluid viscosity, η, will reduce the distance travelled through the 

absorbent by the fluid. Water viscosity decreases with temperature between 4 and 37 °C (Figure 

1-4), which indicates that the absorption rate and distance travelled will increase over this range, 

increasing total absorption capacity. However, these is no literature directly relating fluid viscosity 

with nanocellulose SAP absorption kinetics, and therefore no correlation available with which to 

directly assess the potential impact of temperature on nanocellulose SAP behavior. 

 

Figure 1-4: Change of water viscosity for a temperature range of 4-37 oC [151].  

 

1.7.2 Effect of ionic strength 

Ionic strength of the liquid to be absorbed affects the swelling capacity of the SAPs. A significant 

decrease in absorption capacity has been observed for salt-containing solutions [37, 152, 153]. 

This is due to decrease of electrostatic repulsion between the charged groups on the fiber surface, 

which induces a charge screening effect and has been theoretically proved by Florey [154]. The 

valency of ions in the liquid absorbate further affects the swelling capacity; the higher the valency 

of the ions, the lower the swelling of the fibers because of the stronger charge screening effect 

caused by multi-valent ions [155-157]. Besides that, hydrophilic groups in the nanocellulose (such 

as carboxylic groups) SAP complexes with the ions present in the solution by surface crosslinking, 
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which hinders the water molecule penetration through the nanocellulose matrix [158, 159]. This 

phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 1-5 [160] where the absorption capacity is the highest for 

monovalent ions (NaCl) and the lowest for trivalent ions (AlCl3). 

 

Figure 1-5: Absorption capacity (Q) of superabsorbent in different salt solutions. Reprinted from 

[160]. 

 

Equilibrium swelling capacity also decreases with increasing ionic strength of the liquid absorbate 

due to the reduced osmotic pressure difference between the nanocellulose matrix and the ionic 

solution in comparison to pure water. This is supported by the Donan equilibrium theory, which 

states that a high concentration of mobile counterions in an external solution can reduce the 

osmotic pressure inside a polymer matrix, resulting in matrix shrinkage [35, 161, 162]. The 

swelling of the nanocellulose SAP can be determined by Flory’s equation (eqn 8) which is 

dependent on ionic strength of external solution [163].  
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Here, Q = swelling degree of the polymer 

i/Vu = charge density of the SAP 

S = ionic strength of the external solution 
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09! − 192 39 = affinity between SAP and solvent 

:(
:'

 = SAP crosslinking density 

The ionic sensitivity of nanocellulose SAP, or indeed any absorbent, can also be expressed as the 

salt sensitivity, calculated by eqn 9, which indicates how susceptible the SAP absorption capacity 

is to changes in the ionic strength of the fluid to be absorbed. Higher salt sensitivity indicates a 

higher loss of absorbency for that particular SAP in an ionic (salt) solution. So, lower salt 

sensitivity is preferred for SAP where high performance in ionic solutions is required.  

Salt sensitivity, f = 1 − ;&
;< … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … …9 

Here, Qs is the water absorption capacity in saline water or ionic solution and Qd is water 

absorption capacity in deionized water [164]. 

Reduced absorption capacity in ionic solution results from the charge screening effect. This charge 

screening effect can be moderated by introducing sulfate ions into the SAP structure during 

hydrogel preparation. Sulfate groups ionize more easily compared to carboxylic groups resulting 

in less association with the mobile ions in the solution to be absorbed and lower salt sensitivity 

[165]. The introduction of non-anionic amide groups on the cellulose surface can also reduce the 

salt sensitivity [166].  

Nanocellulose SAP can be engineered utilizing the fundamental knowledge of structure-property 

relationship. Tuning the structure by playing with preparation technique can produce nanocellulose 

SAP with different porosity, specific area, absorption capacity etc. Therefore, understanding the 

application and therefore, choosing the most appropriate method is vital for the preparation of 

nanocellulose SAP. 

  

1.8 Tuning cellulose SAP properties for packaging, personal care, diagnostic 

and agriculture products 

Cellulose SAPs are an excellent choice for existing and emerging applications, especially when 

the world is moving towards sustainability. These materials can be used for a variety of 

applications, if proper care is taken during SAP preparation and production to achieve the required 

material properties. Different applications have different key parameters, such as: absorption 
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capacity and kinetics, ionic strength of the fluid, temperature and applied load. These different 

variables are already reviewed in the previous sections which dictates the final properties of SAP 

required for specific applications. This fundamental knowledge of structure-property relationships 

helps to optimize the SAP structure for final applications.    

 

1.8.1 Meat packaging products 

The soaker pad (absorbent pad) for meat packaging is used to absorb the excess moisture released 

from meat pieces. They are typically made of sodium polyacrylate, which is not biodegradable. 

More than 750 million soaker pads are used in Australia every year only for meat packaging. These 

take many years to degrade and cost us a large amount every year for landfill. Moreover, this type 

of soaker pad is not efficient enough for red meat packaging. There are often liquid pools around 

the meat which looks unappetizing, promotes bacterial growth, and accelerates meat spoilage [167]. 

This creates obstacles for long term storage and exporting packaged fresh meat. These issues with 

lack of sustainability and unacceptable or inconsistent performance have driven researchers to 

explore alternative options for renewable, sustainable and performant soaker pads for meat 

packaging. 

Cellulose SAPs are an attractive option to be used in soaker pads for food applications. However, 

the SAP needs to be especially designed and functionalized for this application, as it must absorb 

fluids which contain water, protein, iron, and water-soluble vitamins. For example, drip loss from 

raw beef contains around 11% protein which is mainly sarcoplasmic proteins, including myoglobin, 

lactic acid and glycolytic enzymes [168-170]. These components (protein and others) increase the 

drip loss viscosity compared to that of pure water. In retail products, drip loss can be 15 mL to 60 

mL depending on the meat type and mass. So, the cellulose SAP needs efficiently and effectively 

to absorb this amount of drip loss, while not acting as a desiccant or removing moisture from the 

meat itself. Moreover, SAPs need to be performant at shelf temperature of 4 °C. Nanocellulose 

SAPs for this application therefore require the following properties: slow absorption rate 

compatible with the released drip loss rate from meat pieces and not desiccating the meat at 4 oC, 

capacity to absorb protein molecules related to the drip loss composition and required mechanical 

strength during absorption to avoid disintegration when in operation under the load of the meat. 

By applying and expanding upon the knowledge summarized in Sections 1.3 to 1.7 above, 

nanocellulose SAPs could be developed with specific porosity and absorption kinetics compatible 
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with the blood release rate from meat pieces to efficiently absorb the drip loss. Protein molecules 

are usually 3 to 6 nm in size. Nanocellulose SAPs with porosity larger than 6 nm would therefore 

be theoretically capable of absorbing the protein molecules from drip loss. Usually nanocellulose 

SAPs pore sizes are larger than 6 nm irrespective of the drying method as observed in Table 1-1 

for different types of cellulose SAP. However, pore size can be tuned by changing the cooling rate 

in freeze drying [114, 115] or homogeneous pore structure can be achieved by supercritical drying 

[108].  Tunable absorption kinetics can be achieved by varying the pore sizes during hydrogel 

preparation or drying. Efficient drip loss absorption can hinder microbial growth, hence can 

improve the appearance and shelf life of meat [171]. Figure 1-6 shows a conceptual drawing of a 

comparison between a commercial soaker pad and a sustainable cellulose SAP-based pad.  

 

Figure 1-6: Conceptual performance comparison of commercial soaker pad vs sustainable 

cellulose pad for meat packaging. 

 

1.8.2 Personal care products 

Superabsorbent polymers (cross linked polyacrylates) were first used in baby diapers in Germany 

and France in 1980 [146, 172]. Similar products were introduced in Japan with less SAP followed 

by the introduction of thinner diapers in other Asian countries, US and Europe [146]. Nowadays, 

most commercial SAPs are made of sodium-based polymers (mainly sodium polyacrylate), which 

are fossil-derived, non-renewable and non-sustainable. The annual production of sodium 

polyacrylate based SAP is estimated to be around 2 million metric tons where disposable diapers 

accounts for 74% of the market [173]. Disposable diapers are the third largest single consumer 
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items in landfill [174]. This huge amount of landfill waste takes many years to decompose [3]. The 

detrimental effects of landfill, such as: greenhouse gas emissions and global warming, has led the 

scientists to look for sustainable, renewable and biodegradable options. Replacing the fossil 

derived SAP with a renewable material is still of direct benefit even if the other components in 

these products remain the same. However, changing the complete diaper design to make it 

complete biodegradable should be, of course, the ultimate goal. 

There are several criteria which need to be fulfilled for a new SAP material to be used for baby 

diapers. They are: absorption capacity of an ionic solution (urine), a fast absorption rate, water 

holding or retention capacity under shear (baby weight, movement and comfort). Urine consists 

mainly of water, urea, salt and pigment compounds. A nanocellulose SAP for this application 

should therefore be able to absorb an ionic solution. 0.9 wt% NaCl solution is commonly used to 

mimic the ionic strength of urine [140]. Absorption capacity under load (AUL)  is usually measure 

at a pressure of 21000 dynes/cm2 (around 0.3 psi) for baby diaper applications [175]. Industrially 

accepted absorption under load values are between 18 to 30 g/g. However, AUL of 45-50 g/g 

enables thinner diapers with less superabsorbent, reducing production cost and improving product 

aesthetics [176]. This absorption under load can be achieved by developing SAP with good 

mechanical integrity by crosslinking methods as in Section 1.6.  

Water retention capacity under shear is measured by centrifuge retention capacity (CRC). The 

centrifuge retention capacity or saline water retention capacity of tempo oxidized cellulose 

nanofiber is higher than that of commercial SAP [177]. This is due to the high porosity and high 

surface area of nanocellulose superabsorbent, which allows improved penetration of saline 

solution inside the structure [178, 179]. The porosity and surface area of nanocellulose SAP can 

be modulate by selecting the appropriate drying technique and parameters, as mentioned in section 

1.4. However, the centrifuge retention capacity gives an indirect measure of SAP performance, 

not directly related to SAP absorption capacity under baby weight. So, the SAP needs to be tested 

under baby weight i.e. absorption capacity when under load at 37 oC, as fluid viscosity changes 

with temperature (section 1.7.1). Additionally, the mechanical integrity and how to improve that 

integrity under load have not been investigated (section 1.6). Finally, the complete biodegradable 

design of the diaper needs to be developed to complement the nanocellulose SAP. 

The main challenge associated with the development of a sustainable, biodegradable baby diapers 

is the combination of all the required layers. Figure 1-7 shows a proposed design for a 

biodegradable baby diaper design. There are four different layers: (i) semi-permeable layer, (ii) 
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distribution layer, (iii) superabsorbent material and (iv) hydrophobic layer. The top, semi-

permeable layer will direct the urine flow only in inward direction which will keep the top sheet 

in contact with baby skin dry (which is required for comfort). The distribution layer, made of 

cotton fluff, will distribute the urine uniformly into the nanocellulose SAP layer. The final 

hydrophobic layer, potentially made of PLA, prevents leakage through the back side. The four 

proposed layers can easily be integrated and joined by heat sealing. It is therefore the development 

and tuning of cellulose SAP for baby diaper applications, as described above, that is required to 

further develop and realize this prototype. 

 

Figure 1-7: Conceptual prototype design for baby diaper. 

 

1.8.3 Diagnostic products 

Due to its biocompatibility, low cost, easy functionality and non-toxic nature, cellulose is gaining 

attention for biosensors and microfluidic paper-based analytical devices (μPADs) [180]. There are 

numerous reports on paper-based biosensors for diagnostic applications [181-186]. Paper-based 

devices are also being used for capturing and storing biomolecules such as DNA, protein, enzymes 

etc. In particular, immobilization of enzymes on an appropriate substrate can increase their 

stability and preserve their activity [187]. There are several common immobilization techniques 

available, shown in Figure 1-8, including adsorption, crosslinking, encapsulation, covalent 

bonding and entrapment. However, immobilization of enzymes can cause some denaturation 

depending on the immobilization technique, pH, temperature, and buffer solution [188].  

Nanocellulose SAPs are therefore a promising medium for enzyme immobilization, as the physical 

properties of nanocellulose hydrogel from which the superabsorbent is made can be tuned to match 

the ideal conditions required for immobilization, preservation and use of a particular enzyme, 

including pH, temperature, and ionic strength [189-194]. Nanocellulose SAP has also has a very 

high, tunable surface area, which improves interaction with and binding of the enzyme and the 
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fiber network [137, 195-197]. The dried nanocellulose SAP matrix can also preserve the enzyme 

stability and improve ease of handling, ease of use, and shelf life of the enzyme. Furthermore, a 

reduction of enzyme activity often occurs in 2D substrates [198-201]. 3D hydrogel networks can 

overcome these limitations and preserve enzymes within the structure, ensuring the sensitivity of 

nanocellulose SAP-based biosensors [202].  

 

 

Figure 1.8: Representation of the possible bioprobe immobilization techniques: (a) direct, (b) 

covalent, (c) secondary interaction, (d) covalent and (e) entrapment into hydrogel. Reproduced 

with permission from [203] Copyright 2021, Wiley Online Library. 

 

Immobilized enzyme stability has already been demonstrated in nanocellulose SAPs [204]. 

Glucose oxidase was immobilized in a nanocellulose network, and shown to change color as 

expected in the presence of different glucose concentrations. This enzyme-containing SAP was 

incorporated into a microfluidic device to develop a point of care glucose sensor [205]. Glucose 

oxidase immobilized in TEMPO oxidized nanocellulose has also been shown to detect glucose in 

urine [206]. However, most of the nanocellulose SAP based biosensor are not direct indicators, 

and require pre- or post-treatment to determine blood glucose levels, which is not appropriate for 

home use. So, further research and device design for a simple, user-friendly glucose sensor and 

visual indicator is required. This will require the nanocellulose SAP with controlled absorption 

bioprobe (Enzyme, DNA etc.) 

Functional group reactive 
toward biomolecule 
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capacity of the analytes (human blood in case of glucose sensor) and ability to incorporate enzymes 

inside the porous structure.    

 

1.8.4 Agriculture 

The agricultural sector plays a vital role to ensure food security, where it has been estimated that 

global demand for food will double food production by 2050 [207]. To meet this demand, in an 

environmentally benign and sustainable way, is a major challenge in agriculture, especially 

because this industry uses about 70% of the water available for human consumption worldwide 

[208, 209]. Climate change and droughts have significantly decreased water availability in recent 

years, threatening the world’s agricultural development in the future. The use of SAPs as 

agricultural aids offers a way to address and mitigate this challenge. However, most commercial 

SAPs are non-biodegradable, fossil-fuel derived polymers such as polyacrylates (PAs) or 

polyacrylamides (PAMs), which has greatly limited their commercial applications because of 

possible environmental risk. This lack of sustainability has led to the development of materials 

derived from natural polymers such as starch, pectin, and guar gum, chitosan and alginate [210]. 

However, these materials are still produced as composites with PA/PAM, limiting their 

sustainability and biodegradability, and thus not solving the problem [211].   

Nanocellulose SAPs have the potential to increase soil water retention, significantly reducing 

irrigation water consumption. They can function as ‘water reservoirs’, increasing the water 

availability to plants and allowing them to survive longer under water stress. Cellulose is also 100% 

biodegradable. Depending on the weather conditions, temperature and moisture, cellulose 

decomposition mostly occurs within 16 to 30 days [212, 213]. As cellulose biodegrades in situ in 

the soil, is also provides an excellent source of labile carbon to soil-based microbes, providing 

them the energy needed for growth and to perform important functions to develop healthy soil via 

nutrient cycling and fertilization.  

Functionalizing the nanocellulose SAP to introduce nutrients to the fiber network expands the 

application range of this material to function not only as a water retention aid, but also as a carrier 

for agrochemicals, as the SAP capable of administering a controlled-release of nutrients according 

to plant demand, thereby increasing crop yield. Nitrogen/phosphorus/potassium (NPK) can be 

encapsulated in carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) based SAPs to facilitate slow release of NPK 

fertilizers [214]. The fertilizer in this material was continuously released over a period of 10 days. 
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Further in vivo testing studies on cucumber plants demonstrated a more significant development 

of cucumber seeds supplemented with this material (Figure 1-9).   

Though there are a few studies on the performance of nanocellulose SAP in agriculture [215, 216], 

a comprehensive and systematic analysis is required to fully understand the effect of nanocellulose 

SAP on soils and plant growth from the fundamental perspective. Different soils have different 

properties and ionic strengths, which affect the SAP performance, so it’s critical to analyze effect 

of ionic strength and evaluate the relative Nanocellulose SAP salt sensitivity. The release kinetics 

needs to be controlled for nutrient delivery which can be achieved by tuning the pore size or 

functionalization. With proper analysis and quantification, nanocellulose SAP can be engineered 

for agricultural applications by tuning their structure and properties. 

 

Figure 1-9: In vivo tests of cucumber seeds grown in soil (a) without SAP, (b) with SAP and 

NPK fertilizer and (c) with SAP filled with nanocellulose and NPK fertilizers. Reprinted with 

permission from [214], Copyright 2021, Elsevier. 

 

1.9 Perspectives 

Nanocellulose SAP represents a new class of bio-based material capable of absorbing a large 

volume of fluid while maintaining its own structure. This renewable, biodegradable, non-toxic 

material can be functionalized and engineered by utilizing simple methods, such as TEMPO 

oxidation, homogenization and drying to prepare novel SAPs with application-specific absorption 

properties. Though there is literature on the development and properties of nanocellulose SAPs, 

extensive studies on nanocellulose SAP structure-property relationship does not exist, and is still 

required to successfully tailor the properties, without resorting to the creation of composites with 

non-renewable, non-biodegradable and non-sustainable petrochemically-derived additives. There 

is limited knowledge on nanocellulose SAP mechanical strength, absorption fundamentals, 

absorption phases, fiber-fiber interaction phenomenon, absorption kinetics and biodegradation rate 
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for crosslinked/neat SAPs. The relation between the key variables, preparation conditions and 

structural changes is poorly understood. Furthermore, how this nanocellulose SAP can be utilized 

for novel applications is poorly understood. Therefore, a fundamental comprehensive study is 

required to fully understand nanocellulose SAP structure and how this structure can be modulated 

by careful choice of the hydrogel production, drying and functionalization methods and method 

parameters. 

 

1.10 Gaps in knowledge 

The literature review indicated significant gaps in knowledge which are hindering the development 

of nanocellulose SAP for with application-specific properties. The following gaps need to be 

addressed:  

1. There is limited knowledge on how crosslinking is related to SAP mechanical strength. 

The absorption capacity of physically/chemically crosslinked and cellulose 

fibrils/biopolymer blended SAP remains poorly described. 

2. The lack of understanding on the effect of the fibrous network structure on the swelling of 

nanocellulose-based SAP and the structural changes during drying of swollen SAP. 

3. The lack of knowledge on the absorption kinetics, absorption phases and absorption 

mechanism with differences in nanocellulose SAP structure at the various critical length 

and time scales of interest, particularly for SAP exhibiting rapid absorption kinetics. 

4. The limited understanding of crosslinked nanocellulose SAP biodegradation in soil. 

5. The limited application of engineered nanocellulose SAP for novel applications, such as, 

diagnostics (for example blood glucose detection in human blood), highlighting the 

unexplored potential of nanocellulose SAP for the efficient and user-friendly device 

development for diagnostic.  

 

1.11 Research Objectives 

Performant, sustainable, renewable SAPs are required to replace the current commercial 

petrochemical-based SAP. This research aims to increase the knowledge of the relationship 

between production methods, structure and properties of nanocellulose SAPs to address this 
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challenge and enable the development of nanocellulose SAPs with tunable, application-specific 

properties.  

The following specific research objectives are achieved in this study: 

1. Engineer and characterize TEMPO oxidized nanocellulose SAP by controlling 

crosslinking density/type and by adding crystalline cellulose to improve the mechanical 

strength. 

2. Understand and quantify the relationship between the structure and swelling behavior of 

nanocellulose SAPs upon water absorption and drying. 

3. Quantify the effect of the nanocellulose fiber surface charge on the structure, absorption 

kinetics, capacity and absorption mechanism of nanocellulose SAP for water and ionic 

fluids. 

4. Measure the rate of biodegradation of nanocellulose SAP as a function of nanocellulose 

crosslinking, enzyme concentration and correlate the biodegradation rate with crosslinked 

SAP structure. 

5. Develop a nanocellulose based biosensor to detect glucose concentration in human blood- 

a novel application of nanocellulose SAP by applying the prior knowledge and outcomes 

from objectives 1 to 4 to demonstrate that this research has addressed the gaps in 

knowledge and achieved the overall aim to enable the development of application specific 

nanocellulose SAPs. 

 

1.12 Thesis Outline 

This thesis is presented in the format of “Thesis by Publications” according to Monash University 

Guidelines. It consists of five experimental chapters of which three are already published and the 

other two are manuscripts under preparation. All published manuscripts are reformatted for a 

consistent presentation whilst the text remains unchanged. The original publications are provided 

in Appendix II. 

The following is the thesis structure outlining the aims, conducted research and outcomes.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Literature Review 

This chapter critically reviews the current knowledge and understanding of nanocellulose SAPs, 

and their fundamental physical and chemical properties. It includes an overview of nanocellulose 

SAP production methods, and presents nanocellulose SAP properties, absorption mechanisms and 

the requirements to use nanocellulose SAPs in advanced applications, including meat packaging, 

personal care products, agriculture and diagnostics. The existing limitations are highlighted and 

further research required to overcome the limitations has been evaluated.  

 

Chapter 2: Modulating Nanocellulose Hydrogels and Cryogels Strength by Crosslinking and 

Blending 

Hossain, L., Raghuwanshi, V. S., Tanner, J., & Garnier, G. (2021). Modulating nanocellulose 

hydrogels and cryogels strength by crosslinking and blending. Colloids and Surfaces A: 

Physicochemical and Engineering Aspects, 127608. DOI: 10.1016/j.colsurfa.2021.127608 

Impact factor: 4.539 

This chapter investigates the production of nanocellulose SAPs with high mechanical strength via 

crosslinking and blending. The mechanical properties of the SAPs (both hydro- and cryogel) are 

characterized from rheological and compressive strength perspectives. Nanocellulose SAP is 

functionalized with crosslinkers and blended with cellulose nanocrystals (CNC) to improve the 

mechanical sustainability while maintaining absorption capacity with applied load for different 

applications, such as baby diaper or meat packaging.  

 

Chapter 3: Structure and Swelling of Cross-linked Nanocellulose Foams 

Hossain, L., Raghuwanshi, V. S., Tanner, J., Wu, C. M., Kleinerman, O., Cohen, Y., & Garnier, G. 

(2020). Structure and swelling of cross-linked nanocellulose foams. Journal of colloid and 

interface science, 568, 234-244.  DOI: 10.1016/j.jcis.2020.02.048 

Impact factor: 8.128 

This chapter quantifies the relation between the structure and swelling behavior of cross-linked 

nanocellulose foam/SAP. Physically and chemically crosslinked nanocellulose SAPs are saturated 

with water and measured using a combination of small angle scattering and cryogenic high 
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resolution (HR) SEM techniques. Comparison of crosslinked and non-crosslinked nanocellulose 

SAPs is presented to differentiate the structures and reveal the water transport mechanisms inside 

the structure.  

 

Chapter 4: Absorption Kinetics of Nanocellulose Foams: Effect of Ionic strength and 

Surface Charge 

Hossain, L., Eastman, E., De Rango, M., Raghuwanshi, V. S., Tanner, J., & Garnier, G. (2021). 

Absorption kinetics of nanocellulose foams: Effect of ionic strength and surface charge. Journal 

of Colloid and Interface Science, 601, 124-132. DOI: 10.1016/j.jcis.2021.05.092 

Impact factor: 8.128 

Nanocellulose SAP absorption kinetics and capacity is tuned by using TEMPO oxidation methods 

to manipulate the nanocellulose surface charge (COO-), which affects swelling by altering the SAP 

porosity and pore structure. Tunable absorption kinetics enable the successful engineering of SAP 

material for applications where controlled rate of absorption is required.  

 

Chapter 5: Effect of Crosslinking on Nanocellulose Superabsorbent Biodegradability 

Nanocellulose SAP and the effect of crosslinking on biodegradability are analyzed in this chapter 

by quantifying biodegradation under enzymatic condition. Nanocellulose SAP biodegradation is 

quantified in sandy soil by analyzing microbial activity and hydrolysis of remaining product at 

different enzyme and solid (SAP) concentrations. The findings are compared with SAP in soil 

without enzyme to evaluate the accelerated biodegradation effect caused by enzyme.  

 

Chapter 6: Point of Care Nanocellulose Sensor for Glucose Detection in Blood 

A novel application of nanocellulose SAP is presented to demonstrate the final goal of preparing 

application specific SAPs. Enzyme immobilized nanocellulose SAP based colorimetric sensor is 

developed to detect glucose level in human blood. This pH based colorimetric sensor is evaluated 

to detect glucose concentration of 7 mM to 13 mM and potential device design is proposed to 

transfer this concept as a commercial product.  This concept of colorimetric biosensor opens the 

opportunity of developing colorimetric sensors to detect infectious diseases in human body.  
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Chapter 7: Conclusion and Perspectives 

The overall understanding from this thesis is summarized in this last chapter. The perspective for 

the application of nanocellulose SAP by tuning its properties in food, personal care product and 

diagnostic are presented. 
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Preface 

Superabsorbent polymers (SAP) are widely used for a variety of application that ranges from baby 

diaper to sophisticated sensor development. Their high surface area, high porosity and fast water 

absorption capacity make them ideal for novel functional applications. Most of the commercial 

SAPs are petrochemical based and non-renewable. TEMPO mediated oxidized SAP appears as an 

ideal alternative to these polyacrylic SAPs. However, full structural and swelling characterization 

is required for TEMPO mediated SAPs to be engineered for their specific application. In this 

chapter, we studied the mechanical strength of nanocellulose hydrogel and cryogel. Cryogel is the 

freeze-dried form of the hydrogel, often referred to as nanocellulose foam or SAP.  Cryogels 

structures and properties vary widely for their different applications. For example, the loads 

sustained by the SAPs (dried hydrogel/cryogel) is specific to its application: the absorbent for food 

packaging must supports a cut of meat (100-200 g), that for baby diaper must fully swell under the 

baby (3-10 kg). Cryogel of high compressive strength will not disintegrate when load is applied. 

Hence, we studied the mechanical strength of SAP in this chapter and modulate the mechanical 

strength by crosslinking and blending with fibers of different size. This published chapter 

addresses the first objective of this thesis which is to modulate SAP mechanical strength by 

crosslinking/blending to have tuneable mechanical strength of nanocellulose SAPs. 
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2.1 Abstract  

The mechanical strength of hydrogels and cryogels made from carboxylated nanocellulose (NC) 

fibers can be modulated by chemically/physically crosslinking and blending with different fibrils 

(shorter/longer). Nano- cellulose hydrogels are produced by oxidizing Bleached Eucalyptus Kraft 

(BEK) pulp followed by high pressure mechanical treatment. Polyethyleneimine (PEI) and 

hexamethylenediamine (HMDA) are selected to crosslink nanocellulose hydrogels physically and 

chemically, respectively. Shorter cellulose nanocrystals (CNC) and longer microcrystalline 

cellulose (MCC) fibrils are blended with the TEMPO oxidized nano/micro fibers to produce 

hydrogels of controlled properties. Nanocellulose cryogels are prepared from these hydrogels by 

a two steps process of freezing and lyophilization. The mechanical properties of nanocellulose 

hydrogels and cryogels are modulated by controlling the type and density of crosslinking as well 

as by blending with nano- or microfibrils. Chemical crosslinking (HMDA) increases the hydrogel 

elastic compression modulus/storage modulus (G′) but does not significantly affect the 

compressive strength of the cryogel. SAXS reveals the HMDA crosslinked hydrogel to be 

structurally homogeneous. Physical crosslinking with high molecular weight PEI increases the 

storage modulus (G′) of nanocellulose hydrogels. Blending a carboxylated nanocellulose fiber 

suspension with CNC significantly in- creases the cryogel compressive strength. Nanocellulose 

gel exhibits tunable mechanical strength and absorption capacity from the crosslinking/blending 

strategy (type and density); this improved fundamental knowledge of the fiber-crosslinker and 

fiber-cellulose crystal interactions enables greater control and tunability of the properties of hydro- 

and cryogels for personal and infant care products, as agricultural water retention aids, and for 

biosensor applications. 
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2.3 Graphical Abstract 

 

 

2.4 Introduction 

A hydrogel is a three dimensional polymeric network capable of retaining a large volume of water 

inside its structure [1, 2]. Such polymeric materials have wide-ranging applications as a wet or 

dried gel, including baby diapers, contact lenses, drug delivery, wound dressing, and tissue 

engineering, among others [3-7]. The term hydrogel is often used ambiguously to describe both 

the wet and dried gel forms, although the term “cryogel” describing freeze-dried gels provides 

clarity [8]. Collectively, hydro- and cryogels can be categorized as synthetic or naturally derived, 

depending on their raw material [9, 10]. Synthetic hydrogels based on acrylate or acrylamide are 

the most commonly used for commercial applications, but they are neither renewable nor 

biodegradable. Common naturally derived hydrogels include alginate, chitosan, collagen, gelatin, 

starch, hyaluronan, and recently, cellulose [11, 12]. Among those, cellulose-based materials are 

attractive because of their stiffness, hydrophilicity, ease of functionalization, renewability, 

biocompatibility, large availability and low cost, making them unique among biodegradable 

materials [13, 14].  

Cellulose is the most abundant biopolymer on Earth. It is found in plants, algae, tunicates and 

some bacteria [15, 16]. Plant-derived cellulose (and nanocellulose) contains both crystalline and 

amorphous regions, depending on the local molecular structures [17]. Breaking down the cellulose 

can produce nanocellulose (NC); it can be produced directly from bacterial strains as well. There 
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are mainly three types of nanocellulose: (i) cellulose nanofiber (CNF), (ii) cellulose nanocrystal 

(CNC), and (iii) bacterial cellulose (BC). CNF is prepared either by (i) mechanical treatment, (ii) 

chemical treatment or (iii) combined chemical and mechanical treatment of plant-derived cellulose. 

CNF retains both the amorphous and crystalline regions of the original cellulose fibers [18]. CNC 

is mainly produced by acid hydrolysis of plant-derived cellulose fibers to degrade the amorphous 

regions and retain the crystalline domains [19]. Bacterial cellulose is produced by microorganisms 

that excrete pure cellulose directly as nanofibers. In general, nanocellulose is biocompatible and 

has excellent native gel forming properties [20].  

The mechanical properties of a nanocellulose hydrogel govern many of its applications [21] in 

which crosslinking (type and density) can be a controlling variable. Crosslinking compounds can 

be broadly categorized as chemical or physical, depending on the type of interaction between the 

crosslinker and the nanocellulose fiber. Chemical crosslinkers form covalent bonds with 

nanocellulose fibers. Common examples include methylene-bis-acrylamide, ethylene glycol 

dimethacrylate (EGDMA), 1,1,1- trimethylolpropane triacrylate (TMPTA), and tetraalyloxy 

ethane (TAOE) [2, 22]. Epichlorohydrin, hexamethylenediamine (HMDA), aldehydes and 

aldehyde-based reagents, urea derivatives, and carbodiimides have also been used as crosslinkers 

for cellulose based hydrogels [23, 24]. Among these, crosslinking of nanocellulose fiber with high 

carbon amine groups in presence of EDC/sulfo NHS is very efficient with high yield [25]. 

In physical cross-linking, interacting forces such as hydrogen bonding, electrostatic forces, van 

der Waals forces, chain entanglements, and ionic and hydrophobic interactions dominate [26]. 

Physical cross-linking via hydrogen bonding between the carboxyl groups of oxidized cellulose 

fibers can be achieved by the freeze-thaw technique. The skeletal density of the cellulose fiber 

matrix is increased upon crystallization of the bulk solvent, which forces the polymer chains to 

align and form a cohesive network via hydrogen bonding and covalent interaction. Changes in the 

freeze-thaw cycle affect the resultant hydrogel properties, for example, reduction of porosity [27-

29]. High strength polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) hydrogels have been made by this technique, where 

the strength came from intra and intermolecular hydrogen bonds [30]. The freeze-thaw method 

has also been used to make high strength hydrogels from hemicellulose, hyaluronic acid and 

cellulose nano crystal [31-33]. However, the freeze-thawing method has some disadvantages: (i) 

long cycle times (for example, five cycles or more with 22 hours each) [34] (ii) irregular hydrogel 

pore spacing and (iii) higher energy consumption due to repeated cycles. Physical crosslinking can 

also be achieved by the physical interaction of negative cellulose fiber with positive 

polyelectrolyte molecules, resulting in high mechanical strength. For example, polyethyleneimine 
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(PEI) has been widely used to crosslink with nanocellulose in the presence of glutaraldehyde [35]. 

Nanocellulose fibers crosslinked with PEI and allylamine modified PNIPAm particles have been 

developed and exhibit thermo-responsive behavior [36]. As the definition of physical crosslinking 

includes hydrogen bonding and ionic/electrostatic interaction [37], the ionic interaction between 

positive PEI molecules and negative nanocellulose fibers can be designated as physical 

crosslinking. For a greener physical crosslinking approach, it may be possible to use PEI alone, 

although there is limited work on this. Therefore, the effect of PEI molecular weights on 

nanocellulose fibers crosslinking is also poorly understood. 

Cryogels are hydrogels that have been dried into porous and highly absorbent structures with high 

surface area. Cryogels can be produced by supercritical drying, freeze drying, ambient pressure 

drying, microwave drying, or vacuum drying of hydrogels [38]. Cryogels have been investigated 

for multifunctional sensor, supercapacitor, insulator, controlled drug release and drug scaffold, and 

recently, infant care applications [8, 39-43]. The absorption capacity of a cryogel is a critical 

parameter for all applications, and is related to its cross linking density, internal surface area, and 

charged functional groups, such as COO- [44]. Oxidation is the most common treatment to 

introduce negative hydrophilic COO- groups on the fiber surface [45, 46]. The hydrophilic 

functional group (COO-) of the cryogel network contribute to water absorption while the cross-

links between the network chains prevent the cryogel structure from collapsing upon re-wetting 

[47]. The mechanical/compressive strength of cryogel can also be increased upon cellulose crystal 

blending [48]. The chain molecules of crystalline cellulose are packed in an orderly manner 

resulting in higher nanocellulose strength compared to amorphous region [49]. Introducing nano 

and micro crystal into the nanocellulose cryogel affects the bonding surface area and the total fiber 

length available for binding. 

In spite of their wide commercial use, there is surprisingly limited knowledge describing how 

physical and chemical crosslinking correlates with hydrogel and cryogel mechanical strength. For 

example, the change in mechanical strength for hydrogels and cryogels has not been correlated 

with their physical and chemical crosslinking density. In this study, HMDA is chosen as chemical 

crosslinker because HMDA is widely known and used due to its six carbon chains, which form 

chemical crosslinks between nanocellulose fibers more effectively than other low carbon amines. 

As physical crosslinker, we have used PEI alone to form ionic interaction with nanocellulose fibers 

while ensuring to avoid any hazardous chemical during gel preparation. Cellulose crystal was 

blended with nanocellulose fiber to go one step closer towards the sustainability. Blending 

cellulose crystal is potentially greener option as PEI and HMDA are still chemical additives and 
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removal of this additives can make the cryogel even greener and sustainable.  The effect of 

cellulose crystals blending has also not been investigated or quantified. In addition, the absorption 

capacity of physically and chemically crosslinked cryogels, and cryogels produced by blending 

with cellulose fibrils remains poorly described. There is a need to compare different types of 

crosslinking and blending agents, and characterize their effect on the mechanical properties of 

hydrogels and cryogels. Controlling the mechanical strength is important to develop performant 

superabsorbent when under load; lack of strength can lead to poor performance due to product 

disintegration. 

The objective of this study is therefore to investigate, quantify and control the strength of 

nanocellulose hydrogels and cryogels. Carboxylated nanocellulose gels were produced that 

incorporated either: i) a chemical crosslinker (HMDA), ii) a physical crosslinker (PEI) or iii) 

cellulose crystal. The effect of chemical crosslinking, physical crosslinking, and dissimilar 

nanocellulose crystals addition on the structural, absorption, and strength properties of 

nanocellulose hydrogels and cryogels was compared. The structure of the different composites 

was analyzed by Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) and related to the properties of these gels 

for application as renewable, biocompatible and biodegradable superabsorbents. The developed 

superabsorbent has tunable absorption and mechanical properties which make it suitable to remain 

integrated under load, such as for meat packaging or baby diaper. 

 

2.5 Methodology 

2.5.1 Materials 

Bleached Eucalyptus Kraft (BEK) pulp, containing approximately 10 wt.% solids, was obtained 

from Australian Paper, Maryvale, Australia. 2,2,6,6-Tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl (TEMPO), PEI 

(low molecular weight: Mw ⁓ 800 Da, Mn ⁓ 600 Da; high molecular weight: Mw ⁓ 750,000 Da, Mn 

⁓ 60,000 Da), HMDA, MCC and sodium bromide (NaBr) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 

CNC suspension (10.3 wt% solid content and 1.1 wt% Sulphur content) was purchased from The 

University of Maine, USA. Hydrochloric acid (HCl) and Sodium Hydroxide (NaOH) were diluted 

for solutions as required and were purchased from ACL Laboratories and Merck, respectively. 12 

w/v% Sodium Hypochlorite (NaClO) was purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific and used as 

received. 
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2.5.2 Methods  

2.5.2.1 Solids concentration 

The solids concentration of all samples (i.e. gel or pulp) was determined through oven drying. 

The sample was weighed before (wi) and after (wd) drying. Sample moisture was removed by 

drying in an oven (Thermoline BTC 9090) at 105°C for at least 6 h. The solids content was 

calculated as: 

𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑	𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡	(%) = 	
𝑤!
𝑤"
	× 100% 

 

2.5.2.2 TEMPO mediated oxidation 

The TEMPO-mediated oxidation of BEK pulp was done by using oxidizing agent NaClO [10]. 25 

g BEK pulp (dry weight) was suspended in 2500 mL water containing 0.4g TEMPO and 2.5g 

NaBr. The 12 w/v% NaClO solution was initially adjusted to pH 10 via addition of 36% HCl. To 

initiate the oxidation process, 100 mL NaClO was added drop-wise to the suspension whilst 

stirring. The pH of the reaction was monitored and maintained at 10 through the manual addition 

of 0.5 M NaOH. The oxidation process was completed in 3 hours. The oxidized fibers were 

recovered through vacuum filtration and stored refrigerated (2-8°C).  

 

2.5.2.3 Conductometric titration 

The carboxylate group content was measured by conductometric titration as reported in previous 

study [29]. Oxidized pulp samples (approx. 30 mg dry weight) were suspended in 40 mL deionized 

water. 200 µL of 1% NaCl was added to the suspended sample. The pH of the suspended sample 

was manually adjusted to between 2.5 and 3 with 0.5 M HCl prior to titration. Titration was 

accomplished by automated addition of 0.1 M NaOH using a Mettler Toledo T5 titrator. The 

conductivity of the sample was monitored throughout the titration progress. The carboxyl group 

content (mmol COO-Na+ /g fiber) was determined by: 

𝐶𝐶 = 	
𝑐∆𝑉
𝑤 × 1000 

where ∆V pertain to the amount of titrant required to neutralize the carboxylic groups (in L), c is 

the NaOH concentration (mol/L), and w is the sample weight (g). 
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2.5.2.4 Physical crosslinking 

TEMPO-oxidized pulp was dispersed in deionized water at the desired concentration (0.5 g dry 

fiber in 100 g suspension). Fibrillation was accomplished through a high-pressure homogenizer 

(GEA Niro Soavi Homogenizer Panda) at 1000 bar for two passes. One-pass homogenized gel was 

mixed with PEI using an electric hand mixer (ANCO 500). After thorough mixing, the gel was 

passed through the homogenizer for the second pass, after which physical crosslinking was 

assumed to have occurred. The samples were stored at 4 °C. 

 

2.5.2.5 Chemical Crosslinking 

Oxidized fiber was homogenized at the desired concentration (0.5 g dry fiber in 100 g suspension) 

at 1000 bar for two passes to produce nanocellulose gel. HMDA was dissolved in deionized water 

at a concentration of 0.45 g/mL. The nanocellulose gel was crosslinked with this HMDA in ratios 

of 2:1 and 1:1 (COO-:NH2) in presence of EDC/sulfo NHS. The gel was mixed for 5 mins and 

incubated at room temperature overnight (16 hours). 

 

2.5.2.6 Cellulose crystal blending 

TEMPO-oxidized fiber suspension (0.5 g dry fiber in 100 g suspension) was blended with either 

MCC or CNC at a mass ratio of 2:1. After that fibrillation was achieved in the homogenizer at 

1000 bar for two passes to produce the hydrogel. 

 

2.5.2.7 Rheological measurement 

Rheological testing of gel samples was performed with an Anton Paar MCR302 rheometer. A cone 

(0.997°) and plate (49.975 mm) geometry was selected. Testing was performed at ambient 

temperature (25 °C). A solvent trap was used to ensure stable temperature during measurements. 

Viscosity was measured at shear rates ranging from 0.5 to 100 s−1. Oscillatory strain sweep was 

performed from 0.01 to 100% at a constant 1 Hz frequency. 
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2.5.2.8 Preparation of Nanocellulose Cryogels 

The cryogels were prepared by spreading 12 g of gel evenly over the base of a 50 mm petri dish 

and freezing the sample at -86°C, then freeze-drying (Christ Alpha 2-4 LD Plus) for 2 days.  

 

2.5.2.9 Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy 

Cryogel samples were analyzed by Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy (Agilent 

Technologies Cary 630 FTIR) which is equipped with a diamond attenuated total reflectance (ATR) 

accessory. Eight scans were taken at 4 cm-1 resolution.  

 

2.5.2.10 Free swell capacity 

The cryogel sample was placed in a glass funnel, which is immersed in a container full of testing 

fluid. To measure the absorption over time, the funnel with the sample was removed from the fluid 

container and the excess fluid allowed to drain for five minutes. The total mass was then measured 

at regular intervals of 3 hours. The free swell capacity was then calculated as follows:  

Free	Swell	Capacity	(FSC) =
m! −m"

m"
	 

Where mt is the mass of the swollen cryogel at a particular time interval and mi is the initial mass 

of the dry cryogel. 

 

2.5.2.11 Compression Testing 

Cylindrical cryogel samples of 37 mm diameter and 37 mm length were prepared for compressive 

testing. Force-displacement data for cryogel samples was obtained by Instron model 5965 

Universal Testing Machine equipped with 1kN load cell. The testing was done at 23oC and 50% 

humidity at a compression rare of 5 mm/min. The compressive Young’s Modulus was determined 

from the slope of the initial linear region of the stress-strain curve.  

 

2.5.2.12 SAXS 

The SAXS measurements were conducted at the SAXS/WAXS beamline of the Australian 

Synchrotron. The X-ray energy of 12 keV (wavelength was 1.03 Å) and the sample to detector 
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distance of 7 m was used for the measurement. All the samples were measured in the   transmission 

mode. A Pilatus 1M detector is used to collect the scattered X-ray photons from the sample. Silver 

behenate and glassy carbon standards are used to calibrate the scattering vector q and normalized 

the scattering curve in the absolute scattering cross sections. The scattering vector q is related to 

the scattering angle 2𝜃 and X-rays wavelength (𝜆) by the relation  𝑞 = #$%"&'
(

.  A ScatterBrain 

software is used to perform the data reduction and radial averaging.  

The scattering vector q is used to determine the average inter-particle distance (d) from the 

correlation peak by the relation q= )$
!

.  Moreover, the scattering intensity I (q) at different q range 

follows different power law as: 

𝐼(𝑞) = 	 𝑐𝑞*+ 

Where, c is the prefactor and the value 𝛼  is the characteristic of mass fractals and compact 

structures. The value of 𝛼 between 3 and 4 resembles the scattering from the surface and compact 

structures.  

 

2.6 Results 

The structural and strength properties of physically (low molecular weight: LMW and high 

molecular weight: HMW PEI) and chemically (HMDA) crosslinked gels were quantified. 

Nanocellulose gel with 1.3 mmol COO-/g fiber reinforced with cellulose fibrils of different length 

scales: long (MCC) and short (CNC) were also prepared and their properties compared with those 

of the crosslinked gels. The composition and identification of all nanocellulose gels are 

summarized in Table 2-1. The water content of physically crosslinked hydrogel and CNC blended 

hydrogel is compared with neat hydrogel in Table 2-S1. 

Table 2-1: Description and characterization of the nanocellulose gels composition. 

Sample code Sample details 

NC Pure nanocellulose gel 

NC:HP/1:0.05 Nanocellulose gel physically crosslinked with 5 w/w% HMW PEI 

NC:HP/1:0.07 Nanocellulose gel physically crosslinked with 7 w/w% HMW PEI 

NC:LP/1:0.05 Nanocellulose gel physically crosslinked with 5 w/w % LMW PEI 

NC:LP/1:0.07 Nanocellulose gel physically crosslinked with 7 w/w% LMW PEI 
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NC:HMDA/2:1 Nanocellulose gel chemically crosslinked with HMDA at nanocellulose COO- 

to amine ratio 2:1 

NC:HMDA/1:1 Nanocellulose chemically crosslinked with HMDA with nanocellulose COO- 

to amine ratio 1:1 

NC:CNC/2:1 Nanocellulose blended with cellulose nano crystal at nanocellulose to CNC 

blend mass ratio 2:1 

NC:MCC/2:1 Nanocellulose blended with MCC at nanocellulose to MCC blend mass ratio 

2:1 

 

2.6.1 Physical crosslinked hydrogels 

PEI was chosen as the physical crosslinker with nanocellulose hydrogel as it is known to adsorb 

on cellulose. The molecular weight of PEI plays an important role in determining the hydrogel 

strength. High molecular weight PEI improved the hydrogel strength significantly. Figure 2-1 

shows the rheological properties of hydrogels as a function of concentration for (a) low and (b) 

high molecular weight PEI. At low shear stress, the elastic modulus (G’) is dominant over the 

viscous modulus (G”), which indicates that the hydrogel behaves more like a solid material under 

these conditions, as G’ represents gel stiffness or strength. After the intersection point of G’ and 

G”, the material flows like a liquid as the viscous modulus exceeds the elastic modulus. G” is the 

viscous or loss modulus; it indicates the portion of the deformation energy that is lost to internal 

friction during shearing. At first, G” is constant as the gel behaves like a uniform 3D network. G” 

then increases with increasing shear as micro cracks appear. Initially, the elastic behavior is 

dominant. As shear increases further, micro cracks grow, merge and develop into continuous 

macro cracks which result in gel rupture at the highest value of G”. Passed this point, the bulk 

material starts to flow, as indicated by the dominant viscous modulus (G”) after the intersection of 

G’ and G”, which occurs at the G” maxima. 

Adding a low molecular weight PEI as a physical crosslinker weakens the nanocellulose hydrogel. 

Here, PEI acts a plasticizer and presents no evidence of crosslinking with cellulose. The viscous 

and elastic moduli of the LP adsorbed hydrogels (NC:LP) are lower than those of the nanocellulose 

hydrogel (Figure 2-1a). The modulus intersections are also shifted toward higher shear strains, 

indicating a more cream-like behavior of the hydrogel. The addition of 5 w/w % HP to 

nanocellulose hydrogels also does not significantly affect their rheological behavior (Figure 2-1b). 

However, increasing the HP concentration to 7 w/w % significantly increases the mechanical 

strength (by up to 5 times) compared to pure nanocellulose hydrogel (Figure 2-1a) because of 
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bridge formation between nanocellulose fibers. The intersection of G’ and G” also shifts to lower 

shear strain with increasing concentration of HP from 5 w/w % to 7 w/w %, indicating non-creamy 

or brittle hydrogel formation. The types of interaction between nanocellulose and PEI therefore 

depend on the molecular weight of PEI, which results in different hydrogel rheology. 

 

  

Figure 2-1: Viscoelastic properties of TEMPO-oxidized cellulose hydrogels crosslinked with 

different concentrations of PEI varying in molecular weight: (A) hydrogels with low molecular 

weight PEI (LP) and (B) hydrogels with high molecular weight PEI (HP). Two PEI 

concentrations were tested: 5% and 7%, and the Elastic (G’) and viscous (G”) moduli were 

recorded as a function of strain. Oscillation frequency and temperature were kept constant at 1 

Hz and 25oC, respectively. 

2.6.2 Chemical crosslinked hydrogels 

Chemical crosslinking of nanocellulose hydrogel with HMDA significantly increases hydrogel 

strength (Figure 2-2). Adding HMDA to nanocellulose hydrogel at a carboxyl to amine group ratio 

of 2:1 results in a four-fold increase in the elastic modulus (G’) compared to the neat nanocellulose 

hydrogel. Increasing the HMDA ratio up to 1:1 augments G’ by 15 times. These increases in 

viscous and elastic moduli result from the formation of amide bonds between nanocellulose 

hydrogel carboxyl and the HMDA amine groups. 
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Figure 2-2: Viscoelastic properties of TEMPO-oxidized cellulose hydrogels crosslinked with 

HMDA at different concentrations. Two NC:HMDA carboxyl to amine group ratio 

concentrations were tested: 1:1 and 2:1. Elastic (G’) and viscous (G”) moduli were recorded as a 

function of strain. Measurements were performed at a frequency of 1 Hz and a temperature of 

25oC. 

 

2.6.3 Blending cellulose fibrils to hydrogels 

The strength of nanocellulose hydrogels blended with cellulose fibrils of different length scales - 

microscale with MCC or nanoscale with CNC - was tested (Figure 2-3). These blended hydrogels 

do not show any significant change in G’ or G” compared to the neat nanocellulose hydrogel. 

However, blending the fibrils shifted the moduli intersections (shown by the vertical dotted lines 

in Figure 2-3) to a lower shear strain of 10% for NC:CNC/2:1, 21.7% for NC:MCC/2:1 compared 

to neat NC at 31.7%, indicating the formation of a stronger gel. 
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Figure 2-3: Viscoelastic properties of TEMPO-oxidized cellulose hydrogels blended with CNC 

and MCC. NC:( CNC or MCC) ratio concentrations was set at 2:1. Elastic (G’) and viscous (G”) 

moduli were recorded as a function of strain. Measurements were performed at a frequency of 1 

Hz and a temperature of 25oC. The moduli intersection points are indicated by the vertical dotted 

lines. 

 

2.6.4 Nanocellulose cryogels ATR-FTIR  

Chemical crosslinking in the HMDA-NC cryogel was confirmed by ATR-FTIR (Figure 2-4). The 

sharp peak at 1600 cm-1 for neat nanocellulose cryogel is due to the C=O stretching of the COO- 

group on the oxidized fiber. For the crosslinked sample, C-N bending appears at 1240 cm-1 due to 

the presence of the amine group. C=O stretching from the amide bond is merged with the C=O 

stretching for COO- group in the crosslinked sample. Figure 2-S1 shows all other samples FTIR 

spectra.  
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Figure 2-4: ATR-FTIR spectra of pure nanocellulose cryogel and chemically (HDMA) 

crosslinked cryogel demonstrating effective chemical reaction. 

 

2.6.5 Cellulose cryogels mechanical strength  

The compressive strength of the cryogels produced from the neat, crosslinked, and blended 

nanocellulose hydrogels is shown in Figure 2-5. The cryogel produced from blended hydrogels 

showed increased mechanical strength. Neither chemical nor physical crosslinking of the 

hydrogels increased the mechanical strength of their cryogels. The stress-strain curve is shown in 

Figure 2-S2. Cryogel images at different states (before and after compression, after re absorption) 

are shown in Figure 2-S3.  

 

2.6.6 Nanocellulose cryogel Free swell capacity  

The free swell capacity (FSC) and water retention capacity (WRC) of the neat nanocellulose 

cryogel are the highest (Figure 2-6). The physically and chemically crosslinked cryogels have the 

lowest absorption and water retention capacity, while the cryogels blended with CNC and MCC 

show intermediate performance. Physically and chemically crosslinked cryogels showed a 

decrease in free swell capacity of 48% and 51% respectively, compared to the neat nanocellulose 

cryogel.  
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Figure 2-5: Effect of crosslinking and blending on the compressive modulus (Emod) of 

nanocellulose cryogels. 

 

 

Figure 2-6: Free swell capacity (FSC) and water retention capacity (WRC) of nanocellulose 

cryogels tested for MilliQ water. 
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2.6.7 Structural analysis by Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) 

SAXS measurements were performed to reveal the network structure and fiber arrangement, and 

to visualize the water penetrating the spaces in hydrogel, cryogel and rewetted cryogel samples 

(Figure 2-7). The different sections of the SAXS curve reveal the fiber structural arrangement at 

different dimensions before and after water penetration.  

For hydrogels, the SAXS curves for neat and crosslinked samples show significant differences, 

indicating variations in structure (Figure 2-7a). The upturn in the lower q value (0.003 to 0.006 Å-

1) of all curves indicates that the surface scattering from the large structures of bigger 

pores/interfibrillar spaces is similar. However, there is noticeable difference in the SAXS curve 

shape observed between q = 0.003 and 0.2 Å-1. The bump in this range is due to the difference in 

scattering length between the water and the cellulose fibers. The neat nanocellulose hydrogel curve 

shows a bump between q = 0.015 and 0.22 Å-1, corresponding to a pore size range of 42 – 2.8 nm. 

The HMDA crosslinked hydrogel shows large bump area between q = 0.01 and 0.23 Å-1, indicating 

a larger pore size range of 63 – 2.7 nm. The HP crosslinked hydrogel shows a bump similar to that 

of HMDA; however, the bump is more pronounced in the HMDA-crosslinked sample. This 

indicates that both crosslinked samples have large open structures, but that the HMDA crosslinked 

sample has a more homogenous distribution of spaces than the HP crosslinked sample. The CNC 

blended hydrogel shows a shift in the bump towards a q range of between 0.002 and 0.06 Å-1, 

corresponding to a pore size range of 314 – 11 nm. The large size range in the blended sample is 

due to the repulsion between the cellulose fibers and CNC which forces the network to expand and 

creates more space between fibers. 

For the cryogels, the SAXS curves do not show any significant difference among samples, except 

for HMDA crosslinked cryogel (Figure 2-7b). The curves follow the power law of q-4, indicating 

that the cellulose fibers tend to aggregate during drying, and therefore leave large size structures 

and open-air spaces in the resulting cryogels. However, the HMDA crosslinked sample shows a 

bump (q = 0.05 to 0.2 Å-1), indicating the presence of some smaller size pores of size ranging 

between 12 - 2 nm in the structure. 

Upon rewetting, water is absorbed into both the fibers and the pores of the cryogels. The SAXS 

curves from rewetted cryogels (Figure 2-7c) show significant differences compared to the dried 

samples (Figure 2-7b). The bumps in the rewetted sample curves indicate that the scattering from 

the swollen fibers and the spaces between them are filled with water. In all samples, the bump 

appears at almost the same q range (0.014 to 0.22 Å-1). The corresponding pore size range of the 
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space is between 45 - 2.8 nm. This indicates the water molecules penetrate and occupy similar 

sized spaces between fibers in all samples. However, the fiber bundle swelling behavior is 

significantly different between the samples, as reported previously for PEI and HMDA crosslinked 

samples [24]. At the low q range (< 0.014 Å-1) the power law ranges from q-3.5 to q-4, indicating 

that the larger structure is formed by fiber entanglement and large pores.  

The SAXS curves of the rewetted cryogels also differ from their corresponding hydrogels. This 

qualitatively indicates that the presence and correlation of the water molecules with the network 

is different in the hydrogels and rewetted cryogels. Therefore, simply rewetting a cryogel does not 

reform the corresponding hydrogel due to differences in the fiber structure of the hydrogels and 

cryogels that lead to differences in the interactions of the water molecules with and within the 

structure upon rewetting.  

 

Figure 2-7: Small Angle X-ray (SAXS) measurements of (A) Hydrogel, (B) Cryogel and (C) 

cryogel rewetted with MilliQ water. 

 

2.7  Discussion 

2.7.1 Effect of crosslinking and blending on nanocellulose hydrogels 

TEMPO oxidized nanocellulose hydrogels are made of entangled nanocellulose fibrils held 

together by electrostatic stabilization [50]. Here, chemical or physical crosslinkers and cellulose 

fibrils are used to modify the properties of the hydrogels. Physical crosslinking of nanocellulose 
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hydrogel with a dendrimer polyelectrolyte such as PEI affects the rheological properties (to higher 

or lower elastic moduli) depending on the polymer molecular weight. Chemical crosslinking with 

HMDA increases the elastic moduli of the gel because of strong amide bond formation between 

the negative carboxylic group of cellulose and the positive amine of HMDA. Blending nano or 

micro cellulose fibrils does not have any significant effect on the elastic or viscous moduli of the 

hydrogel. 

PEI molecular weight plays an important role in the hydrogel rheology. For the low molecular 

weight polyelectrolytes of high charge density, neutralization of the nanocellulose fiber charge 

occurs by the positively charged PEI amine group [51, 52] (Figure 2-8A), decreasing inter-fiber 

repulsion between the COO- groups. The LP molecule is too short to link COO- groups and form 

a bridge between nanocellulose fibers and therefore acts as a plasticizer, increasing the liquid-like 

behavior of the hydrogel. This is indicated by the low G’ and G” measured for LP crosslinked 

hydrogel (Figure 2-1) [53]. Conversely, bridging between the PEI amine groups and nanocellulose 

fiber COO- groups does occur for HP [54, 55] (Figure 2-8b), as revealed by the increase of G’ and 

G” by up to 5 times for HP crosslinked hydrogel over the neat nanocellulose hydrogel. 

Chemical crosslinking with HMDA produces a strong chemical bond, resulting in higher elastic 

and viscous moduli for the chemically crosslinked hydrogel than for the physically crosslinked 

hydrogel. The strong crosslinking density of the HMDA sample was 1.40 mol/m3, and HP 

crosslinked hydrogel has a lower crosslinking density of 0.44 mol/m3. 

CNC has a strong negative surface charge which repels the negative charge of oxidized 

nanocellulose fibers (Figure 2-8C). MCC particles have no specific surface charge, resulting in 

gels with a heterogeneous structure, as indicated by the SAXs curve (Figure 2-7A and Figure 2-

8D). As a result, the blended hydrogel with CNC has a much more homogeneous structure 

compared to the blended MCC hydrogel, as revealed by a hump in SAXS scattering for CNC 

blended hydrogel (Figure 2-7A). However, the rheological properties of MCC and CNC blended 

hydrogels are not significantly different to those of the neat hydrogel. This is because they do not 

form fiber-fiber bonds, unlike those created in crosslinked hydrogels. 
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Figure 2-8: Schematic representation of the crosslinking interaction and blending agents with 

nanocellulose (A) nanocellulose with LP, (B) nanocellulose with HP, (C) nanocellulose with 

CNC and (D) nanocellulose with MCC. 

 

2.7.2 Effect of crosslinking and blending on nanocellulose cryogels 

Nanocellulose hydrogels are freeze dried into cryogels. Crosslinking or blending a nanocellulose 

hydrogel prior to drying affects the mechanical and absorption properties of the resulting cryogel 

differently depending on the crosslinking or blending type and density. In this study, the 

mechanical properties of cryogels were quantified by compressive strength and their absorption 

capacities measured by free swell capacity measurements followed by centrifugation to determine 

the water retention capacity. 
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The HP crosslinked cryogel structure is very open compared to the original nanocellulose one, as 

revealed by SAXs analysis (Figure 2-7). Structural openness is also visible in these samples via 

optical microscopy and SEM imaging, as shown in Figure 2-S4 and 2-S5. The HP crosslinked 

cryogel shows the lowest compressive strength due to its more open and brittle structure [24]. The 

compressive strength of the chemically crosslinked (HMDA) cryogel does not change significantly, 

compared to the neat sample, as the small HMDA molecules only crosslink between adjacent fibers, 

which does not increase the compressive modulus of the corresponding cryogel. Blended CNC 

hydrogels result in corresponding cryogels with a significantly increased compressive strength of 

0.146 MPa compared to 0.054 MPa for the neat nanocellulose cryogel. This increase in mechanical 

strength is supported by literature where CNC incorporation with cellulose nanfiber (CNF) 

produces cryogel with 0.165 MPa of compressive strength when CNF to CNC ratio is 1:3 [48]. 

CNC has a much smaller particle diameter (⁓5 nm) than MCC (⁓50 µm). The surface area of 

reinforcement provided by CNC is four orders of magnitude higher than for MCC, resulting in a 

higher area of interaction, increased structural reinforcement, and therefore the highest mechanical 

strength results for CNC-NC blended cryogel.  

The neat nanocellulose cryogel shows the highest absorption capacity, while chemically and 

physically crosslinked cryogels have similar, lower absorption capacity, despite their significant 

structural differences. The compact structure of the chemically crosslinked hydrogel, which is a 

result of the amide-COO- bond formation, hinders water penetration within the pores of the 

material, resulting in a lower absorption capacity than the neat cryogel. The open structure of the  

physically crosslinked cryogel cannot contain as much water, therefore also resulting in lower 

absorption capacity [24] and water retention capacity than that of the neat cryogel. For cryogels 

made by blending MCC or CNC, the absorption properties decrease in comparison to those of the 

neat sample because of the lower availability of COO- groups and the incorporation of cellulose 

crystals, which hinder water penetration inside the structure (Figure 2-6). 

Physical and chemical crosslinking with HP and HMDA, respectively, does increase the 

mechanical strength of the resulting hydrogel, but not that of the corresponding cryogel. The CNC 

blended NC cryogel shows increased compressive strength due to the higher area of reinforcement 

resulting from the incorporation of the small, rod shaped, negatively charged CNC particles. So, 

although hydrogels and cryogels are simply different forms of a nanocellulose gel having the same 

original chemical composition, their mechanical strengths vary significantly as a function of 

crosslinking and blending. 
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2.8 Conclusion 

A family of cellulose hydrogels and cryogels was developed from TEMPO oxidized cellulose 

nanofibers (CNF) by incorporating physical and chemical crosslinkers or by blending with 

cellulose fibrils of different relative lengths. The effect of the type of crosslinking or cellulose 

crystal addition on the mechanical properties of both the hydrogel and corresponding cryogel was 

quantified. Gel properties were measured by rheology, mechanical strength, and absorption 

capacity; structure was quantified by SAXS, optical and scanning electron microscopy. 

Differences in the properties were related to differences in the hydrogel and cryogel composition, 

structure and mechanical strength. 

Chemically crosslinked hydrogel showed the highest strength compared to all other hydrogel 

because of strong chemical bond between nanocellulose and the crosslinker. Hydrogels physically 

crosslinked with high molecular weight PEI had higher elastic and viscous moduli than neat 

nanocellulose hydrogel due to fiber bridging. Crosslinking with a low molecular weight PEI 

reverses the behavior, showing decreased elastic and viscous moduli due to charge neutralization. 

This highlights the effect of PEI molecular weight on the strength of oxidized cellulose nanofiber 

gels. The addition of CNC or MCC to CNF to create a blended hydrogel had no significant effect 

on the rheological properties. 

The highest cryogel compressive strength was achieved by blending CNC with CNF. Chemical 

crosslinking with HMDA did not affect the cryogel compressive strength significantly. However, 

physical crosslinking with high molecular weight PEI significantly decreased the compressive 

strength of the nanocellulose cryogel by opening up its structure. The neat nanocellulose cryogel 

has the highest free swell capacity and water retention capacity as it has the highest concentration 

of available COO- groups. 

This study quantifies the effect of chemical and physical crosslinking and cellulose crystal 

blending on the structure and mechanical properties of NC hydrogels and cryogels. These results 

improve the understanding of the hydrogel-cryogel structure-property relationships and facilitate 

the development of tunable hydrogel and cryogel materials for food, agriculture and diagnostic 

applications. 
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Preface 

The TEMPO oxidized nanocellulose SAP/cryogel/foam has tunable mechanical properties which 

was achieved in the previous chapter (chapter 2). Next, it is crucial to understand the structural 

differences between a neat and a crosslinked nanocellulose SAP/foam after swelling or drying 

(deswelling). This is to efficiently engineer the material for its specific applications. This chapter 

quantifies the fiber bundle swelling for both the neat and crosslinked nanocellulose foam. 

Nanocellulose foam saturated with H2O/D2O is analyzed by small angle X ray and Neutron 

scattering to determine the structural change upon water absorption. Furthermore, the structural 

effect during deswelling/drying is mathematically determined.  

Neat nanocellulose SAP has the highest absorption capacity; however, physical or chemical 

crosslinking decreases the absorption capacity by changing structure. The structural change is 

critical as it determines the absorption or swelling ability of the nanocellulose foam. This structural 

change measured by small angle scattering technique is complemented by high resolution scanning 

electron microscopy. This fundamental knowledge of structural change upon crosslinking and the 

resultant effect on water absorption confirms the good engineerability of nanocellulose SAP for 

advanced applications. 
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3.1 Abstract 

Hypothesis: The water absorption capacity of nanocellulose (NC) foam is tailored by crosslinking 

with polyethyleneimine (PEI) and hexamethylenediamine (HMDA). The interaction of amine 

groups in PEI and HMDA with the carboxylic groups (COO-) of NC affects the foam structure 

which reduces its swelling capacity. 

Experiments: Functionalized NC foams were prepared by TEMPO (2,2,6,6, tetramethylpiperidine-

1-oxyl) oxidation of bleached pulp, followed by fibrillation into a hydrogel, adding a crosslinker 

and freeze drying the hydrogel into a foam. The structure of the NC foam characterized by 

rheology, SANS (Small Angle Neutron Scattering), SAXS (Small Angle X-ray Scattering) and 

cryo-SEM (cryo-Scanning Electron Microscopy) was related to absorption and swelling properties. 

Findings: The NC foam has the highest water absorption capacity at 132 g water/g foam. PEI-NC 

foam has a water absorption capacity of 71 g water/g foam, which further decreases to 47 g water/g 

foam for the HMDA-NC foam. Small angle scattering reveals the elementary fibril of NC is 3–5 

nm thick and forms fiber bundles. In water, these bundles swell differently for the different types 

of foam which affects the water absorption capacity of the network. The structural analysis of the 

foam was related to the swelling capacity. The structure of NC foam can be engineered for specific 

applications for biomedical, agriculture or food industries. 

 

3.2 Keywords 

Nanocellulose; hydrogel; foam; crosslinking; absorption capacity; swelling; SAXS, SANS, FTIR. 
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3.3 Graphical Abstract 

 

 

3.4 Introduction 

Hydrogels are hydrophilic physically or chemically crosslinked polymeric network materials 

which contain a large amount of water in their structure [1]. Hydrogels can be divided into two 

categories: biopolymer-based hydrogels and synthetic hydrogels- depending on their source. 

Biopolymer based hydrogels have attracted particular attention because of their biocompatibility, 

biodegradability and high water absorption capacity [2]. 

Cellulose is the most abundant naturally occurring polymer and can be used to form hydrogels. 

Cellulose nanofibers, extracted from wood pulp through combinations of chemical and mechanical 

treatment, consist of semi-flexible fibrils [3]. Among the chemical methods, 2,2,6,6,-

tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl (TEMPO) mediated oxidation is a widely known technique to 

introduce carboxylic groups (COO−) to the fiber surface [4]. The electrostatic repulsion between 

the negative carboxylic groups facilitates the formation of a hydrogel upon mechanical treatment. 

There are many promising applications of these nanocellulose (NC) hydrogels in the biomedical, 

food and agriculture fields due to their large surface area, large water absorption capacity, 

sustainability and biocompatible characteristics [5]. 

Many crosslinking agents with cellulose based hydrogels have been investigated to achieve better 

mechanical property, control release of biological fluid and adsorption of specific particles. 

Epichlorohydrin, urea derivatives, aldehydes and aldehyde based reagents and carbodiimides are 

the most commonly used crosslinkers for cellulose based hydrogels [6]. Due to the toxicity and 

potential environmental hazard of these crosslinkers, research has targeted more suitable green 

crosslinker for NC. Chitosan, citric acid, succinic anhydride, polyethyleneimine (PEI) [7-11] have 
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all been investigated to minimize potential hazards. PEI is a highly branched dendrimer of high 

cationic charge density [12, 13] which attracts the negative COO− group of oxidized fibers. As a 

non-hazardous polymer, PEI is used to physically crosslink the NC gel in this study. 

Hexamethylenediamine (HMDA) is used as a chemical crosslinker to compare the effect of 

chemical crosslinking in NC foam. In this study, NC foams are partially chemically crosslinked 

with HMDA to improve strength without important detrimental effect on absorption capacity of 

the foam. 

NC foam can be produced by drying NC hydrogel. The resulting foam is highly porous (up to 99.7% 

porosity), of ultra-low density (10 mg/cm3) [14, 15] and can absorb water at more than 100 times 

its own dry weight. The absorption capacity depends on the chemical composition of the cellulose 

itself, as well as its surface area and pore size distribution, and the temperature, pH and ionic 

strength of the solution being absorbed [6, 16]. The porosity and internal structure of NC foams 

largely dictate the absorption capacity and rate. This distinct structure of NC foams makes them 

unique compared to foam prepared from cellulose instead of NC. The absorption capacity can 

further be controlled by physical or chemical crosslinking the NC fibers. The higher the extent of 

crosslinking, the lower the absorption capacity due to compact structure [17, 18]. Therefore, 

determination of the extent of structural change due to crosslinking is critical to the 

characterization and understanding the mechanism behind the absorption capacity of NC foam. 

Analyzing NC foams upon swelling and de-swelling is particularly challenging, given their high-

water content and low solid content. A wide range of techniques have been used to characterize 

NC hydrogels [19] and dried foams; these include SEM and TGA [20], AFM [21], and SANS, 

SAXS and DLS [22]. Small Angle Scattering techniques, which enable representative analysis 

through the use of relatively large sample volumes, is emerging as an attractive NC foam 

characterization method [19]. SAXS of TEMPO oxidized hydrogels was studied at different fiber 

concentrations to characterize the effect of fiber concentration. This was compared with the gel 

rheological properties to better understand the gelation mechanism [23]. Mao et al. used SAXS 

and SANS to characterize TEMPO oxidized homogenized cellulose nanofibers and the data were 

fitted using ribbon, parallelepiped and Gaussian-approximated parallelepiped models to calculate 

width and thickness of NC cross section [22]. In another study, microbial NC was studied dry and 

swollen to quantify the structure by a combination of Ultra SANS and SANS [24]. However, the 

effect of the fibrous network structure on the swelling capacity of NC-based foam was not explored, 

nor was the structure related to the swelling hysteresis in these studies.  
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It is the objective of this study to understand and quantify the relation between the structure and 

swelling behavior of NC-based foams. It is clear that, although powerful and applicable, SAXS 

and SANS characterization alone is insufficient to achieve this. In this study, a series of model 

physically and (partially) chemically crosslinked NC foams were saturated with H2O/D2O and 

measured using a combination of small angle scattering and cryogenic high resolution (HR) SEM 

techniques for the first time. Fiber swelling behavior was measured and nano-scale structural 

changes related with changes in swelling capacities for different types of crosslinking were 

quantified. Thus, NC gel-foam properties have been directly related to and shown to control the 

absorption capacity of the foam via crosslinking. Attenuated total reflectance-Fourier transform 

infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy is performed to complement the cryogenic HR-SEM imaging 

technique and verify the effect of crosslinking on chemical composition and morphological 

structure. Comparison of crosslinked and non-crosslinked foam is presented to differentiate the 

structures and reveal the water transport mechanisms inside the structure. Insight into the 

mechanism of fiber bundle swelling on absorption capacity is also provided. 

 

3.5 Methodology 

3.5.1 Materials 

Bleached Eucalyptus Kraft (BEK) pulp (approximately 10 wt% solids) was obtained from 

Australian Paper, Maryvale, Australia. 2,2,6,6-Tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl (TEMPO), 

Polyethyleneimine (PEI) of two different molecular weights (high molecular weight: Mn ~ 60,000; 

Mw ~ 750,000 and low molecular weight: Mn ~ 600; Mw ~ 800) and sodium bromide (NaBr) 

were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Hydrochloric acid (HCl) and Sodium Hydroxide (NaOH) 

were purchased from ACL Laboratories and Merck, respectively. HMDA was purchased from 

Chem-Supply. 12 w/v% Sodium Hypochlorite (NaClO) was purchased from Thermo Fisher 

Scientific and used as received. Milli-Q® water was collected from Merck Milli-Q® water 

purification system (Direct-Q® 3UV-R). 

3.5.2 Methods 

3.5.2.1 TEMPO mediated oxidation 

The TEMPO-mediated oxidation process used in this investigation is based on a previously 

developed method [25]. There are two versions: the high charge and low charge methods, which 
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yield 1.4 mmol and 0.6 mmol of carboxylate groups per gram dry weight of fiber, respectively. 25 

g BEK pulp (dry weight) was suspended in 2500 mL water containing 0.4 g TEMPO and 2.5 g 

NaBr. In each case, a NaClO solution (12 w/v%) was initially adjusted to pH 10 by the addition 

of 32% HCl. To initiate the oxidation process, 100 mL NaClO (for high charge) or 75 mL NaClO 

(for low charge) were added drop-wise to the suspension whilst stirring. The pH of the reaction 

was monitored online and maintained at pH 10 by addition of 0.5 M NaOH. The oxidation process 

was completed in 3 h for the high charge (1.4 mmol/g) and 2 h for the low charge method (0.6 

mmol/g). The oxidized fibers were recovered through filtration and stored refrigerated (2–8 °C). 

To produce hydrogel, TEMPO-oxidized pulp was dispersed in deionized water at a required 

concentration (0.5 wt% fiber concentration). Fibrillation is attained through a high-pressure 

homogenizer (GEA Niro Soavi Homogenizer Panda) at 1000 bar for two passes. The oxidation 

process is critical to produce hydrogel as unoxidized fiber suspensions do not generate hydrogel. 

This hydrogel structure together with freeze drying process produces the porous foam structure. 

 

3.5.2.2 Determining solids concentration 

The solids concentration of all gels and pulps was determined through oven drying. The sample 

was weighed before (wi) and after (wd) drying. Sample moisture was removed by evaporation at 

105°C for at least 6 hours. The solids content was calculated as: 

𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑	𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡	(%) = 	
𝑤!
𝑤"
	× 100% 

 

3.5.2.3 Conductometric titration 

The carboxylate group (COO-) content was measured by conductometric titration as reported in 

revious studies [26, 27]. Approximately 30 mg (dry weight) of oxidized pulp was dispersed in 

40 mL deionized water. 200 µL (1 wt%) NaCl was added to the dispersed sample. The pH of the 

sample was adjusted between 2.5 and 3 before titration with 0.5 M HCl. Titration was done by 

controlled addition of 0.1 M NaOH using a Mettler Toledo T5 titrator. The conductivity of the 

sample was monitored throughout the titration progress. The carboxyl group content (mmol COO-

/g fiber) was determined by using the following equation. 

𝐶𝐶 = 	
𝑐(𝑉# −	𝑉$)

𝑤 × 1000 
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where V1 and V2 denote the amount of titrant required to neutralize the carboxylic groups (L), c 

is the NaOH concentration (mol/L), and w is the sample weight (g). 

 

3.5.2.4 PEI incorporation 

PEI was dissolved in deionized water at a concentration of 0.005 mg/mL. One-passed 

homogenized gel was mixed with PEI using a hand blender. Two different molecular weights of 

PEI (high molecular weight PEI: H_PEI = 750,000 Da and low molecular weight PEI: L_PEI = 

800 Da) were used. The NC gel was mixed with PEI at a mass ratios of 1: 0.07 (NC:PEI). The 

resulting mixture was then passed through the homogenizer again. All the passes through the 

homogenizer were performed at 1000 bar. PEI at lower concentration (NC:PEI = 1:0.05) was also 

studied with NC which showed similar swelling behavior but lower gel strength compared to 

NC:PEI = 1:0.07. Only NC:PEI = 1:0.07 sample was considered for this study as it increased the 

mechanical property (strength) of the gel compared to pure NC gel. 

 

3.5.2.5 HMDA incorporation 

HMDA was dissolved in deionized water at a concentration of 0.45 mg/mL. The NC gel was mixed 

with the HMDA solution at stoichiometric ratios of 1:4 and 1:8 (COO−:NH2). HMDA does not 

react with NC at room temperature or below room temperature if no reagent (such as EDC/NHS) 

is used to activate the COO− group in NC. So, the resulting mixture was cured at 80 °C for 1 h in 

an oven. The final cross-linked gel was removed and stored at 4 °C. The molecular structure of 

PEI and HMDA is shown in Figure 3-1. The NC_HMDA hydrogels/foams are named as below: 

Table 3-1: Description of NC_HMDA hydrogels/foams composition. 

NC_HMDA samples Name 

COO-:NH2 = 1:2 NC_HMDA_12 

COO-:NH2 = 1:4 NC_HMDA_14 

COO-:NH2 = 1:8 NC_HMDA_18 
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Figure 3-1. Molecular structures of the crosslinking agents: (a) PEI and (b) HMDA. 

 

3.5.2.6 Gel rheology measurement 

Rheological testing was performed with an Anton Paar MCR302 rheometer at 25 °C. A cone 

(0.997°) and plate (49.975 mm) geometry were selected. A solvent trap was used to make sure 

steady temperature during measurements. Amplitude sweep was done from 0.01 to 100% at a 

constant frequency of 1 Hz. 

 

3.5.2.7 High-resolution scanning electron microscopy (HR-SEM) 

Gel morphologies were imaged by high-resolution scanning electron microscopy (HR-SEM) using 

cryogenic sample preparation method. Sample preparation was carried out in a controlled-

environment vitrification system (CEVS) [28], followed by complete sublimation of vitrified water. 

Approximately 3 µL of gel was placed between two gold planchettes, and the “sandwiched” gel 

vitrified by rapid immersion in liquid nitrogen. The vitrified sample was loaded on a specimen 

holder, which was subsequently transferred under cryogenic conditions into the pumped BAF060 

freeze-fracture replication system (Leica, Vienna), the stage of which was pre-cooled to -160 °C. 

In the BAF060 unit, the sample was fractured and stabilized until the vacuum reached 10-6 mBar, 

maintaining the temperature around -160 °C. To remove the water phase, the temperature of the 

sample was raised to -100 °C, at which water has a vapor pressure of about 10-5 mBar. The sample 

was maintained at this temperature for two hours to ensure complete water sublimation. This 

combination of the high vacuum and low temperature provides ideal conditions to achieve water 
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removal and preserve the mechanical strength of the frozen gel. Subsequently, the liquid nitrogen 

flow was turned off, and the sample kept inside the BAF060 under vacuum until ambient 

temperature was reached. This final slow temperature ramp mitigates collapse of the gel structure. 

The freeze-dried sample was transferred directly to the SEM in the sample holder via the cryogenic 

port of the microscope (Leica, Vienna). Unlike classical freeze-drying procedures, no shadowing 

or conductive coating was applied to the sample. Imaging was performed by a Zeiss Ultra Plus 

high-resolution scanning electron microscope equipped with a Schottky field-emission electron 

gun and a unique Gemini electron-beam column design (Carl Zeiss SMT GmbH Oberkochen, 

Germany). To achieve high-resolution images, close to the isoelectric (no-charging) point, the 

microscope was operated at 1 kV electron beam energy. Images were acquired by mixing signals 

from a classical Evart-Thornley and a high-resolution In-the-Lens secondary electron (SE) 

detectors, at working distance of about 3.5 mm. 

 

3.5.2.8 Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy 

The crosslinked foams were tested by ATR-FTIR using the Agilent Cary 630 FTIR Spectrometer. 

The freeze dried foams were tested for the FTIR spectra to determine the type of crosslinking. 

 

3.5.2.9 Preparation of NC foams 

To prepare the foams, 15 g of gel was spread evenly onto a 55 mm petri dish. The sample was 

frozen at -80°C, then freeze-dried (Christ Alpha 2-4 LD Plus) for 2 days. The freeze-dried samples 

(pure nanocellulose foam: NC foam, nanocellulose crosslinked with high molecular weight PEI: 

NC_H_PEI foam and nanocellulose crosslinked with HMDA having stoichiometric ratio of 1:8 

for COO-:NH2 = NC_HMDA_18 foam) are shown in Figure 3-2. 

 

Figure 3-2. Picture of the three types of foams: NC foam, and NC foam crosslinked with high 

molecular weight PEI and HMDA, respectively. 
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3.5.2.10 Free swell capacity 

15 g of gel sample was freeze-dried in a 55 mm petri dish to produce a NC foam which was tested 

for free swell capacity. The sample was deposited in a funnel (funnel filter glass, 75 mm diameter) 

and placed in a beaker full of Milli Q® water. The water absorbed was measured at regular 

intervals up to 3 hours. Before measuring the weight of water absorbed, the funnel with the sample 

was removed from the fluid container and kept on an inclined surface for five minutes for the 

excess liquid drip off.  

 

The free swell capacity was then calculated as follows:   

Free	Swell	Capacity	(FSC) =
m% −m&

m&
	 

Where mt is the mass of the swollen foam at a particular time interval and mi is the initial mass of 

the foam. 

 

3.5.2.11 Small Angle Neutron and Small Angle X-ray Scattering 

Small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) measurements were performed at the Time-of-Flight 

BILBY beamline at the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organization (ANSTO), 

NSW, Australia. The wavelength of 6 Å was conducted by using its neutron-velocity selector 

(NVS). Two detector carriage lengths were used to cover the Q-range from 0.00254 to 0.31Å-1. 

The foam samples were placed in demountable cells of wall thickness 2 mm. D2O was used to 

hydrate the samples. 

The data collected were reduced by using the Mantid software with the BILBY package. The 

background of the empty cell was subtracted from each sample measured without D2O, and the 

D2O scattering was subtracted from the hydrated samples. The raw data was normalized to the 

absolute scattering values by the pre-calibrated scattering curve of D2O. 

Small angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) was performed at the SAXS/WAXS beamline of the 

Australian Synchrotron [29]. The foam was measured in-situ during dehydration. SAXS 

measurements were made at an energy of 12 keV (λ =1.033 Å) at a sample to detector distance of 

7 m (q range:0.001 and 0.1 Å-1).  The scattered photons were collected using a PILATUS 1 M 

detector (pixel size 172 µm × 172 µm). Q scale was calibrated using the standard silver behenate. 
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Data reduction and radial averaging of scattering curves was performed by the beamline specific 

Scatter Brain software.  

 

3.6 Results 

The free swell capacity of NC foam and crosslinked NC foams is tested by immersion into 

MilliQ® water. The free swell capacity of the foam is related to the morphological and internal 

structure, which are determined by HR-SEM and small angle scattering (X-rays and neutrons). 

The foam internal structure is quantified by network stiffness, swollen bundle diameter and 

structure compactness to determine the effect of crosslinking on the foam structure. Hydration-

dehydration study are also performed to estimate the effect of dehydration/drying time on 

nanostructure. 

 

3.6.1 Swelling behavior of NC foams 

Swelling is tested by immersing the NC foams in MilliQ® water. Figure 3-3 shows the free swell 

capacity (in g water/g foam) for the pure NC, NC_PEI and the NC_HMDA_18 foams. The free 

swell capacity for the pure NC foam is 132 g water/g foam. Foams from PEI and HDMA treated 

NC have a reduced free swell capacity of 71 g water/g foam and 47 g water/g foam, respectively. 
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Figure 3-3. Comparison of the free swelling capacity for the different NC foams. 

 

3.6.2 Morphological structure 

High-resolution scanning electron microscopy (HR-SEM) is performed on gel samples prepared 

by the cryogenic method to evaluate the morphology of the pure NC, NC_PEI and NC_HMDA 

gels. All gels show highly crosslinked and reticulated structures with low fibrous solid content, as 

expected. 

The HR-SEM micrographs of NC (Figure 3-4a) and NC_HMDA gels (Figure 3-4c) show the 

distribution of cellulose fibers (of diameter 10-30 nm) creating porous structures with large pores 

of diameter ranging from 50 to 200 nm. 

The HR-SEM micrograph of the NC_PEI gel presents a different morphological structure and fiber 

distribution (Figure 3-4b). The NC_PEI gel has a flake-like and fluffy structure.  

 

3.6.3 FTIR spectra of modified NC foams 

Freeze dried NC, NC_PEI and NC_HMDA foams are analyzed by ATR-FTIR. Figure 3-5a 

compares the ATR-FTIR spectra of NC and NC_PEI foams. Both spectra are similar in shape, 

indicating that PEI induces no significant chemical change to the NC foam chemical bonding. 
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Figure 3-5b shows the spectra of NC and NC_HMDA foams. The NC spectra display the 

representative COO− group peak at 1599 cm−1 corresponding to the C=O stretch. The C=O stretch 

peak shifts to a broader peak in the amide crosslinked foam (NC_HMDA) at 1589 cm−1. As this 

was partial crosslinking, the C=O stretch is not very prominent. FTIR spectra for complete 

crosslinking of NC with HMDA is provided in Figure 3-S1 of the supplementary information 

section. 

 

Figure 3-4. HR-SEM images of (a) NC gel, (b) NC_ H_PEI (NC:H_PEI = 1:0.125) gel and (c) 

NC_HMDA_12 gel at complementary magnifications. 

 

 

Figure 3-5. ATR-FTIR spectra for (a) pure NC and NC_H_PEI foam, (b) pure NC and 

NC_HMDA_18 foam. 
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3.6.4 Rheological properties of crosslinked gel 

The viscoelastic behavior of the NC gel and, NC_PEI and NC_HMDA crosslinked gels, is 

quantified by rheology (Figure 3-6). The Elastic (G′) and Viscous (G″) moduli of the 3 gels were 

measured in oscillatory flow mode as a function of shear strain. There are four observations of 

interest. The first is that the rheology of all three gels is dominated by the elastic regime: G′ remains 

higher than G″ over most of the strain range. The second is that all three gels have a clear and 

fairly similar linear viscosity region (LVR) that drops at a strain of 10%. The strain at which the 

LVR regime drops is a little higher for NC_HMDA gels, indicating stronger cohesion between the 

NC fibers. The third observation is that PEI increases the elastic modulus of NC gels (G’) by a 

factor of 5 compared to the NC gel, while HMDA provides no increase; increase in G’ gives an 

indication of the relative crosslinking densities. Fourth, the slope of the elastic curve (G’) after 

linear viscoelastic region (LVR) for NC_HMDA_18 and NC_H_PEI became steeper compared to 

NC gel which is also showing some gel crosslinking. The crosslinking densities of these samples 

calculated from the elastic moduli are provided in Table 3-S1. 

 

Figure 3-6. Rheological spectra of pure NC, NC_H_PEI and NC_HMDA_18 hydrogel: dynamic 

strain sweep (25 °C) at a frequency of 1 Hz. 
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3.6.5 Structural change of foam upon swelling 

NC foams are characterized in the dried and hydrated states by Small Angle Neutron (SANS) and 

X-ray Scattering (SAXS). SANS and SAXS are both non-destructive methods that provide average 

structural information of nanomaterials using a relatively large sample volume compared to other 

techniques [30, 31]. 

Figure 3-7a shows the SANS scattering curves for NC foams made from fibers of two different 

charges (HSC: 1.4 mmol COO-/g fiber and LSC: 0.6 mmol COO- / g fiber). In the dried state, both 

materials show the same scattering profile with no evidence of organized structure. The slope of 

the scattering curve (q<0.02 Å-1) displays q-4 power law behavior, which indicates scattering from 

large size aggregated fibers. NC fiber charge density did not affect the gel network structure. 

 

Figure 3-7. SANS intensity-q relationships for dry and saturated (w denotes water saturated 

foam) foams with hump made from NC gels original, NC_H_PEI and NC_HMDA. (a) Effect of 

surface charge, (b) physical crosslinking and (c) chemical crosslinking on the foam. 

 

Upon hydrating the sample with D2O, a significant hump appears in SANS profile (Figure 3-7a) 

in the q range of 0.02-0.1 Å-1. This hump corresponds to a change in the structure in the size range 

1-30 nm. Both HSC and LSC samples show the same structure scattering profile, indicating that 

the charge of the cellulose fibers has no effect on the structure upon hydration of the freeze-dried 
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foam. The upturn in the data at low q values (q< 0.02 Å-1) in the hydrated SANS curves indicates 

inhomogeneity of the large-scale structures. 

Figure 3-7b shows the SANS curve for the NC foams made with PEI of different molecular 

weights (750,000 Da and 800 Da). No structure change is observed for the freeze-dried samples. 

However, upon hydration, a minor change in slope can be seen (Figure 3-7b) which is attributed 

to the change in PEI molecular weight. 

The SANS curves of the NC_HMDA foams show noticeable changes in the scattering curve 

intensity upon hydration and for freeze dried condition. (Figure 3-7c).  However, the structures of 

the scattering curve profile are identical. The freeze-dried NC_HMDA_18 shows higher scattering 

than the NC_HMDA_14 foam. Upon hydration with D2O, the NC_HMDA_14 foam absorbs more 

water and shows higher scattering intensity compared to NC_HMDA_18. 

 

3.6.6 Probing fibrous structure by different models 

The structural information from the scattering curves are extracted by fitting with three different 

models. These are: (i) the flexible elliptical cylinder model with the power law [32]; (ii) the mass 

fractals model with power law [33] and (iii) the Debye-Bueche and Lorentzian function [34]. The 

first model calculates the cross section and the diameter of the fiber with the stiffness of the 

network structure in terms of persistence length. The second model characterizes the mass fractal 

distribution in the hydrated foam structures. The third model quantifies the large and small 

correlation lengths. Detailed model description is provided in supplementary information 3-S1. 

The scattering data is fitted by the flexible ellipsoidal cylinder model to quantify the elementary 

fibril dimension. This model considers ellipsoidal cross-sectional rods defined by the cross-section 

minor radius ra, the axis ratio rb/ra, the persistence length (lp) and the contour length (L) [35]. The 

Kuhn length, which is a measure of stiffness, is twice the persistence length [23]. The contour 

length represents the length of the chain [36]. 

Fitting all samples (q range: 0.01- 0.2 Å-1 ) with the flexible elliptical cylinder model yields 

average cross-sectional fiber dimensions of 3×5 nm using an assumed contour length of 1000 nm 

[35]. The current results complement a previous study on TEMPO oxidized homogenized cellulose 

nanofiber which showed that the width and thickness of the cross section are 2 nm and 8 nm, 

respectively [22]. 
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The persistence length (network stiffness) evaluated with the flexible cylinder model is shown in 

Figure 3-8a.  For the pure NC foam, the persistence length is 9 nm and increases to 12 nm for 

NC_H_ PEI foam. The NC_HMDA foam indicating that partial chemical crosslinking results in a 

higher persistence length. 

Fitting the SANS data with the mass fractal model combined with the power law q-4 (q range 

0.004-0.2 Å-1) reveals the cut-off length (Figure 3-8b) to be equivalent to the swollen fiber bundle 

dimension, which is between 12 and 26 nm. The NC_H_PEI foam swells more than NC_L_PEI 

indicating that increasing the molecular weight of PEI increases fiber bundle swelling. However, 

the NC_HMDA foam did not swell much and the bundle size reduced to 14 nm. The 

NC_HMDA_14 foam has its fiber bundles swelling to 17 nm, which decreased to 14 nm upon 

increasing the HMDA concentration (1:8) for NC_HMDA_18 foam. 

The calculated mass fractal dimensions reveal the compactness/openness of the network structure 

(Figure 3-8c). The pure NC foam has a fractal dimension of 1.2. Adding the low molecular weight 

PEI (NC_L_PEI) does not change the dimension significantly, and the high molecular weight PEI 

(NC_H_PEI) provides foams with a mass fractal dimension of 1.1. The NC_HMDA_14 and 

NC_HMDA_18 foam show increase in mass fractal dimensions to 1.3 and 1.4, respectively, for 

foams at the low and high HMDA ratio. The low values of the fractal dimensions indicate the 

openness of the structure. However, the differences in the fitted values may not be significant and 

other factors in structure heterogeneities may contribute to differences in fractal dimensions 

calculated via the mass fractal analytical method. 

The correlation length evaluated by the Debye-Bueche and Lorentzian function indicates the large 

and small scale heterogeneities in the swollen fiber bundles and in the network. The smaller 

correlation length of 3-5 nm represents the dimensions of the elementary fibril unit. The higher 

correlation length (Figure 3-8d) was obtained between the size range of 70- 90 nm. These 

concentration fluctuations occur due to the distributions of the large cellulose fibers bundle size or 

pore size. The highest correlation length was found for the H-PEI NC foam, which indicates a 

loose structure. For pure NC foam, the correlation length was 79 nm resulting from the big pores 

or large size fiber bundles. For the NC-HMDA foam, the correlation lengths decreased as HMDA 

concentration increased. 
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Figure 3-8. Structural characterization of swollen NC foam based on SANS data: (a) network 

stiffness, (b) cut-off length, (c) mass fractal dimension and (d) correlation length. (L_PEI = NC 

with 7% LMW PEI; H_PEI = NC with 7% HMW PEI; HMDA_14: NC with HMDA and COO− : 

NH2 = 1:4; HMDA_18: NC with HMDA and COO− : NH2 = 1:8). 

 

3.6.7 NC foam hydration and dehydration behavior  

SAXS experiments were performed at the SAXS/WAXS beamline of the Australian Synchrotron 

to evaluate the hydration and drying behavior of NC foam. The freeze-dried foam was hydrated 

with MilliQ water. Figure 3-9 compares the SAXS curves of the original freeze dried NC foam 
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structure (designated as blank) to the hydrated NC foams after 10, 13 and 15 minutes during drying 

under ambient conditions (Figure 3-9). 

A sharp hump is observed at saturated condition in the q range between 0.03-2 Å-1. The sharp 

hump started decaying with time and after 15 minutes, the hump completely disappeared. But the 

profile of freeze-dried foam (blank in Figure 3-9a) and the once saturated dried foam (15 min in 

Figure 3-9a) is different. This indicates that the foam does not return to its original structure after 

drying from saturated condition. 

All foams show an asymptotic decay of q-4 at low q region (q < 0.03 A-1), originating from a 

smooth interface of fiber bundle (Figure 3-9a). The scattering curves were fitted with the mass 

fractal combined with the power law model, which calculates the cut-off length and the mass 

fractal dimensions (Figure 3-9b).  

 

Figure 3-9. Structural change of NC foam upon swelling and deswelling in SAXS: (a) SAXS 

intensity-q relationships for NC foam (Blank is dry sample and others are after X min of 

saturation in water where X = saturated, 10, 13 and 15 min) and (b) cutoff length and mass 

fractal dimension for NC foam. 
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The saturated NC foam shows a cut-off length (swollen fiber bundle diameter) of 19 nm and a 

mass fractal dimension of 1 (Figure 3-9b). Upon ambient drying, the cut-off length decreased to 

14 nm, indicating the removal of water from the structure, which increases the compactness or 

shrinkage of the NC fiber bundle. The mass fractal dimension increased to 2.6 which complements 

the cut-off length results. 

 

3.7 Discussion 

The swelling behavior of freeze-dried NC foam crosslinked with PEI (physically) and HMDA 

(partially chemically) was studied and related to water absorption. The measured free swell 

capacity of NC foam (132 g water/g foam) indicates that the pure NC foam has a higher absorption 

capacity than the PEI (65 g water/g foam) and HMDA (48 g water/g foam) crosslinked NC foams 

(Figure 3-3). This is attributed to a combination of two mechanisms directly related to crosslinking: 

(i) differences in the physical structure of the foams and (ii) screening of some of the native 

carboxyl groups on the NC fibers. The zeta potential of selected samples is shown in Table 3-S2 

of the supplementary information section. NC foam is composed of entangled, TEMPO oxidized 

homogenized cellulose nanofiber bundles. The TEMPO reaction oxidizes the secondary OH of the 

C6 carbon of cellulose into a carboxyl (COO−) group. The pure NC foam has a carboxylic 

concentration of 1.4 mmol COO−/g fiber. The negatively charged carboxyl groups interacts with 

water molecules which increases water absorption capacity of the NC fiber structure [27]. 

The fiber bundles of NC foam structure are made of elementary fibrils (elementary fibril shown in 

Figure 3-10) units of cross section 3 nm × 5 nm as determined by fitting the SANS curves with the 

flexible elliptical cylinder model. When the NC foam is soaked in water, the liquid diffuses by 

capillary flow between the elementary fibrils and interferes with the carboxyl groups (H bonding) 

resulting in swelling of fiber bundles (Figure 3-10). NC foam fiber bundles swell up to 19.5 nm, 

which is larger than the NC_HMDA foam (15 nm) but smaller than the NC_PEI foam (25 nm). 

The NC_PEI foam fiber bundles swell more (25 nm) at the nanoscale but this type of foam absorbs 

less water (65 g absorbed/g foam) at the macroscale compared to the pure NC foam (132 g water/g 

foam). During homogenization of PEI with NC fiber, the big molecules of PEI (MW = 750,000 

Da) may diffuse into the fiber bundle, expanding the bundle structure (Figure 3-10) and 

establishing some physically crosslinking with carboxyl groups. This hypothesis of a more open 

structure is corroborated by the mass fractal dimension of 1.1 (calculated from the SANS curves 
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fitting) which indicates that the NC_PEI structure is less compact than that of pure NC foam. The 

cryogenic HR-SEM micrographs complement the SANS analysis showing the open flake like 

structure of the NC_PEI foam (Figure 3-4). The PEI crosslinked NC fiber shows a high network 

stiffness with a persistence length of 12.8 nm (Figure 3-8a) which is higher than that for the pure 

NC foam (9 nm). Higher network stiffness upon crosslinking is also shown by the rheology results 

(Figure 3-6), as the slope of the PEI crosslinked gel is steeper than for the pure NC gel. 

 

Figure 3-10. Schematic diagram showing the length scale of the NC gel. A flexible ellipsoidal 

cylinder model was selected to measure the effect of PEI (physical crosslinking) and HMDA 

(partial chemical crosslinking) on the NC fiber bundle swelling. 

 

Upon contact with water, the water molecules diffuse into the NC_PEI fiber bundles and through 

the pores formed by the network of crosslinked fiber bundles. The open and fluffy structure of 

NC_PEI foam accommodates most of the water in the network, resulting in higher fiber bundle 

swelling. 

However, at the macroscale, the lower water absorption capacity of NC_PEI (Figure 3-3) results 

from the open and stiff fibrous network in this sample, combined with screening of some of the 

COO− groups by the primary, secondary and tertiary amine groups of the adsorbed PEI molecules 

(Figure 3-1). 

In contrast, in NC_HMDA foam, the HMDA molecules can diffuse into the NC fiber bundle. Due 

to the smaller size of the HMDA molecule (MW HMDA = 116.2 Da) and their interaction with 

the COO− groups in the fiber bundle, the resultant NC_HMDA fiber bundle structure is more 

tightly bound together, and therefore it shrinks [37]. The NC_HMDA foam thus has a more 

compact fibrous network than the pure NC and NC_PEI foams (Figure 3-8c and Figure 3-10) as 
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shown by the calculated NC_HMDA_18 mass fractal dimension of 1.4. The compactness of the 

foam structure increased with the HMDA concentration, as shown by the mass fractal results 

(Figure 3-8c) which increases the extent of crosslinking. 

NC_HMDA foam showed the lowest swelling capacity (48 g water/g foam). This is due to the 

compactness of fiber bundle which restricts and hinders the water diffusion and penetration in the 

fiber bundle structure. The tighter structure also reduces the swelling of the fiber bundle to 15 nm. 

Another reason which contributes to the reduction of water absorption capacity is the screening of 

some COO− groups by the two primary amine groups from each molecule of HMDA. 

The SAXS hydration-drying study quantifies the structure compactness upon swelling and 

deswelling. For the dry foam, SAXS shows a power law behavior which indicates scattering from 

the surface of aggregated fibers. During swelling, the fiber bundles and pores accommodate water. 

The water penetrates into the fiber bundle and the inter-elementary fibril distance increases which 

opens the fiber bundle. This is seen by the low mass fractal (1.0) value after saturation. Upon 

drying, the water from the bundles evaporates and the inter-elementary fibril distance decreases, 

as structure shrinks, and the elementary fibrils aggregate inside the bundle. This leads to an 

increase in the compactness of the internal structure of the bundles as revealed by the increased 

mass fractal dimension (2.5). 

Interestingly, the freeze-dried foam structure differs from the dehydrated sample (Figure 3-9). The 

fiber bundle dimension, represented by the cut-off length, decreased from 19 nm to 14 nm upon 

hydration and subsequent ambient drying. The swollen hydrated fiber bundle has higher cut-off 

length and upon drying, the water evaporates and the fiber bundle shrinks to their decreased cut-

off length 14 nm. This increased compactness is attributed to the formation of aggregates during 

room temperature drying. Freeze drying sublimation occurs at temperature ranging from −20 °C 

to −50 °C, at a lower pressure than for the triple point of water, to deliberatively minimize the 

aggregation of cellulose fibers [38]. However, during ambient drying, the NC fibers have the 

ability to migrate, resulting in aggregation as water evaporates [39]. 

The combined effect of physical entrapment and COO− groups give pure NC foam a higher water 

absorption capacity than PEI/HMDA modified foams. In contrast, network stiffness increases with 

PEI and HMDA crosslinking. Therefore, NC foam structure and swelling capacity can be 

controlled by crosslinking the fiber structure using PEI and HMDA of varying molecular weights 

and concentrations. 
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3.8 Conclusion 

This study relates the NC gel-foam properties to their structure controlled by physical and partial 

chemical crosslinking. The structure and swelling behavior of freeze-dried NC foams based on 

TEMPO oxidized NC gels were investigated. NC gels were crosslinked physically and chemically 

(partially) by the addition of PEI and HMDA, respectively. The gels were characterized by 

rheology to assess the level of crosslinking and by HR-SEM for morphology evaluation. The 

chemical composition of the foams was analyzed by FTIR, and their water absorption capacity 

determined. SANS and SAXS analysis were performed on the dried foams and saturated foams at 

different levels of drying.  

Functionalized NC foam networks can absorb up to 132 times their own weight in liquid. Water 

diffusion inside the cellulose nanofibrils swells the constitutive fiber bundle up to 19.5 nm. NC-

PEI crosslinking expands the foam structure, which results in higher fiber bundle swelling at the 

nanoscale (25 nm), but lower absorption capacity at the macroscale (71 g/g) compared to the pure 

NC foam. In contrast, NC-HMDA crosslinking creates a more compact foam. The NC-HDMA 

fiber bundle swelling was only 15 nm due to the restriction of migration of water into the more 

compact fibrous network. 

The hydration-dehydration behavior of NC foam shows the change of fiber bundle diameter during 

drying, confirming fiber bundle shrinkage from 19 nm to 14 nm upon drying. As drying progresses, 

the fiber bundle structure becomes more and more compact. After drying (air drying), the fiber 

bundle structure does not return to its original freeze-dried NC foam structure because of the 

different drying method. 

Carboxylated nanocellulose foams have been prepared as superabsorbent in a previous study [27]. 

Crosslinking NC foams with PEI and HMDA can be used as a method to control and tailor the 

swelling capacity of NC foams. Cellulose nanofiber structure has been studied in dry and aqueous 

suspension [15, 40]. However, previous studies did not explore the structural change of crosslinked 

NC foams nor the mechanism of hydration-dehydration. In this study, structural change was 

analyzed in the context of swelling upon water absorption for crosslinked foam.  Relating the fiber 

swelling capacity to the internal fibrous structure of a NC foam allows to engineer this material 

for specific and targeted food, agriculture, personal care and biomedical applications. 
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Preface 

TEMPO oxidation of cellulose fiber selectively oxidizes the primary alcohol groups on the fiber’s 

surface to carboxyl groups. This oxidized material followed by homogenization and lyophilization 

can act as a SAP material. The structural change upon swelling for crosslinked and neat 

nanocellulose SAP has already been determined in Chapter 3. In chapter 3, we developed 

nanocellulose SAP with 1.4 mmol COO- / g fiber surface charge by TEMPO oxidation. In this 

chapter, we have studied nanocellulose SAP with even higher surface charge to engineer a unique 

material with high absorbency and tuneability. TEMPO-periodate oxidation of nanocellulose fiber 

produces a nanocellulose SAP/foam with 1.89 mmol COO-/ g fiber. This TEMPO-periodate 

oxidized SAP is compared with TEMPO oxidized SAP in terms of structural change, absorption 

capacity, absorption kinetics and phases of absorption. The structural differences are quantified by 

X-ray Computed Tomography and are correlated with absorption kinetics. Quantification of the 

three absorption phases provides a new fundamental understanding of the material from a 

structural perspective and in terms of designing nanocellulose SAPs for specific applications. The 

effect of solution ionic strength on absorption behavior is also determined for both types of 

nanocellulose SAP (TEMPO oxidized and TEMPO-periodate oxidized). This fundamental chapter 

quantifies the effect of surface charge and solution ionic strength on nanocellulose SAP structure, 

their resulting absorption phenomenon which provides the basis to understand the absorption 

mechanism and kinetics for SAPs varying surface charge density. 
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4.1 Abstract 

Hypothesis: The absorption capacity and kinetics of nanocellulose foams are controlled by the 

surface charge of the fibers, which affects swelling and determine the porosity and structure of 

the network. 

Experiments: Absorption kinetics were quantified at time scales ranging from fractions of a second 

to minutes. The mass absorption rate as well as the area profile for the liquid stains were 

simultaneously measured. 

Findings: The absorption profile followed a three-stage mechanism: wicking, transition and fiber 

swelling. Absorption of fluids differing in ionic strength revealed the critical role played by 

electrostatic forces. Nanocellulose foam absorption capacity is 25% higher for water than for 0.9 

wt% NaCl solution. The absorption kinetics of nanocellulose foam are also tunable by modulating 

the surface charge. High surface charge nanocellulose foams have slower absorption in water than 

their low surface charged analogues. This behavior is driven by the lower pore sizes developed in 

high surface charge foams, as determined by X-ray CT. Small Angle X-ray Scattering revealed 

structural homogeneity of high surface charge foams upon absorption of water due to high 

fibrillation and fiber swelling. 

 

4.2 Keywords 

Nanocellulose; foam; absorption; X-ray computed tomography; structure; wicking; pore size. 
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4.3 Graphical Abstract 

 

 

4.4 Introduction 

Superabsorbent polymers (SAPs) are three-dimensional, crosslinked, hydrophilic polymer 

networks capable of absorbing a large volume of water relative to their dry mass [1]. They are 

used extensively in personal hygiene products, diapers, agriculture, horticulture, biomedical 

applications, and food packaging [2, 3]. However, most current commercial superabsorbents are 

based on sodium polyacrylate, a petrochemical-derived polymer which is non-degradable and non-

renewable. Several renewable alternatives have been developed using cellulose, starch, gum, chitin 

and chitosan [4, 5]. Among those, cellulose appears to be the most promising renewable SAPs 

feedstock due to its worldwide abundance, low cost and inherent biodegradability. Cellulose fiber 

production is also well known and established on a commercial scale. Further processing of 

commercial cellulose fibers into carboxylated, nano-sized fibrils, followed by lyophilization, 

produces nanocellulose foams with superabsorbent properties [6, 7]. 

Nanocellulose foam material is comprised of entangled nanofibers which create the pores. When 

in contact with water, these pores and fibers take up water. There are examples in the literatures 

on fluid absorption in paper like swelling media where absorption occurs by a combination of 

wicking and fiber swelling [8, 9]. Wicking is the rapid flow of a fluid into the pores that exist 

between fibers, and is driven by capillary forces. This capillary action occurs when the cohesive 

force between the fluid molecules and the solid fiber surface is greater than the cohesive force 

between fluid molecules themselves. Fiber swelling occurs at a smaller length scale and involves 
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diffusion of the fluid through the fibers themselves. A difference in osmotic pressure between the 

fibers and the bulk solution in the foam pores provides the driving force for fiber swelling [10]. 

Swelling of fibers results in partial filling of the interfiber pore spaces and disruption of intrafiber 

hydrogen bonds between fibers, causing an overall expansion of the material [11]. 

Via the above mechanisms, nanocellulose foams can and do exhibit superabsorbent properties 

comparable to commercial SAPs. However, their absorption characteristics depend on a number 

of variables. For example, foams made with cellulose fibers that have residual associated lignin 

generally have a lower absorption capacity compared to analogous foams made with pure cellulose 

fibers due to the hydrophobic nature of lignin [12]. The ionic strength of the liquid to be absorbed 

can also affect absorption kinetics and capacity due to the influence of ionic strength of the bulk 

fluid on the osmotic pressure difference that controls fiber swelling. Other factors potentially 

affecting the superabsorbent properties of nanocellulose foams include the cellulose composition, 

cellulose surface charge, foam surface area, foam porosity and internal structure, absorbate pH, 

absorbate temperature and absorbate composition [13]. 

There are many reports in the literature on the production of nanocellulose foams that claim or 

demonstrate superabsorbent properties [14-19]. Absorption kinetics have also been determined for 

various examples of nanocellulose foams at time scales ranging from minutes to days, depending 

on the saturation duration of the material under investigation [2, 3, 20]. However, no study has yet 

correlated or quantified the initial absorption rate or phases of the absorption mechanism with 

differences in either nanocellulose foam structure at the various critical length and time scales of 

interest, particularly for foams exhibiting rapid (second to minute-scale) absorption kinetics. 

Moreover, the effect of fiber surface charge and the absorbate solution ionic strength on 

nanocellulose-based SAPs absorption kinetics, both of which are critical to the tuning of these 

materials for specific applications, have not been rigorously quantified. 

This study investigates the effect of the nanocellulose fiber surface charge on the structure, 

absorption kinetics, and absorption capacity of nanocellulose foams. Here we demonstrate for the 

first time that there are three distinct phases of absorption, and present the kinetics of these 

characteristic phases of fluid absorption in nanocellulose foams. The impact of the combination of 

different fiber surface charges and solution ionic strengths on this mechanism is also shown, using 

a 0.9 wt% NaCl solution, to represent the typical ionic strength of body fluids including blood, 

urine and sweat and demonstrate the suitability of these materials to replace petrochemical SAPs 

in common commercial applications. 
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4.5 Experimental 

4.5.1 Materials 

Bleached Eucalyptus Kraft (BEK) pulp was used as supplied from Australian Paper, Maryvale. 

2,2,6,6-Tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl (TEMPO), Hydrochloric acid (HCl), Sodium Periodate 

(NaIO4), Sodium Hydroxide (NaOH) and Sodium Bromide (NaBr) were purchased from Sigma 

Aldrich. 12 w/v% Sodium Hypochlorite (NaClO) was bought from Thermo Fischer Scientific and 

used as supplied. Hydrochloric acid (HCl) and Sodium Hydroxide (NaOH) diluted for solutions 

as required. 

 

4.5.2 Methods 

4.5.2.1 TEMPO-mediated oxidation 

The TEMPO-mediated oxidation process employed to produce low surface charged fibers was 

based on a previously developed method [21]. 100 g BEK pulp (dry weight basis) was suspended 

in 2500 mL water containing 0.4 g TEMPO and 2.5 g NaBr. The 12 w/v% NaClO solution was 

initially adjusted to pH 10 via addition of 36 w/v% HCl. 100 mL NaClO was added drop-wise to 

the suspension whilst stirring. The pH of the reaction was maintained at 10 through the addition 

of 0.5 M NaOH. The oxidation process was deemed to be complete when the pH change was 

negligible. The oxidized fibers were washed and vacuum filtered until neutral pH was achieved 

and stored at 4 °C. This preparation method produces oxidized fiber with a surface charge of 1.3 

mmol carboxylate (COO–) groups per gram fiber. Fiber produced by this method and foams 

produced from this fiber are referred to as low surface charge (LSC) in this work. The TEMPO-

oxidized pulp was then dispersed in deionized water at a desired concentration. Fibrillation and 

hydrogel formation were accomplished through a high-pressure homogenizer at 1000 bar with two 

passes. Nanocellulose foams were prepared by spreading 30 g of gel in a 50 mm petri dish and 

freezing at −80 °C for 4 h. Once frozen, all samples were freeze-dried for 48 h. 

 

4.5.2.2 One-shot TEMPO-periodate oxidation 

The one-shot TEMPO-periodate oxidation process employed to produce high surface charged 

fibers was based on a previously developed method [22]. 25 g (dry weight basis) of BEK pulp 
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were suspended in 1200 mL distilled water with 20 g NaBr, 13.5 g NaIO4, and 2 g TEMPO. The 

outside of the reaction vessel was covered with aluminum foil to prevent photoinduced 

decomposition of periodate. 120 mL NaClO (12% v/v, pH adjusted to 10.5) was added dropwise 

under constant stirring. The pH of the reaction was maintained at 10.5 by adding 0.5 M NaOH. 

After 4 h, the oxidation reaction was stopped by quenching with 10 mL ethanol. The water-

insoluble fraction was recovered by vacuum filtration and washed several times with distilled 

water until a neutral pH in the filtrate stream was achieved. Fibrillation was done in the same way 

mentioned in section 4.5.2.1. The homogenized gels were then freeze-dried for 48 h. This 

preparation method produces oxidized fiber with a surface charge of 1.89 mmol carboxylate 

(COO–) groups per gram fiber. Fiber produced by this method and foams produced from this fiber 

are referred to as high surface charge (HSC) in this work. 

 

4.5.2.3 Determination of solids concentration 

The solids concentration of sample (i.e. hydrogel or pulp) was determined through oven drying 

using a previously developed method [13]. The initial weight (wi) was recorded before the sample 

was placed in a ventilated oven at 105 °C for at least 4 h and the sample dried to a constant final 

weight, wf. The solids content was determined by: 

                   𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑠	𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡	(%) = 	!!"!"
!"

× 100%                                     (1) 

 

4.5.2.4 Determination of carboxylate content 

The carboxylate content of the nanocellulose fiber was determined via conductimetric titration 

using a previously developed method [13]. 0.2 g dry oxidized pulp was suspended in 40 mL 

deionized water. The sample pH was then lowered to pH 2.5–3 by adding 0.5 M HCl to ensure 

protonation of all carboxylate groups prior to the beginning of titration. Sample titration was 

initiated by the addition of 0.1 mL/min 0.1 M NaOH (Mettler Toledo T5 Titrator). The 

conductivity was monitored throughout the progress of the titration. The amount of carboxylate 

groups was calculated by: 

                                         𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑥𝑦𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒	𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡	 9##$%
&
: = '()#")$)

!
× 1000                     (2) 
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where the difference in V2 and V1 reflects the required amount, in liters, of titrant required to 

neutralize the carboxylic groups (plateau region of the titration curve), c is the NaOH concentration 

(mol/L), and w is the dry sample weight (g). 

 

4.5.2.5 Micro-CT analysis 

Micro-CT scanning was performed with a Phoenix Nanotom m (GE Sensing & Inspection 

Technologies GmbH, Wunstorf, Germany) operated using xs control and Phoenix datos|x 

acquisition software (both GE Sensing & Inspection Technologies). 

Foam specimens were mounted on glass rods using a drop of hot glue to at base. The x-ray energy 

(20 kV and 400 µA) of scans and integration time for x-ray projections (2 s) was optimized to 

enhance contrast in the foam specimens, which exhibited a very low density relative to the 

surrounding air. Scans were run at a resolution of 8 µm collecting 1200 projections over a 125-

minute period. Volume reconstruction of the micro-CT data was performed using Phoenix datos|x 

reconstruction software (GE Sensing & Inspection Technologies) applying a median filter and ROI 

filter during reconstruction. The data was exported as 16-bit volume files for analysis. 

Analysis of reconstructed data was conducted using Avizo (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The foam 

structure was segmented using an interactive threshold and a sample mask created by closing and 

filling the structure. An inversion of the foam structure within the mask represents the pore space 

between the foam structure. The segmented volume and volume fraction of foam and pore space 

was then determined relative to the sample mask. Individual pores were segmented and the pore 

size distribution produced by labelling and separating the segmented pore space using a Chamfer 

algorithm, which is based on a watershed analysis of the data. 

 

4.5.2.6 Absorption kinetics 

The nanocellulose foam to be tested was cut into 2 cm × 2 cm samples using a laser cutter (EPILOG 

Laser). The edge of a sample was attached to a metal rod with superglue. The minimum amount 

of glue required to attach the sample to the rod was used to minimize interference with absorption 

experiments since the glue is hydrophobic. The rod with sample attached was hung from the hook 

on the bottom of a balance, so the nanocellulose foam sample was hanging above a reservoir of 

either deionized water or 0.9% NaCl solution on a height-adjustable stage. The balance was 
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connected to a laptop via LabX Direct Balance Software to record the weight of the sample at 

specified time intervals. Three drops of food dye were mixed through the absorbate to provide 

greater contrast for image analysis. Care was taken to ensure the edge of the sample was parallel 

to the fluid surface so the entire edge will contact the fluid at the same time. This experimental 

set-up is shown in Figure 4-1. 

 

 

Figure 4-1. Schematic diagram of the testing system to measure simultaneously the absorption 

kinetics of NC foam as well as the area of the liquid stain. 

 

The pre-weighed sample was slowly lowered by adjusting the reservoir stage height. Care was 

taken to ensure that both the sample and the absorbate surface remained stationary while moving 

the stage. Once the edge of the sample was just touching the surface of the absorbate, height 

adjustment of the stage was stopped. After 5 min, the stage was moved downwards so that the 

sample was no longer touching the absorbate and the final weight of the saturated sample was 

recorded. This final weight was divided by the dry weight of the sample to give the weight of 

absorbate taken up per gram of dry nanocellulose sample. 

This experiment was conducted in triplicate with 0.9% NaCl solution and in triplicate with water 

for vertical orientation of the sample in a controlled environment of 23 °C and 50% relative 

humidity. A video camera (FLIR Systems, Model: FL3-U3-13E4C-C: 1.3 MP, 60 FPS, e2v 

EV76C560, Color) was installed to capture images of each absorption trial. The images were 

converted to binary (black and white) in MATLAB, and the stained area of the sample in the image 

was used to calculate the area of absorption of the sample. 
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The results are reported as the average and standard deviation of the calculated absorption areas 

of the three replicates for each absorbate. The effects of buoyancy and surface tension have not 

been considered in this study. 

 

4.5.2.7 Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) 

Small angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) experiments were conducted at the SAXS/WAXS beamline 

of the Australian Synchrotron with the assistance of Beamline Scientist Nigel Kirby. An X-ray 

energy of 12 KeV was used, and the samples were measured in the transmission mode. A 2D 

Pilatus detector was placed at the long distance of 7 m from the sample to cover a large size range. 

During measurements samples were first measured in the dried state and later measured as fully 

wetted with MilliQ water or 0.9% NaCl solution. A glassy carbon and silver behenate standards 

were used for the calibration. The in-house developed software Scatterbrain was used for data 

reduction and plotting of the 2D images. 

 

4.6 Results 

The absorption kinetics is measured in increments of 0.1 s for five minutes for nanocellulose foams 

made from fibers of two different surface charges of 1.3 mmol COO–/g fiber and 1.89 mmol COO–

/g fiber produced from TEMPO and TEMPO-periodate oxidation, respectively. These foams are 

used separately to absorb MilliQ water and a saline solution (0.9 wt% NaCl). Continuous online 

image capturing and analysis are performed to quantify the absorption phases at complementary 

time scales. 

 

4.6.1 Effect of liquid ionic strength 

Figure 4-2 illustrates the absorption profile of low surface charge (LSC) nanocellulose foam for 

MilliQ water and 0.9 wt% NaCl solution to quantify the effect of ionic absorbates on the absorption 

kinetics. The nanocellulose foam has a larger absorption capacity in water than in saline solution 

(Figure 4-2). After 5 min, nanocellulose foam absorbed 81 g/g of MilliQ water versus 65 g/g for 

the NaCl solution. The initial kinetics of nanocellulose foam absorption were measured from the 

first 10 s (inset of Figure 4-2). After 1 s, the difference in the amount of fluid absorbed is already 

significant, with 53 g/g of MilliQ water and 38 g/g of NaCl solution. Absorption of NaCl solution 
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appears to be lower than that of MilliQ water due to Na+ shielding the COO– groups of the 

nanocellulose foam, decreasing its hydrophilicity and reducing the absorption capacity [23]. 

 

 

Figure 4-2. Effect of liquid ionic strength on LSC nanocellulose foam absorption kinetics over a 

period of 5 min for MilliQ water and 0.9 wt% NaCl. The inset shows the effect of ionic strength 

over 10 s. The solid line represents the average result (n = 3), while the shaded zone indicates the 

range formed by one standard deviation. 

 

4.6.2 Effect of fiber surface charge 

The impact of fiber surface charge on the absorption behavior of nanocellulose foam is measured 

using foams of two different charge densities: 1.3 mmol COO–/g (low surface charge, LSC) and 

1.89 mmol COO–/g (high surface charge, HSC). The dimensions of these two different fibers are 

provided in Table 4-1. The high surface charge fibers are shorter and slightly thinner than the low 

surface charge fibers. 
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Table 4-1: Effect of oxidation on fiber dimension and charge [24]. 

Type of nanocellulose foam Surface charge 

(mmol/g) 

Fiber length 

(µm)×dia (nm) 

TEMPO oxidized nanocellulose foam (LSC) 1.30 (>1) × (>5) 

TEMPO-periodate oxidized nanocellulose foam 

(HSC) 
1.89 (0.5) × (2-4) 

 

The effect of nanocellulose surface charge on absorption kinetics was assessed. Figure 4-3 shows 

the absorption profiles of LSC and HSC foams for MilliQ water and 0.9 wt% NaCl at different 

time scales. HSC foam has slower absorption kinetics than LSC at the short time scales (inset of 

Figure 4-3A), but displays a slightly higher overall absorption capacity after 5 min (Figure 4-

3A). 

 

Figure 4-3. Effect of low and high fiber surface charge on the absorption kinetics after 5 min 

for: (A) MilliQ water and (B) 0.9 wt% NaCl. The insets show the magnified graphs over a 10 s 

period. The solid line represents the average (n = 3), while the shaded zone indicates the range 

formed by one standard deviation. 

 

SAXS scattering of the nanocellulose foams in their dry and wet forms was measured (Figure 4-

4). For the LSC foam, there are sharp boundaries due to aggregated fibers found under both dry 
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and wet conditions. This means some structural heterogeneity caused by a lower fibrillation and 

lower fiber swelling in the dry and wet state, respectively. However, the HSC wet foam in MilliQ 

water does not show these sharp boundaries. The HSC foam has higher inter-fiber repulsion which 

results in a higher fibrillation as evidenced from the lower fiber diameter measured (Table 1). This 

higher fibrillation together with high fiber swelling lead to the structural homogeneity observed 

for the HSC samples in MilliQ water. However, when HSC foam is wetted with a saline solution, 

some sharp boundaries from aggregated fibers are formed. This indicates a reduced charge 

repulsion and fiber swelling due to the high ionic strength of the absorbate. 

 

Figure 4-4. SAXS measurements of LSC and HSC nanocellulose foams. (A) Dry foam and wet 

foam in (B) MilliQ water, and (C) 0.9 wt% NaCl. The first row represents the LSC foam while 

the second row is for HSC foams. 

 

4.6.3 Structural analysis by micro CT 

Structural analysis of the nanocellulose foam samples was performed by X-ray Computed 

Tomography (CT). Figure 4-5 shows the 3D structures of the nanocellulose foams, the separated 

pore structure of the foams in the X-Z plane, and their pore size distributions. The HSC foam 

shows smaller pores than the LSC foam (Figure 4-5E and F). The HSC foam has a higher 

frequency (~9000) of the smallest pore volumes (2 × 10-5 – 1 × 10-1 mm3) compared to the LSC 

foam (~2000). The HSC foam is more homogeneous and denser, as shown by the 3D structure 
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(Figure 4-5 A-B), due to the smaller pore volumes relative to the LSC foam. The LSC has a wider 

range of pore size distribution, contributing to structural heterogeneity. 

 

Figure 4-5. Structural analysis of nanocellulose foams by X-ray tomography. 3D structure of: 

(A) LSC foam, (B) HSC foam; XZ planar slice showing separated pore structure of (C) LSC 

foam, and (D) HSC foam; pore size distribution of (E) LSC and (F) HSC foam. 
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4.7 Discussion 

4.7.1 Absorption mechanism of nanocellulose foam 

The liquid absorption profiles of nanocellulose foams follow an exponential plateau relationship 

with time and demonstrate the three stages of absorption in nanocellulose foams: wicking, 

transition phase and fiber swelling. In this work, wicking corresponds well with the period of 

increasing absorption area as determined by image analysis, and fiber swelling is dominant when 

absorption continues to increase although the liquid stain area remains constant. Figure 4-6 shows 

the three different phases of the absorption phenomena by following the size of the liquid stain: 

wicking (0 to 0.7 s- Phase I); transition (0.7 to 3.8 s- Phase II) and fiber swelling (from 3.8 s- Phase 

III). 

 

Figure 4-6. Effect of wicking and fiber swelling in LSC nanocellulose foam. The black line 

indicates absorption and the purple represents the area data. The inset shows the relationship 

between wicking height and time for phase I. The solid line is the average (n = 3), while the 

shaded zone indicates the range formed by one standard deviation.  
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Fluid accommodated by Phase I has been correlated to pore volume in Table 4-2. The fluid 

absorbed in phase I of Figure 4-3 mainly results from the absorption capacity driven by the pore 

volume. 

Table 4-2: Analysis of pore volume and fluid accommodated by pore volume of the NC foams  

Parameter Volumetric 

pore density 

(mm3/ mm3) 

Fluid 

accommodated by 

pore volume (g/g 

foam)1 

Fluid 

absorbed in 

phase I (g/g 

foam)2 

Percentage of fluid 

accommodated by 

pore volume after 5 

mins absorption  

LSC 
MilliQ 

0.88 42.7 
46.8 52.8 

Saline 41.4 65.8 

HSC 
MilliQ 

0.76 35.8 
36.2 41.8 

Saline 34.1 45.3 

Wicking is driven by capillary forces [25] and is mainly characterized by a high initial absorption 

rate. The inset of Figure 4-6 shows that the wicking height is proportional to the square root of 

time for Phase I, following the Lucas- Washburn equation. As absorption progresses and fiber 

swelling begins to reduce the dimensions of the inter-fiber pore spaces [26], wicking becomes 

limited and the transport of liquid through the nanocellulose foam structure relies increasingly on 

diffusion (Phase III) over capillary action following the transition phase (Phase II) [9]. This results 

in a reduction in the rate of absorption as seen by the decreasing slope which signals the onset of 

the transition phase (Phase II). 

 

4.7.2 Effect of ionic strength on absorption 

The nanocellulose foam absorption capacity for the 0.9 wt% NaCl solution is lower than for MilliQ 

water (Figure 4-2). This corroborates the findings of Sultana et al. for different SAPs [10]. The 

 
1 Calculated total amount of fluid that can be accommodated inside the pore structure by calculating pore 
volume. 
 
2 Amount of fluid calculated from the straight-line region (phase I as mentioned in Figure 4-6) of Figure 4-
3. 
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nanocellulose foam contains free mobile ions in its structure that exert an osmotic pressure on the 

fiber network. A difference in osmotic pressure between the fiber network and the absorbate 

creates a driving force for absorption to occur [27]. Addition of salt to the absorbate reduces the 

osmotic pressure difference and hence reduces the driving force for absorption. The lower 

absorption capacity in 0.9 wt% NaCl solution than in MilliQ water is also a consequence of charge 

shielding as increasing the concentration of free ions in the absorbate reduces the interaction of 

the nanocellulose carboxylate (COO–) groups with water molecules, therefore decreasing their 

affinity and absorption propensity [13]. 

 

4.7.3 Effect of surface charge on absorption 

4.7.3.1 Deionized water 

The high surface charge foam exhibits slower absorption kinetics than low surface charge foam 

for MilliQ water. From the absorption experiments, LSC foam achieved 80% of its total absorption 

capacity within the first 3 s whereas HSC foam only reached 62% in the same time period (Figure 

4-3A). Similarly, after 30 min of free swelling, LSC foam had achieved 75% of its saturation 

capacity compared to 66% for HSC foam for MilliQ water (Supplementary Info 4-S1). Image 

analysis of the liquid stain confirms the slower kinetics of the HSC foam compared to the LSC 

(Figure 4-7A). The slower absorption kinetics and higher saturation capacity indicate that a major 

part of the absorption capacity of HSC foam results from fiber swelling. The osmotic pressure is 

increased in HSC foam due to an augmented charge density which facilitates higher fiber swelling 

in HSC foam compared to LSC foam [28-30]. 

The slower absorption kinetic of the HSC foam is due to its lower pore size compared to the LSC 

foam. The HSC foam also has a higher surface charge which improves the efficiency and therefore 

the extent of fibrillation due to greater electrostatic repulsion combined with less hydrogen 

bonding [24]. Thus, HSC foam porosity is lower than that of the LSC foam [31]. As flow resistance 

from small pores decelerates wicking [32], LSC foams exhibit a higher rate of initial absorption 

compared to HSC foams. 
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Figure 4-7. Effect of surface charge on the stain area of the absorbed fluid over time for LSC 

and HSC NC foams, for (A) Milli Q water and (B) 0.9 wt% NaCl. The solid line is the average 

(n = 3), while the shaded zone indicates the range formed by one standard deviation. 

 

4.7.3.2 0.9 wt% saline solution 

HSC foam exhibits similar absorption kinetics but higher absorption capacity than LSC foam when 

absorbing a NaCl solution (Figure 4-3B). Image analysis confirms that HSC and LSC foams have 

similar wicking kinetics in a NaCl solution (Figure 4-7B). However, the absorption capacity of 

HSC is higher (Figure 4-3B) which means fiber swelling is higher for HSC foam compared to that 

of LSC for NaCl solution. 

 

4.8 Conclusion 

Nanocellulose based foams are attractive because of their inherent renewability and 

biodegradability [33]. Nanocellulose foam with different solid concentrations and surface charges 

have already been developed [13, 24]. The swelling of natural polymers, cellulose films and 

superabsorbents has been previously analyzed as a function of pH and ionic strength [28, 34-37]. 

However, the absorption kinetics, the mechanism and the absorption phases for a fast-swelling 

foam/superabsorbent have not been reported. In this study, the absorption kinetics of 
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superabsorbent nanocellulose foams varying in charge density (controlled with the COO– 

concentration) are measured for MilliQ water and 0.9 wt% NaCl solution and the results 

interpreted in terms of foam structure and absorption mechanism. The absorption kinetics are 

measured at time frames ranging from a fraction of a second to a few minutes to elucidate the full 

absorption mechanism and correlate it with foam structure and porosity. 

Kinetics and wicking area data both confirm the occurrence of three distinct stages of absorption. 

These are: 1) wicking, 2) transition and 3) fiber swelling. Wicking is driven by capillary forces 

and dominates in the first few seconds of absorption. The wicking rate of nanocellulose foams for 

MilliQ water depends on pore size, as evidenced from X-ray computed tomography, with higher 

rates for foams with larger pore sizes. Wicking is followed by the transition phase, after which 

fiber swelling dominates the absorption mechanism. A high surface charge (density of COO– 

groups) increases fiber swelling [38], which is a slower mechanism than wicking. The slower 

absorption kinetics of high surface charge fiber foam are therefore due to both smaller pore size 

and higher concentration of COO– groups. When absorbing an ionic solution, fiber swelling is 

reduced due to charge shielding and, as a result, the maximum absorption capacity of nanocellulose 

foam is decreased. Small Angle X-ray Scattering analysis corroborates this hypothesis by 

revealing the occurrence of fiber agglomeration in both high and low surface charge nanocellulose 

foams for the absorption of NaCl solution. 

This fundamental absorption study aims to elucidate the initial absorption mechanism of 

nanocellulose foam. Using these results, performant biosourced and sustainable nanocellulose 

foams with the desired structure and absorption kinetics can be engineered. These foams can meet 

the stringent standards and performance criteria for applications such as baby diapers, personal 

hygiene products or biosensors, and represent a sustainable alternative to petrochemical-based 

superabsorbent polymers. 
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Preface 

Fundamentals aspects of the nanocellulose SAP structure-property relationship were studied in 

chapter 2 to chapter 4. Sustainable nanocellulose SAP was developed, characterized and the 

structure was modulated for mechanical strength, absorption capacity and absorption kinetics. The 

next question surrounds the biodegradation rate and mechanisms for this novel SAP. In this chapter, 

biodegradation of neat and crosslinked nanocellulose SAP are quantified under enzymatic assisted 

condition to accelerate the process. Nanocellulose SAP biodegradation is studied in soil with 

cellulase as enzyme. Neat SAP degradation rate is compared with crosslinked SAP - with and 

without enzyme. The biodegradation quantification for crosslinked SAP enables the use of 

crosslinked SAP for specific applications where biodegradation is required. 
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Effect of crosslinking on nanocellulose superabsorbent biodegradability 

 

5.1 Abstract 

Superabsorbent polymer (SAP) is an excellent material to absorb and retain a wide range of fluids 

inside its structure, making it desirable to engineer advanced applications. However, commercial 

SAPs are petrochemical products and their non-biodegradability and end of life are significant 

environmental issues. In this study, we have developed a TEMPO oxidized nanocellulose 

superabsorbent and quantified the effect of crosslinking on biodegradation in soil under enzymatic 

(cellulase) assisted condition. CO2 emission shows that both types of SAP emit similar amounts 

of CO2. Hydrolysis of residual SAPs in soil after specific time intervals shows that chemically 

crosslinked SAP degrades more compared to neat nanocellulose SAP. However, without enzyme, 

their degradation is similar and much lower than under enzymatic condition (after 6 days). These 

results suggest that nanocellulose SAPs: both neat and crosslinked -can easily and rapidly be 

degraded at home or in the compost of the garden under proper enzymatic assisted condition.  

 

5.2 Keywords 

Crosslinked, SAP, Cellulase, CO2, biodegradation, inhibition. 

 

5.3 Graphical Abstract 
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5.4 Introduction 

Superabsorbent materials are three dimensional crosslinked polymeric networks able to absorb and 

retain large amounts of water and aqueous solutions inside their structure [1]. These water 

absorbing polymers do not dissolve in water as they are crosslinked but swell considerably, even 

under load [2, 3] because of their hydrophilic functional groups [4]. Superabsorbent polymers 

(SAPs) can be divided into two groups based on their original source: (i) natural SAP: 

polysaccharide and polypeptide based; and (ii) synthetic SAPs: petrochemical based such as 

acrylic based, vinyl acetate or polyethylene glycol [5, 6]. Most of the commercial SAPs are 

synthetic and can remain in the environment for many years after disposal [7]. Sodium polyacrylate 

based SAPs are the most commonly used in disposable diaper and feminine hygiene products; they 

are non-biodegradable and non-renewable. Globally, over 2 million metric tons of acrylate SAPs 

are being produced annually, of which disposable diapers hold 74% of the market share [8]. Their 

long-term persistence in the environment is leading climate change, pollution in aquatic life and 

global warming. These detrimental environmental effects have increased the thirst for sustainable, 

renewable, biodegradable superabsorbent based on polysaccharide.  

Biodegradation is the degradation of a material naturally by microorganisms, such as bacterial, 

fungi or algae into environmentally acceptable products, such as carbon dioxide, water and 

biomass [9]. On the other hand, the term “compostable” is used to indicate a material that can be 

broken down into non-toxic, natural elements (carbon dioxide, water and biomass) with the help 

of biological organisms to enhance the soil nutritious quality [10]. Biodegradable SAPs are 

attractive for their abundancy, low cost and non-toxic behavior. Recent research describes several 

biodegradable polymers, such as cellulose, chitosan, starch, rice husk, raw bran and tulips [11]. 

Among those, cellulose is of special interest due to its high water holding capacity, abundance, 

ease of functionalization, full biodegradability, biocompatibility and non-toxicity [12]. TEMPO 

oxidized nanocellulose SAP has been engineered for different applications such as packaging, 

baby diapers, agriculture and biomedical [13-16]. High surface charge TEMPO-periodate oxidized 

nanocellulose produces SAP with high absorption capacity and tunable absorption kinetics [17, 

18]. Recent development on cellulose superabsorbent has demonstrated that cellulose based SAP 

can be engineered specifically to suit their final application. 

However, in spite of its widespread used, the biodegradability of acrylate SAPs and even natural 

SAPs have been very poorly and inconsistently characterized. Further, natural based SAPs require 

crosslinking to achieve properties similar to acrylate SAPs. A concern is how this crosslinking 
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might affect their biodegradability. To address this gap, biodegradability of neat and crosslinked 

nanocellulose SAP is quantified in this study. Soil burial degradation assay is one of the most 

common tests to quantify the degradation rate [19]. Water hyacinth cellulose-graft-

poly(ammonium acrylate-co-acrylic acid) polymer SAP was degraded in garden soil around 25% 

after 14 days by determining mass loss [19]. Maleylated cellulose-g-poly(acrylic acid) SAP losses 

around 46.7% weight after 150 days in soil [20]. Another method uses activated sludge where the 

sample is placed and incubated at 25oC. Biodegradation was measured by quantifying biological 

oxygen demand (BOD) which detects consumption of oxygen during experiment. Chitin based 

SAP showed almost complete degradation in this method after 20 days [21]. There is ISO standard 

(ISO 14855-1:2012) to determine the aerobic biodegradability of plastic materials under controlled 

conditions by analyzing evolved CO2 and the sample size and shape [22]. However, these are 

indirect methods to determine biodegradation by weighing leftover sample mass. Here, we 

quantify the leftover mass by sample hydrolysis and glucose measurement using high-performance 

liquid chromatography. 

Degradation of cellulose can be accelerated by using enzyme or fertilizer. Cellulase is a class of 

hydrolytic enzymes which is the specific enzyme for cellulose degradation. The main factors 

affecting the cellulose degradation process include: substrate composition, crystallinity, 

hydrophobicity, accessibility (porosity/structure), temperature, pH, nature of enzyme and 

inhibition effect of reaction products [23]. Enzymatic degradation is slower for crystalline and 

hydrophobic cellulose [24, 25]. Accessibility of the material to enzymes is another crucial 

parameter. For cellulosic materials, accessibility of cellulase is around 90% through the internal 

specific pores [26]. Cellulase adsorption on the outer surface of substrate has a small contribution 

in the overall adsorption [27]. Substrate structure as well as the reaction environment together with 

enzyme type thus affect the enzymatic degradation of cellulose.  

Enzymatic degradation of cellulose is faster compared to without enzyme and typically achieved 

in solution. However, in nature, there is cellulase in the soil which can naturally degrade solid 

cellulose products over time. Much of the household waste which contains SAP are in solid form, 

for example, disposing baby diapers or absorbent pads in meat packaging. Degrading this product 

at home in a shorter time span is beneficial to the environment and minimizes the use of fertilizer. 

The biodegradation of these household products under enzymatic condition is poorly characterized. 

Moreover, the effect of crosslinking on the superabsorbent enzymatic degradation has not been 

investigated. The objective of this study is to quantify biodegradation rate of cellulose 

superabsorbents in sandy soils under enzymatic assisted condition to quantify enzyme and 
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crosslinking effect. This study can pave the way to consumable SAPs degradation in just a few 

days in the garden. Moreover, the rapid degradation of crosslinked SAP can guide further product 

development with strong chemical crosslinking. 

 

5.5 Methodology 

5.5.1 Materials 

Bleached Eucalyptus Kraft (BEK) pulp was provided by Australian Paper, Maryvale, Australia. 

2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl (TEMPO) and sodium bromide (NaBr) were purchased from 

Sigma Aldrich. 12 w/v% sodium hypochlorite (NaClO) was purchased from ThermoFisher 

Scientific. Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and hydrochloric acid (HCl) were purchased from Merck 

and ACL Laboratories, respectively and diluted for solution as required. Cellulase (1,4-(1,3:1,4)-

β-D-Glucan 4-glucano-hydrolase) from Trichoderma reesei was purchased from Merck. 

Soil was collected from a vegetable farm located in Cranbourne, Victoria (38°11'6"S; 

145°18'50"E). The soil was classified as a Podosol, according to the Australian Soil Classification 

criteria [28]). Soil was collected at a depth of 0 – 20 cm, air-dried and sieved to >2 mm. A 

subsample of 200 g was analyzed for range of key physicochemical properties (Table 5-S1). The 

analysis was conducted by Environmental Analysis Laboratories, at Southern Cross University  

[29], using Rayment and Lyons [30] standard methods. 

 

5.5.2 Methods 

5.5.2.1 TEMPO oxidation 

Nanocellulose SAP was produced by three steps: (i) oxidation, (ii) fibrillation and (iii) freeze 

drying. TEMPO mediated oxidation was followed for the first step which is based on a previously 

developed method [31]. 25 g (dry weight) BEK pulp was suspended in 2500 mL of deionized 

water containing 0.4 g TEMPO and 2.5 g NaBr. The pH of 100 mL 12 w/v% NaClO was adjusted 

to 10 by the addition of 32 w/v% HCl. NaClO was added dropwise to the reaction mixture to 

initiate the oxidation reaction. The pH of the reaction was maintained by addition of 0.5 M NaOH 

dropwise throughout the reaction period of 3 hours. The oxidized fiber was washed and vacuum 

filtered until neutral pH is achieved and then stored at 4oC. 
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5.5.2.2 Fibrillation of oxidized fibers 

TEMPO-oxidized pulp was dispersed in deionized water at the desired concentration (0.5 g dry 

fiber in 100 g suspension) for further processing. Fibrillation was accomplished through a high-

pressure homogenizer (GEA Niro Soavi Homogenizer Panda) at 1000 bar. Fiber suspensions were 

homogenized for two passes to produce nanocellulose hydrogel. 

 

5.5.2.3 Solids concentration 

The solids concentration of all samples (i.e. gel or pulp) was determined through oven drying. The 

sample was weighed before (wi) and after (wd) drying. Sample moisture was removed by drying 

in an oven (Thermoline BTC 9090) at 105°C for at least 6 h. The solids content was calculated as: 

𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑	𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡	(%) = 	
𝑤!
𝑤"
	× 100% 

5.5.2.4 Chemical Crosslinking 

Hexamethyldiamine (HMDA) was dissolved in deionized water at a concentration of 0.45 g/mL. 

The nanocellulose gel was mixed with this HMDA solution in molar ratios of 1:1 (COO-:NH2) in 

presence of EDC and NHS and incubated at room temperature for 16 hours.  

 

5.5.2.5 Preparation of Nanocellulose SAP 

The SAPs were prepared by spreading 12 g of gel evenly over the base of a 50 mm petri dish and 

freezing the sample at -86°C, then freeze-drying (Christ Alpha 2-4 LD Plus) for 2 days. 

 

5.5.2.6 ATR-FTIR 

The SAP samples were tested by ATR-FTIR using the Agilent Cary 630 FTIR Spectrometer. The 

freeze-dried foams were tested for the FTIR spectra to determine the chemical crosslinking. 

 

5.5.2.7 Microbial Activity 

Microbial activity test was performed at specific temperature and relative humidity for both 

samples. For each type, samples were prepared by mixing the SAP at the application rate of 0.25 
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wt% and 0.5 wt% to prepare 50 g of soil treatment. Deionized water was then added to reach 60% 

moisture content. Two concentrations of enzyme (cellulase) (HE = 100 µL enzyme/ 7 mL water 

and LE = 50 µL enzyme / 7 mL water) were mixed with deionized water before adding to the 

samples. Samples were incubated at 35°C and 80% relative humidity in a temperature/humidity 

control cabinet (Thermoline L + M – 150-GD).  

At appropriate sampling time points (day 1 to day 6) gas samples were collected using the method 

adapted from van Zwieten [32]. Briefly, soil treatments in containers with known volume and basal 

area were sealed and gases were allowed to accumulate for 20 minutes. The gases were then 

collected from the sealed containers using an airtight syringe (SGE Analytical Scientific) and 

inserted into pre-evacuated 12 mL Exetainers ® vials through a septum. Collected gas samples 

were analyzed for CO2 using an Agilent Technologies 7890A Gas Chromatography – Thermal 

Conductivity Detector (GC-TCD) and GC-Flame Ionization Detector (FID). The detector 

temperature was 250 °C. Helium was used as the carrier gas at 21 mL/min. The temperature of the 

column and oven was 60 °C. 

The flux rate, FCO2 (mg CO2 / m2h) was calculated using the following equation:  

𝐹#$% =
𝑏 × 𝑉#& ×𝑀𝑊#$% × 60 × 10'	

𝐴#& ×𝑀𝑉()** × 10+
 

Where, b = CO2 concentration measured in ppm/min 

 VCH = measuring chamber volume 

 MWCO2 = molecular weight of CO2 

 ACH = basal area of measuring chamber 

 MVcorr = temperature corrected molecular weight = 0.02241 × %,-./012
%,-./0

, T = air 

temperature 

 

5.5.2.8 Biodegradation 

SAP biodegradation was evaluated for neat and crosslinked SAPs for 0.25 wt% application rate. 

Samples were prepared by mixing the SAP with soil to prepare 10 g of soil treatment and water 

with enzyme (cellulase) was added to reach 60 % moisture content. A control treatment without 

any SAP was also carried out. Samples were incubated at 35°C and 80% relative humidity in a 
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temperature/humidity control cabinet (Thermoline L + M – 150-GD). At appropriate sampling 

time points (day 2, 4, 6) samples were dried in an oven at 60 °C and stored frozen at -20 °C until 

required.  

Acid digestion method adapted from Sluiter [33] was  used to quantify biodegradation. This 

method hydrolyses cellulose samples to glucose and glucuronic acid which can be measured by 

chromatography. In brief, 3 mL of 72% sulphuric acid was added to 5 g of soil treatment. The 

treatment was then placed in a hot plate at 30 °C and incubated for 60 min. The mixture was 

occasionally stirred every 5 to 10 minutes to ensure even acid – treatment contact. Samples were 

then diluted to 4% sulphuric acid by adding 84 mL of water and autoclaved for 30 minutes at 

121 °C. After cooling at room temperature, treatments were neutralized to a pH 5 – 6 using calcium 

carbonate. Upon neutralization, treatments were then centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 5 min. The 

supernatant was collected, filtered through syringe filter (Acrodisk 25 mm 0.2 µm) and analyzed 

through high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) using a BioRad Amminex HPX-87H 

column, 0.005 M sulfuric acid as mobile phase, with a refractive index detector at a temperature 

of 60 °C and a flow rate of 0.4 mL/min. 

 

5.6 Results 

Neat and chemically crosslinked Nanocellulose SAPs samples are analyzed in soil under enzyme 

assist conditions (cellulase) for microbial activity and biodegradation rate. Microbial activity is 

determined for day 1 to day 6, whereas biodegradation is quantified by acid hydrolysis for day 2, 

4 and 6. Analysis reveals that crosslinked nanocellulose SAP is more biodegradable than the neat 

SAP. 

 

5.6.1 FTIR 

FTIR spectra of SAP (Figure 5-1) shows that chemically crosslinked SAP has C=O stretching at 

1560 cm-1 due to strong amide bond formation between the COO- group of nanocellulose SAP and 

the NH2 group of HMDA. Neat SAP has a peak at 1600 cm-1 from COO- group of TEMPO- 

oxidized nanocellulose. 
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Figure 5-1: FTIR spectra of nanocellulose (neat) and HMDA crosslinked nanocellulose SAPs. 

 

5.6.2 Microbial Activity 

In general, for both types of nanocellulose SAPs, CO2 emission increases with time and enzyme 

concentration (Figure 5-2). Increase in enzyme concentration increases CO2 emission which 

indicates the soil microbial community response is higher when high concentration of enzyme is 

used. For crosslinked and neat nanocellulose SAPs, the CO2 emission is similar with overlapping 

error bars. Figure 5-3 shows the effect of SAPs application rate on the microbial activity for both 

neat and crosslinked nanocellulose SAPs. There is essentially no difference when using 0.5% 

SAPs compared to 0.25% which signifies that enzyme addition overcomes the effect of solid 

concentration in this range.  
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Figure 5-2: Effect of enzyme concentration and crosslinking on microbial activity for neat and 

crosslinked nanocellulose SAP. HE indicates high enzyme concentration whereas LE refers to low 

enzyme concentration. 

 

Figure 5-3: Effect of nanocellulose SAP solid concentration on microbial activity with high 

concentration of enzyme: (a) Neat nanocellulose and (b) crosslinked nanocellulose. 
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5.6.3 Biodegradation 

Figure 5-4 shows the effect of enzyme concentration and crosslinking on biodegradation; this is in 

terms of mg of SAPs remains in the soil after specific intervals. The degradation rate is almost 

constant over 6 days. Around 41% SAPs degraded in 2 days for neat SAP and 56% for crosslinked 

SAP with low enzyme concentration. After day 6, there is 1.51±0.0.08 mg and 0.90±0.21 mg 

nanocellulose SAP remaining in the soil for neat and crosslinked SAP with low enzyme 

concentration, respectively. Without enzyme the sample remaining increased to 2.29±0.18 mg for 

neat and 2.20±0.19 mg for crosslinked SAP while the original sample was 2.5 mg/g soil. 

Biodegradation rate of crosslinked nanocellulose SAP for high enzyme concentration is also higher 

compared to neat SAP, as seen from the lower amount of SAP remaining in the soil after day 2 ,4 

and 6. 

 
Figure 5-4: Effect of enzyme concentration and crosslinking on the superabsorbent 

biodegradation in soil. The amount of superabsorbent which remained is reported: (a) low enzyme 

and (b) high enzyme. LE indicates low enzyme concentration whereas HE indicates high enzyme 

concentration. Initial sample (SAP) mass was 2.5 mg/g soil. 
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5.7 Discussion 

Enzymatic degradation of nanocellulose SAPs in soil was analyzed at different enzyme and solid 

concentration. Nanocellulose SAP, both neat or crosslinked, degrades faster under enzymatic 

assisted condition. The effect of crosslinking and its consequence on the biodegradation rate was 

evaluated by quantifying microbial activity and residual cellulose in soil at regular time intervals. 

This analysis confirms the potential and feasibility of fast degradation of cellulose based SAP 

material using enzyme assisted home compost technology. 

Chemically crosslinked nanocellulose SAP does not reduce its biodegradation rate (Figure 5-4). 

Indeed, similar microbial activity was measured for the degradation of original and Crosslinked 

nanocellulose SPA (Figure 5-2). Cellulase are big enzymatic protein macromolecules of diameter 

of 4-6.5 nm and18-21.5 nm length [34]. The nanocellulose SAP has  pore size bigger than the 

enzyme size range as previously quantified [17]. The pores inside the SAPs structure are the main 

contributors  for the accessibility [26] of cellulase. Here, nanocellulose SAP has micron size pores 

which are at least 1000 times bigger than cellulase enzyme. So, in terms of cellulase accessibility, 

crosslinked SAP is not creating any hinderance. Moreover, the biodegradation rate is higher for 

crosslinked SAP. Jarerat et al. showed that addition of gelatin (which has -CONH groups same as 

HMDA crosslinked SAP) acts as the nitrogen source resulting in increased biodegradation of PLA 

by Saccharothrix Waywayandensis [35]. So, the crosslinked SAP biodegradation is higher in this 

study because of the presence of nitrogen source in the structure. 

Neat nanocellulose SAP biodegrades by around 8% (2.29 mg/g soil left) without enzyme, whereas 

with enzyme, it reduces by 35-40% after 6 day for both the enzyme concentrations tested. Similarly, 

for chemically crosslinked SAP, the degradation is around 12% (2.20 mg/g soil left) whereas with 

enzyme, it degrades to 56-64% after 6 days (for both enzyme concentrations). Addition of 

cellulases effectively accelerates the breakdown of cellulose SAP – crosslinked or not-to glucose 

in soils. The microbial activity determined with different solid concentrations (0.25% and 0.5% 

SAP in soil) does not show difference in microbe response in terms of CO2 emission, indicating 

that microbes are responding similarly for higher SAP concentration as well confirming their 

higher degradability. 

The degradation rate for both neat and crosslinked SAP did not change significantly after day 2 

(Figure 5-4). Neat and crosslinked SAP degrades around 41% and 56%, respectively, (with low 

enzyme concentration) after day 2. Enzymatic degradation depends mostly on factors such as 

temperature, accessibility, structure of substrate and inhibition. Temperature, humidity, moisture 
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content were kept constant throughout the incubation period. Could product inhibition- from 

cellulose to cellobiose or glucose formation- affect degradation? To determine product inhibition 

effect, nanocellulose SAP was mixed with cellobiose in 1:1 ratio and analyzed the biodegradation 

in soil. From day 2, It is evident that biodegradation (Table 5-S2) is not product inhibited, neither 

by cellobiose nor by glucose. The sample left in the soil after day 2 was 0.35±0.10 mg sample/g 

soil from the initial mass of 2.5 mg sample/g soil. This indicates around 79% biodegradation 

confirming the absence of product inhibition. As cellobiose was added initially, its inhibition 

would have decreased any biodegradation, which was not the case. Instead adding cellobiose 

increases the biodegradation as part of the sample was already in the form of cellobiose- so it is 

rather easier for enzyme to degrades. This findings of higher degradation with initial cellobiose 

concentration also rules out the possibility of glucose inhibition. The insignificant difference of 

biodegradation rate after day 2 might therefore be due to enzyme inactivity at 35 oC after day 2 

which slows down the biodegradation. 

These new cellulose-based SAP can be used in baby diaper and degraded at home compost. Baby 

diaper contains around 33.3 wt% SAP [36] while the average weight of a clean diaper without 

urine is of 41 g [37]. Extrapolating from this study, 2.7 to 5.4 kg soil is required to degrade the 

SAP of one diaper (containing 13.65 g of nanocellulose SAP) at the 0.5 and 0.25% solid addition 

in soil, respectively. Around 41% of SAP will be degraded within 2 days when using neat SAP. 

However, this calculation is based on the weight of commercial SAP used in baby diaper, 

nanocellulose based SAP can have lower amount in baby diaper composition. Moreover, using 

food waste in the compost can lower the soil requirements. Additionally, our experiment was done 

by hydrolyzing the soil with residual sample after specific time interval which limited the use of 

higher solid concentration in soil in experimental condition. This was just a model study to proof 

the concept. But in real scenario, higher SAP concentration is expected to apply. The strong 

sunlight and soil microbes will accelerate the SAP degradation in garden compost.  

The rapid biodegradation of nanocellulose based SAP under enzymatic condition, effect of 

crosslinking and their potential to degradation at garden soil indicates the potential of using 

cellulose SAP diaper commercially while maintaining the environmental sustainability. The other 

components of diaper, such as PLA base sheet has already been prepared. The only problematic 

part is the non-renewable, non-biodegradable SAP. In this study, we have proved that the 

developed renewable nanocellulose SAP can degrade around 40 to 60% in 2 days under enzymatic 

assisted conditions. This study not only explores the potential of easy diaper composting but also 

broadens the opportunity of using the developed SAP for food packaging applications. For food 
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packaging, there is already different types of sustainable packaging made out of paper except the 

SAP in absorbent pad. So, replacing the commercial SAP in absorbent pad with our developed 

SAP can gives the consumers the opportunity to chuck the packaging with absorbent pad in the 

garden compost. 

 

5.8 Conclusion 

TEMPO oxidized nanocellulose-based superabsorbent (SAP) was evaluated for its quick 

biodegradation in soil- cellulase assisted or not. Using Hexamethylene Diamine (HMDA), the 

objective was to measure whether chemical crosslinking affects the biodegradation of 

nanocellulose SAP. The effect of cellulase concentration on neat and crosslinked SAP degradation 

was analyzed and the microbial activity in soil at different application rates was determined.  

The microbial activity of nanocellulose SAP decreases with the decrease of enzyme concentration; 

however, increasing the SAPs application rate does not affect the microbial activity. Both neat and 

chemically crosslinked SAPs showed similar microbial activity (in terms of CO2 emission) 

indicating similar microbe response. Microbial activity also strongly depends on the nutrient 

availability and initial microbial biomass availability in the soil [38, 39]. So, high enzyme 

(cellulase) concentration increases microbial activity for both types of SAPs. 

Biodegradation rate quantified by hydrolyzing the remaining cellulose in soil after regular intervals 

(day 2, 4, and 6) shows difference between neat and crosslinked SAP. HMDA crosslinked 

nanocellulose degrades faster than the neat. While counter intuitive and differing form CO2 

microbial respiratory experiment, this finding is due to the nitrogen source available in the HMDA 

structure which increases the degradation rate. 

This study quantifies the effect cellulase has for different types of nanocellulose SAPs in terms of 

SAP structure-enzyme accessibility. Rapid biodegradation of chemically crosslinked SAP 

facilitates the use of crosslinked SAP without any biodegradability issues. These findings can help 

develop home based compost or degrade baby diaper in garden soil at short time and grow plants 

while saving the environment from the harmful effect of petro-chemical based SAPs.  
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Preface 

Thus far, each chapter has contributed to defining the potential of nanocellulose SAP for specific 

applications, such as, baby diapers, agriculture, meat/food packaging and diagnostic. We already 

studied the fundamentals of tuning the SAP structure and quantified the structure-property 

relationship. In this chapter, we present a novel application of nanocellulose SAP. The developed 

SAP is utilized to engineer glucose sensor to detect glucose concentration in human blood. This 

colorimetric glucose sensor can detect blood glucose level by exploiting the concept of enzyme 

immobilization and enzyme-catalyzed reaction of glucose. This cheap but accurate and user-

friendly colorimetric sensor can determine glucose concentration in the clinical range of 7 mM to 

13 mM which can differentiate if a patient is diabetic or not. The concept utilized in this study, is 

not only helpful to develop glucose sensors, but also can be generalized into a robust platform to 

prepare nanocellulose SAP-based sensors to determine many medical analytes from body fluids 

such as urine, blood, saliva or even sweat. 
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Point of Care nanocellulose sensor for glucose detection in blood 

 

5.1 Abstract 

The increasing incidence of Diabetes Mellitus (DM) represents an alarming global epidemic 

disproportionately affecting developing nations. Whilst sophisticated, electronic DM diagnostic 

devices are commonplace in the developed world; cost and electricity reliance makes them 

unsuitable for many remote or socioeconomically deprived communities. A robust, commercially 

viable, paper-based diagnostic device would facilitate early diagnosis, greatly ameliorating 

Diabetes outcomes and reducing the economic burden upon developing countries. A solution may 

be found in the application of nanocellulose superabsorbent technology from nanocellulose 

hydrogel. Nanocellulose superabsorbent is an abundant, low cost and biodegradable natural 

material. It is capable of stabilizing enzymes contained within its structure, thus improving and 

prolonging enzyme function facilitating the detection of glucose from human blood by an enzyme 

catalysis reaction of glucose.  

Here, we immobilize glucose oxidase within the nanocellulose superabsorbent structure to develop 

a simple human-readable and visual colorimetric blood glucose sensor.  An increase in blood 

glucose concentration increases the concentration of reaction product which decreases the system 

pH. A Colorimetric pH-based glucose sensor was developed by immobilizing glucose oxidase and 

phenol red in a nanocellulose hydrogel followed by lyophilization. The sensor produces a color 

change from red to orange as pH decreases due to the enzymatic reaction of glucose into glucuronic 

acid and hydrogen peroxide. This sensor can be used to measure glucose concentrations of 7-13 

mM with an accuracy of ±1 mM at temperatures of 4°C to 40°C.  Stability tests confirmed that 

there was no deterioration in enzyme activity after four weeks at room temperature storage of the 

sensors. A functional prototype device was developed. Successful enzyme immobilization and 

device transferability demonstrated the future application of nanocellulose biosensor as an 

economical, and robust, and diagnostic technology for a broad spectrum of diseases. 

 

5.2 Keywords 

Immobilization, glucose sensor, shelf life, sensitivity, blood 
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5.3 Graphical Abstract 

 

 

5.4 Introduction 

Blood glucose measurement is important as high blood glucose levels are linked to adverse health 

outcomes in patients with diseases such as diabetics mellitus [1], which can cause serious damage 

to the kidneys, blood vessels and heart over time. The number of people with diabetes worldwide 

is expected to double from 171 million in 2000 to 366 million by 2030 [2] with developing 

countries being the most affected [3]. According to the World Health Organization, around 1.5 

million deaths were directly related to diabetes in 2019 [4]. The rate of deaths associated with 

diabetes increases with remoteness, socioeconomic disadvantage, and ethnicity. In 2018, casualties 

were as twice as high for remote and very remote communities compared to major cities and four 

times as high for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders compared to non-Indigenous Australians 

[5].  

There are three main types of diabetes: Type 1, Type 2 and gestational. Type 1 diabetes is an 

autoimmune disease which results in the inability of the body to produce insulin; it is more 

common in younger people. Type 2 diabetes develops when the body becomes resistant to the 

effect of insulin or the body’s ability to produce insulin gradually decreases over time, and usually 

develops in middle age and older people [6, 7]. Gestational diabetes is a form of diabetes that 
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occurs during pregnancy, which generally resolves following birth. However, women who develop 

gestational diabetes have an increased risk of developing type 2 diabetes later in life [8]. More 

than 95% of patients having diabetes are type 2 [9]. Diabetes is diagnosed as having a blood sugar 

level exceeding 7 mM after fasting or exceeding 11.1 mM two hours after eating [10]. Prediabetes 

is defined as a blood sugar level exceeding 6.1 mM after fasting or 7.8 mM two hours after eating 

[11]. 

Continuous blood glucose monitoring for diabetic people is important to avoid growing health 

issues. Glucose concentration is the highest in the arterial circulation. However, lab tests are 

usually performed using venous blood samples. There are a few blood tests done in pathology 

depending on the patient’s conditions which includes glycated haemoglobin (HbA1c), fasting, two 

hours after having meal, glucose tolerance test and random blood glucose test. Blood glucose level 

is measured two hours after having a meal to test how the body responds after having a meal. 

Blood glucose level increases sharply after a meal; however, the pancreas releases insulin to help 

move the sugar from the blood into the cells of muscles and other tissues. Within 2 hours of a meal, 

the glucose level should return to normal. Random blood glucose test is done if diabetes is 

suspected and fasting blood glucose can confirm the diagnosis. HbA1c level is measured for 

diabetes patients to determine the recent average blood glucose level. It is also helpful to determine 

prediabetes as it provides the average glucose level for the past two to three months.  

There are three basic approaches for measuring blood glucose in the laboratory: the reducing 

method, the condensation method and the enzymatic method. The reducing method is the oldest 

where the blood sample is treated with an alkaline copper solution to produce insoluble cuprous 

oxide. This cuprous oxide is reacted with phospharomolybdate to form a molybdenum blue color 

complex which is read by spectrophotometer at 420 nm. This method is abandoned in the clinical 

laboratory as its time consuming and can determine the fructose concentration as well in the blood, 

which can yield erroneous results. In the condensation approach, O-toluidine reacts with glucose 

in blood to produce the green colored glucosamine. The intensity of this color complex is also 

measured by spectrophotometer to detect the glucose level. However, O-toluidine is highly 

corrosive and toxic, so this approach is also being phased out from the laboratory [12]. The most 

common method is to centrifuge the whole blood sample to collect plasma and test using a semi-

automatic or automatic biochemistry system utilizing enzymes which generates a colorimetric 

complex of  intensity proportional to the glucose concentration [13]. However, most of these lab-

based tests are not suitable for home use.  
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A glucometer is very common to determine glucose level at home from whole blood. Glucose 

concentration in plasma is usually 10-15% higher than glucose concentration in whole blood. Most 

laboratories/pathologies measure glucose level in plasma, so there are many glucometers which 

provide a “plasma equivalent” to compare users results with lab test [14]. In the most common 

glucometer, the embedded enzyme (glucose oxidase) on the electrode induces an electric current 

through the strip which is proportional to the glucose amount [15]. These types of conductivity-

based biosensors tend to be expensive, and therefore not suitable for a global application of 

diabetes diagnostics. 

 A paper-based testing device could provide a solution. Hydrogel and superabsorbent networks 

provide good 3D media as the sensing or detection locus where enzyme react with glucose and 

form some detectable complex. Several studies investigated glucose concentration by measuring 

the swelling or deswelling of hydrogels [16, 17]. Glucose concentration was also determined by 

fluorescence quenching. Quantum dots (QDs) and carbon dots (CDs) are commonly used for 

fluorescent labelled sensor to detect glucose. However, reading blood sugar by fluorescent 

quenching is not feasible for home use. Glucose concentration in sweat, blood and saliva was 

monitored by the contact angle of analytes on a pH responsive surface or fluorescent nanohybrid 

[18, 19]. There are also optical sensors which gives different spectra based on glucose 

concentration and pH [20-23]. Again, spectrum analysis at home is not a feasible option. Dilutions 

or pre-treatment of human blood is another disadvantage of most methods mentioned. A recent 

article reports colorimetric detection of glucose from human blood without pre-treatment or 

dilution. However, a post treatment is required for  color intensity determination by eye [24]. 

Further, aqueous sensors typically limit stability for long term use. 

In this study, we explored the potential of nanocellulose hydrogel as a performant diagnostic 

device. The aqueous and porous structure of hydrogel makes them an exceptional biocompatible 

medium capable of stabilizing and immobilizing problematic molecules such as enzymes.  Enzyme 

immobilized hydrogels are freeze-dried to produce smart nanocellulose foams/SAP with sensing 

ability. The colorimetric technique chosen in the detection of diabetes from blood plasma is a pH-

based reaction. This technique utilizes glucose oxidase and phenol red to induce a color change 

from red to orange with the decrease of the foam’s pH level. The schematic of the process is given 

in Figure 6-1. 
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Figure 6-1: Schematic of the preparation and use of the nanocellulose sensing diagnostic for 

measuring glucose concentration in human blood. First, a nanocellulose hydrogel of controlled 

COO- content and rheology is prepared; second, selected enzyme glucose oxidase (GOx) is 

immobilized onto the nanocellulose hydrogel, freeze dried into a foam with immobilized enzyme 

(adsorbed and entrapped), and converted into diagnostics; last, blood plasma is introduced – or 

created by filtration of RBC- and glucose content displayed by color change. 

 

We aim to develop a Point of Care (POC) nanocellulose sensor for the selective detection of 

glucose in human blood. This can be achieved by separating the red blood cell (RBC) from blood 

and reacting blood plasma with glucose sensor. For this, we proposed a device design utilizing the 

concept of microfluidics. The whole blood is passed through a layer where wicking kinetics is 
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utilized to help the user to determine the optimized reaction time. The selective separation of RBC 

in a membrane in the next layer allows the blood plasma to travel to the sensor part where the 

enzyme catalysis reaction decreases system pH and shows a color change. In this study, we only 

tested the sensor part for reproducibility and accuracy. The developed nanocellulose sensor is 

tested for a blood plasma glucose range of 7-13 mM which has specific medical interest. The 

sensitivity and stability at different temperatures indicates the potential of a nanocellulose sensor 

in a POC device. Finally, quantified shelf life over 4 weeks’ time period indicates the biosensors 

long term usability when storing at room temperature. This enzyme immobilized nanocellulose 

biosensor can detect human blood glucose concentration within the range of interest (for diabetes 

patient or to detect prediabetes). This concept also opens the door of developing nanocellulose 

based sensor to detect other analytes present in body fluid. 

 

5.5 Methodology 

5.5.1 Materials 

Bleached Eucalyptus Kraft (BEK) pulp was collected from Australian Paper, Maryvale. 2,2,6,6-

Tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl (TEMPO), sodium Bromide (NaBr), glucose oxidase and phenol red 

were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. 12 w/v% Sodium Hypochlorite (NaClO) was purchased from 

ThermoFisher. Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and Hydrochloric acid (HCl) were purchased from 

Merck and ACL laboratories, respectively. D(+)-glucose powder was sourced from Merck. Human 

blood was collected from Australian Red Cross. Glucose colorimetric kit was purchased from 

Invitrogen. 

 

5.5.2 Methods 

5.5.2.1 TEMPO mediated oxidation 

The TEMPO-mediated oxidation process employed to produce low surface charged fibers is based 

on a previously developed method [25]. 100 g BEK pulp is suspended in 2500 mL water containing 

0.4 g TEMPO and 2.5 g NaBr. The 12 w/v% NaClO solution is initially adjusted to pH 10 via 

addition of 32 w/v% HCl. 100 mL NaClO is added drop-wise to the suspension whilst stirring. 

The pH of the reaction is maintained at 10 through the addition of 0.5 M NaOH. The oxidation 

process is deemed to be complete when the pH change is negligible. The TEMPO-oxidized pulp 
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is then dispersed in deionized water at a desired concentration. Fibrillation is accomplished 

through a high-pressure homogenizer at 1000 bar with two passes. The hydrogel produced by this 

procedure is stored at 4oC. 

 

5.5.2.2 Preparation of nanocellulose sensor 

5 g of nanocellulose hydrogel was mixed with 214.77 µL of 372.5 µM GoX, 100 µL of 0.75% 

phenol red and mixed with magnetic stirrer for an hour. After one hour, the mixed hydrogel (5 g) 

was transferred on a petri dish to produce a circle with diameter around 73 mm. The petri dish was 

previously wrapped with gladwrap to avoid the hydrogel stick to the petri dish surface after drying. 

Another petri dish wrapped with glad wrap was placed on the top of mixed hydrogel petri dish. 

Then a fixed weight of glass petri dish was placed on top to press the hydrogel and make a thin 

layer. This does not produce an exact circle but we tried to keep it as exact as possible with 73 mm 

diameter. Then this setup with mixed hydrogel was placed into -80oC freezer for at least 4 hours 

followed by freeze drying in a Christ Alpha 2-4 LD Plus freeze dryer for 24 hours. The dried 

samples (62.8±5.4 µm thickness) were cut into 8 mm circles by Epilog Laser cutter with a speed 

of 100% and 3% power. Each circle contains 3±0.2 µL GoX inside its structure.  

 

5.5.2.3 Blood glucose level determination 

The glucose concentration in the blood sample received from Australian Red Cross was measured 

by glucometer (ACCU-CHEK Performa). Some of the blood plasma samples glucose 

concentrations were measured by Invitrogen Glucose colorimetric detection kit to confirm the 

accuracy of gluometer. This kit comes with glucose standard solution (320 mg/dL), assay buffer 

(contains detergent and stabilizers), substrate, horseradish peroxidase (HRP) concentrate, glucose 

oxidase (GoX) concentrate. 1X GoX and 1X HRP was prepared according to the instructions 

provided by the supplier. The human blood plasma was diluted at 1:20 into the assay buffer and 

20 µL of diluted plasma was added with 25 µL 1X HRP, 25 µL substrate and 25 µL GoX in 96-

half area well plate. The colorimetric reaction was analyzed in a Tecan Infinite M Nano plate 

reader at 560 nm after 30 minutes of incubation. The standard curve for glucose was generated by 

diluting the glucose standard provided, for a range of glucose concentration of 32 – 0 mg/dL and 

quantifying the absorbance at 560 nm. The glucose concentrations of unknown samples were read 
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from the standard curve and multiplied by the dilution factor. A few blood samples glucose 

concentrations were also measured by Melbourne pathology to confirm the accuracy of glucometer. 

 

5.5.2.4 Spiking glucose concentration in blood plasma 

The whole blood samples glucose concentrations were measured by glucometer and then the blood 

plasma was separated from red blood cells by centrifugation (Eppendorf Centrifuge 5702) at 4500 

rpm for 20 minutes. The blood plasma was mixed with glucose solution to have the desired 

concentration for the blood plasma samples. It was ensured that all of the samples mixed with the 

same volume of glucose solution to maintain the consistency of the blood plasma dilution (20%). 

 

5.5.2.5 Sensor testing with different temperatures and glucose concentrations 

Dried nanocellulose sensor sized 8 mm was placed inside a light box (16×16” dimmable 70 LED 

light box) and tested for five glucose concentrations: 7, 8, 10, 11 and 13 mM at three different 

temperatures; cold: 4oC, room: 20oC and hot: 40oC. 10 µL spiked blood plasma was added on the 

nanocellulose sensor by a 10 µL pipette. Continuous video capturing was done at 4K 60 FPS 

(frames per second) from the top of a light box by an iPhone from initial to 20 minutes. The light 

box was used to maintain the consistent light intensity throughout the experiments. 4oC testing 

was done inside a cool room maintained at 4oC and for 40oC temperature, a hot plate was used. 

Each test replicated 4 times. The images were extracted from the video file for analyzing at 

different time intervals. 

 

5.5.2.6 Shelf life testing 

Dried nanocellulose sensors were stored at 23oC and 50% RH for four weeks and tested for 

different glucose concentrations at room temperature as described in section 5.5.2.5.  

 

5.5.2.7 Image analysis 

The images at specific times (30s, 1 min, 2 min, 4 min, 7 min and 10 min) were extracted from the 

captured videos as image file. The backgrounds of these images were removed in Adobe 
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Photoshop. The image compilation was done in Adobe Photoshop 2021. The color hue of the 

images was also quantified in Photoshop. 

 

5.6 Results 

A new point of care (POC) concept of nanocellulose sensor was developed to directly measure 

and rapidly report by colorimetry the glucose concentration in human blood. The variables tested 

include time, glucose concentrations and temperatures; this was to evaluate the glucose diagnostic 

usability under relevant conditions. Enzyme immobilized glucose sensor is utilized to react with 

blood glucose which changes the reaction pH and a consequent color change on the sensor. The 

effect of contact time is studied to optimize the color development reporting glucose concentration 

and to determine how long the reporting color remains stable. The diagnostic was tested at critical 

temperatures (4, 20 and 40 oC) to report the dependency of reaction rate and color intensity with 

temperature. Diagnostic performance at room temperature (20 oC), sample stored in the fridge (4 
oC) and during a hot Australian day (40 oC) was tested. 

 

5.6.1 Glucose assay 

Colorimetric glucose assay was conducted by glucose colorimetric kit and analyzed by 

spectrophotometry. Both tests show similar results (Table 6-1). This confirms the sensitivity and 

accuracy of glucometer reading. The spectrophotometry test to determine glucose concentrations 

were performed only for a few samples. This was to calibrate and validate that the glucometer 

reading is reliable and also that spiked plasma has the correct glucose concentration. 

Table 6-1: Comparison of glucose concentration in human blood as determined by 

spectrophotometry and glucometer. 

Sample Glucometer reading (mM) Spectrophotometry 

reading (mM) 

Sample 1 4.20 3.48±0.35 

Sample 2 7.00 7.84±0.63 

Sample 3 9.98 9.61±0.27 

Sample 4 10.00 10.09±0.72 

Sample 5 13.00 12.77±0.99 
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5.6.2 Effect of time 

Testing time was first optimized to ensure reproducible and sensitive results. Figure 6-2 shows the 

effect of reaction time ranging from 30s to 10 min for the nanocellulose sensor color at room 

temperature (20 oC). Room temperature images show a more stable color development than at cold 

temperature (Figure 6-S1 in the supp info). For cold temperature, both 7 mM and 10 mM color 

change over time: 7 mM gets redish while the 10 mM turns orangish with time. A 7 min blood-

sensor contact time was determined as optimum for both room and cold temperature reading.  This 

contact time period allows the blood plasma to be properly distributed and generate a stable and 

measurable color change using nanocellulose foam. 

 
Figure 6-2: Effect of time for nanocellulose sensor colorimetric measurement at room 

temperature (20±1 oC) for two different glucose concentrations: 7 mM and 10 mM. 

 

5.6.3 Effect of temperature 

Temperature is an important parameter when developing colorimetric sensor based on an 

enzymatic reaction. Testing was conducted at 4, 20 and 40 oC. High temperature (40oC) results in 

maroon color for 7 mM glucose concentration in blood plasma, while the other temperatures 

develop a red color (Figure 6-3). There is a slight difference between cold and room; room 

temperature shows a slightly darker color than cold temperature.  
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Figure 6-3: Effect of temperature on nanocellulose sensor colorimetric performance for 

measurement under cold (4±1 oC), room (20±1 oC) and hot conditions (40±1 oC) after 7 min for 

7 mM glucose concentration. 

 

5.6.4 Effect of glucose concentration 

A colorimetric glucose sensor requires to show visible differences in color in the concentration 

range of interest. The nanocellulose sensor developed shows a gradual color change as the glucose 

concentration in blood plasma increases from 7 mM to 13 mM (considering its medical importance) 

from red to orange (Figure 6-4A). This is because higher glucose concentrations produce higher 

concentrations of gluconic acid in presence of glucose oxidase which decreases pH, resulting in 

color change; phenol red changes from red to orange as pH drops. 

Quantification of sensor shelf life is important as long-term storage of sensors is a requirement to 

for economic viability. The nanocellulose sensor was tested after 4 weeks aging at room 

temperature in airtight container (23 oC and 50% relative humidity) to quantify its effectivity. 

Figure 6-4B shows the gradual color change for different glucose concentrations from 7 mM to 13 

mM. This color change confirms the activity of glucose oxidase after 4 weeks storage.   
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Figure 6-4: Effect of glucose concentration on colorimetric properties for nanocellulose 

sensor after 7 mins (A) Immediate test and (B) After 4 weeks test. 

 

5.6.5 Diagnostic prototype design 

A 3D multilayer laminate based diagnostic device was created. The device had 3 functions to 

achieve. First, to remove RBC, as only plasma is analyzed for glucose content; second, to measure 

and display testing reading time; third, to measure and colorimetrically report glucose 

concentration. The composition and 3D pathway of the device layers is presented in Figure 6-5. 

This device consists of six layers: (i) hydrophobic layer on the top to avoid any leakage, (ii) 

adhesive layer to keep the layers together, (iii) wicking layer to monitor reaction time for optimum 

reading, (iv) membrane layer to separate red blood cells from plasma, (v) detection layer which is 

the colorimetric sensor part, and, (vi) hydrophobic result window layer. Three microfluidic 

technologies are implemented within this device: time-controlled wicking channel (layer 3), a 

paper-based plasma separating membrane (layer 4), and a detection zone (layer 5). However, the 

Immediate 

After 4 weeks 

A 

B 
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time-controlled wicking channel can be removed if the users can monitor the reaction time by 

themselves.  

Figure 6-5: Schematic construction of a laminated glucose diagnostic representing the 

Microfluidic 3D pathway of the handheld device. 

The time-controlled wicking channel is selected in such a way that the blood reaches the left corner 

of the wicking channel at the optimized time, when the glucose concentration needs to be recorded 

and displayed from the device. The right side of the wicking channel is longer than the left side 

which requires more time to transport the blood on the right edge indicating the color reading is 

expired. The wicking speed in the wicking channel can be controlled by the porosity and thickness 

of the paper used. Tissue paper from Kimberly Clark Experimental Forming Unit (EFU), Neenah 

(WI), USA was selected; it is available at a range of thickness. Next, paper-based plasma separator 

reduces the need for whole blood preparation; the end user can apply blood directly to the sample 

area. The membrane technology utilizes paper pores structure to physically separate larger (7-8µm 

[26]), pigmented red blood cells; leaving a transparent yellow tinted solution to react within the 

detection zone [27]. When blood is dropped onto the sample area, it travels through the wicking 

channel laterally and vertically both. Passing the wicking channel, blood goes to the membrane 

layer vertically which separates red blood cells and pass the plasma through the membrane to the 

next layer which is the detection layer. A hydrophobic waxed circle is integrated into the center of 

the membrane to prevent the reddening membrane from altering the visual reading of the 

nanocellulose foam. Nanocellulose superabsorbent/foam in the detection layer is adhered to the 
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membrane to prevent bypassing, the membrane undergoes a waxing process that hydrophobically 

blocks the fluid from reaching the membrane edges and bypassing the separation process by 

jumping to adjacent layers. The blood plasma reacts with the enzymes and colorimetry reagents 

within the nanocellulose superabsorbent resulting in a color change, visible through the middle 

result window.  Once the blood has wicked to the left end of the lateral wicking channels, it can 

be seen through the result window openings which means the color can be read now. 

 

5.7 Discussion 

5.7.1 Governing variables 

In this study, we developed a nanocellulose based colorimetric sensor by utilizing its unique 

properties of high porosity and high surface area. The new sensor is tested for different glucose 

concentration, reaction time, reaction temperature and stability over 4 weeks’ time. The developed 

sensor shows successful color change at different glucose concentrations confirming its 

functionality for future use of this sensor in blood glucose determination device. 

Glucose oxidase immobilized in nanocellulose oxidizes beta-D-glucose into D-glucono-1,5 

lactone, which then hydrolyses into gluconic acid. H2O2 is produced as a by-product in this reaction 

[28]. This acidic medium changes the pH of the system which is indicated by pH sensitive phenol 

red color change in the sensor. The reaction is noticed to proceed with time in Figure 6-2. 

Continuous monitoring and video capturing of the reaction indicate that the reaction is quicker at 

higher temperature. This increase of darkness with temperature in Figure 6-3 reveals that the 

catalysis reaction of glucose by glucose oxidase is quicker at higher temperature. This is consistent 

with literature where reaction rate of glucose oxidase was studied at a temperature of 25 to 60o C. 

The reaction velocity increases with increase in temperature due to increase of second order 

reaction rate constant [29]. The optimized time to read the sensor color can be different for large 

temperature difference.  

The developed sensor can quantify the difference in glucose concentration in blood plasma by 

changing color from red to orange (Figure 6-4). Normal blood glucose concentrations for non-

diabetics are under 7.8 mM two hours after having meals. Glucose levels in between 7.8 to 11 mM 

indicates prediabetes and higher than 11 mM is diabetes. Our glucose sensor can consistently 

determine the difference between 7 and 8 mM-10 mM (Figure 6-4) which determines occurrence 

of diabetes. The color difference between 10, 11 and 13 mM also differentiates the state between 
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pre-diabetes and diabetes. The sensor color change is shown as a color gradient in Figure 6-6. This 

is confirmed with color hue calculation as shown in the image by the horizontal gradient bar. 

Summary of color theory and the reasons to choose color hue is given in supplementary 

information (Figure 6-S2 and 6-S3). Color hue of the images changes from 351o to 12o indicating 

quantitative confirmation of color change. This number can be integrated with any device to show 

directly glucose concentration number instead of comparing the color with the standard. However, 

this sensor can work independently without incorporating into an electronic device.  

The successful color change of the developed enzyme immobilized pH based nanocellulose sensor 

motivate us to design a prototype to simulate the real and future product. The conceptual device is 

designed with the intention of being most applicable to users disadvantaged by poverty, 

remoteness, electricity, and education. The three step testing procedure follows the ASSURED 

principles – affordable, specific, sensitive, user-friendly, rapid and robust, equipment free, and 

deliverable [30].  

 

Figure 6-6: Gradient of color change at a glucose range of 7 mM – 13 mM. 
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5.7.2 Device concept 

Figure 6-7 shows the device design for nanocellulose sensor. A single-use diagnostic strip (Figure 

6-5) is inserted within the user’s reusable plastic casing that details the three-step procedure. A 

sample of approximately 20 µL of blood– obtained by pricking a finger with a lancet - is dropped 

onto the whole blood detection zone. Turning the device over, an indicator box at the top will turn 

red due to blood wicking after a certain time, communicating the nanocellulose diagnostic zone is 

available to be read for results. The standard color at different glucose concentration is given on 

the device. Once the bottom indicator box turns red after another specific time, the results have 

expired. Encouraging a new generation of environmentally conscious single-use diagnostic 

devices – once testing concludes the biodegradable paper strip may be disposed of with the 

individual’s plastic insertion device kept for reuse. 

 

Figure 6-7: Nanocellulose sensor device concept. The numbers on the image shows the distance 

in mm. The distances are estimated considering user friendly device concept and based on the 

commercial sensor device available. 
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5.8 Conclusion 

This study investigates the use of nanocellulose superabsorbent as a generic medium for 

colorimetric methods for the detection of glucose in blood. Applying the concept, a novel handheld 

paper-based glucose POC diagnostic device was proposed. This colorimetric method was assessed 

in term of temperature, time and glucose concentrations to develop a robust diagnostic. The color 

change is determined both qualitatively and quantitively to confirm accuracy and consistency.  

Phenol red based glucose oxidase immobilized nanocellulose sensor differentiates glucose 

concentrations in blood plasma by showing gradual color change from red to orange. It is sensitive 

in the 7 to 13 mM concentration range of interest for diabetes detection. This immobilized enzyme 

remains active up to 4 weeks at room temperature, providing the required diagnostic shelf life. 

This contrasts to the usual 3 weeks shelf life at 4oC for enzymes in solution. This colorimetric 

method shows high temperature sensitivity when the temperature is very high at around 40 oC. 

Usually the room temperature is maintained within 20-30 oC where the developed sensor is quite 

stable. Overall this research succeeded in evaluating the potential of enzyme colorimetry method 

within a prototype device and highlights there is a future application for economical nanocellulose 

foam/SAP diagnostic devices. 
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7.1 Conclusions 

Superabsorbent polymers (SAPs) are 3D cross-linked hydrophilic network capable of absorbing a 

large volume water or fluids inside its structure. They are being widely used for food packaging, 

agriculture, personal care products and biomedical applications. However, most of the commercial 

SAPs are petrochemical based, non-biodegradable and non-renewable. Nevertheless, they are 

widely commercially used to fulfil the global demand. This necessitates the development of 

sustainable SAPs made from a naturally sourced polymer, such as cellulose, which is abundant 

and cheap. Breaking down cellulose into nanosized fibers produce nanocellulose which is 

extremely hydrophilic and eminently suitable for engineering, functionalization, and use as an 

application specific superabsorbent material.  

This thesis details research conducted to enable nanocellulose to be tuned and engineered into a 

highly performant superabsorbent by manipulating key properties of the material including: 

mechanical strength, absorption capacity, absorption kinetics, pore structure, and fiber-fiber 

interaction. The physical, chemical, and mechanical properties of nanocellulose SAPs were 

investigated to enable a tunable, biodegradable material to be developed for different applications. 

The success of the developed material and achievement of the overall thesis aim has been 

demonstrated by applying the new knowledge of the relationships between nanocellulose pre-

treatment and production methods, superabsorbent structure, and superabsorbent properties to 

engineer a nanocellulose superabsorbent-based glucose sensor for the detection of human blood 

sugar concentrations.  

 

7.1.1 Nanocellulose superabsorbent with high mechanical strength 

Mechanical strength of nanocellulose SAP is important to have performant superabsorbent under 

applied load. This applied load can be different depending on final application, such as for meat 

packaging or baby diaper. Superabsorbent polymer with high compressive strength will not 

disintegrate under this applied load. To improve the mechanical strength of neat nanocellulose 

SAP, the nanocellulose was crosslinked, or blended with crosslinkers or cellulose crystal. 

Crosslinking successfully increased the rheological and mechanical properties of the precursor 

hydrogel, but did not improve the mechanical strength (compressive strength) in the final, dried 

SAP. Blending cellulose nanocrystals into hydrogel increased the compressive strength of dried 

superabsorbent due to the increase in bonded surface area and total fiber length available for 
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bonding. Thus, a method of tuning the mechanical strength of nanocellulose SAPs has been 

demonstrated. 

 

7.1.2 Swelling mechanism of neat and crosslinked superabsorbent 

The swelling behavior at nanoscale is dependent on the superabsorbent structure. Physically and 

chemically crosslinked hydrogels were characterized by rheological methods to quantify the effect 

of crosslinking and HR-SEM was used for morphological structure evaluation. Small Angle 

Neutrons and X-ray scattering were used to quantify the structural difference during swelling and 

drying of saturated SAP.   

Functionalized neat nanocellulose SAP can absorb up to 132 times of its initial weight in MilliQ 

water, and the fiber bundles swell up to 19.5 nm during water absorption. Chemically crosslinked 

SAP has very compact structure which results in lower fiber bundle swelling of 15 nm where 

physically (high molecular weight PEI) crosslinked SAP has an open structure, resulting in higher 

fiber bundle swelling of 25 nm. The hydration-dehydration hysteresis shows the decrease of fiber 

bundle diameter confirming fiber bundle shrinkage during drying. Thus, it has been shown that 

absorption properties of nanocellulose SAPs are controlled by physical and chemical crosslinking.  

Physical and chemical crosslinking of nanocellulose superabsorbent can be used as a method to 

control and tailor the swelling capacity of NC foams. Quantification of structural change upon 

swelling and drying broadens the understanding of swelling phenomenon in nanoscale.  

 

7.1.3 Tunable absorption kinetics of nanocellulose superabsorbent 

The absorption kinetics of nanocellulose SAP prepared by TEMPO and TEMPO-periodate 

oxidation methods were measured from a fraction of a second to few minutes to understand the 

absorption phases and mechanism. The results indicate the occurrence of three phases: 1) wicking, 

2) transition and 3) fiber swelling. Wicking is very rapid and dominant in the first few seconds. 

Wicking is followed by a transition phase, after which fiber swelling becomes dominant, which is 

a slower process. Slower absorption kinetics were observed for high surface charge compared to 

low surface charge nanocellulose SAPs, a phenomenon that is due to the smaller pore size and 

higher concentration of COO- groups in high surface charge materials. Fiber swelling was reduced 

when absorbing in ionic solution due to charge shielding effect form the ions present in the solution. 
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Nanocellulose SAP absorption kinetics can thus be tuned by manipulating the surface change on 

nanocellulose fiber. This fundamental relation between the nanocellulose SAP structure and 

absorption phenomenon helps to develop SAP with controlled absorption kinetics by playing with 

the structure. 

 

7.1.4 Nanocellulose superabsorbent with fast biodegradation 

Biodegradability of nanocellulose SAP is very important along with its performance. The impact 

of varying the nanocellulose SAP properties, particularly the addition of crosslinker reagents, on 

biodegradability of the nanocellulose SAP was thus evaluated. Fast biodegradation of crosslinked 

nanocellulose SAP was demonstrated under enzymatic conditions in situ in soil. Cellulase was 

used to mimic natural soil enzymes, and both neat and crosslinked samples were evaluated and 

compared. The crosslinked SAP showed around 56% degradation in 2 days compared to neat SAP 

degradation of around 41%. The higher biodegradation of crosslinked SAP comes from the 

chemical structure where the presence of -CONH acts as a nitrogen source.  So, crosslinking had 

positive impact on biodegradation, and nanocellulose SAPs were shown to be potentially 

biodegradable in-home compost or garden soil. 

 

7.1.5 Development of a nanocellulose sensor for glucose detection in human 

blood  

Nanocellulose SAP can be used to immobilize biomolecules, including enzymes inside its 

structure. Its 3D structure, high surface area, and high porosity are ideal for retention and 

maintenance of biomolecular activity over time. To address the overall aim of the thesis and apply 

the newly generated knowledge around the relationships between nanocellulose SAP production 

methods, resulting structure and properties, functionalized nanocellulose SAP with high porosity 

and specific surface area was engineered and used to demonstrate a blood glucose sensor. Glucose 

oxidase was immobilized in the nanocellulose SAP. Incorporation of phenol red inside the SAP 

structure induces a pH response to the oxidation of blood glucose, which is catalyzed by glucose 

oxidase. This enzyme immobilized, pH-based colorimetric sensor can differentiate the glucose 

concentration in human blood for a range of 7-13 mM by showing a visibly detectable color change 

from red to orange. The color change was stable after 7 min. Increasing the reaction temperature 

from room temperature to 40 oC increases the reaction rate in the sensor, but the color change and 
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correlation to glucose concentration is still visible. The shelf life test after 4 weeks confirmed the 

sensor stability for long term storage at room temperature. This concept of enzyme immobilized 

colorimetric sensor clearly demonstrates that nanocellulose SAP materials can be engineered with 

application specific properties. This concept can be extended to develop other types of biosensors 

and for wider SAP applications. 

 

7.2 Perspectives 

In this thesis, the structure-property relationship of nanocellulose SAPs are established via 

comprehensive investigation of the rheological properties, mechanical strength, absorption 

phenomenon and fiber-fiber interactions during absorption by manipulating different variables 

associated with the pre-treatment and production of the precursor hydrogel and superabsorbent 

materials.  

An interesting avenue to pursue further research can be understanding the similarities and 

differences in the interactions of nanocellulose with other biopolymers such as starch, 

hemicellulose, pectin, lignin and chitosan as many applications require mixers of polymers to 

achieve better characteristics and performance. Additionally, understanding how the biopolymer 

mixtures affects the cellulose fiber and the interaction between cellulose fiber and other polymers 

can reveal important information about its fundamental properties- such as charge distribution, 

hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity and porosity. These insights may better inform the SAP 

development from a physical and chemical point of view.  Investigating the effect and in situ 

efficacy of the addition of biopolymers with antibacterial properties may be beneficial for food 

packaging application which can increase the product shelf life and consequently reduce the food 

waste.  

Some of the applications of cellulose SAP requires controlled absorption kinetics such as for red 

meat packaging. The released blood (drip loss) from the meat pieces should be absorbed at a 

control rate so that there is no forced suction from the meat pieces while maintaining efficient 

absorption to avoid any visible blood in the surroundings. This thesis has shown that SAPs with 

high surface charge have slower absorption kinetics. So, mixing high and low surface charged 

SAPs at different ratios may achieve better controlled absorption capacity required for meat 

packaging.  
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For baby diaper application, nanocellulose SAP needs to absorb urine at a quicker rate under baby 

weight. In this thesis, nanocellulose SAP has engineered with high porosity and larger pores to 

have quicker absorption kinetics and high mechanical strength to have performant SAP under load. 

0.9 wt% NaCl was used to mimic urine ionic strength. Further studies, can be done to quantify the 

urine absorption rate under baby weight. Next, the nanocellulose SAP needs to be sandwiched 

between a top and bottom layer. Development of diaper prototype from nanocellulose SAP, testing 

and comparison with commercial SAP can be done to justify its suitability for diaper application. 

Finally, techno-economic analysis needs to be done for all commercial applications, not only baby 

diapers, while keeping in mind landfill cost reduction and possible environmental benefits.  

The novel glucose sensor application exemplifies the immense potential for engineered, 

nanocellulose SAPs with application-specific properties, and opens up new avenues of 

investigation. For the glucose sensor itself, optimization and uniform homogeneous sample 

development can improve the current design. Sample collection from diabetes patients and testing 

on the developed prototype can further inform the commercialization process. The concept can be 

extended to detect other analytes from body fluid, promoting nanocellulose sensors for diagnostic 

applications more widely.  

Overall, this thesis paves the way for further studies into the adoption of engineered nanocellulose 

SAPs for food, personal care and diagnostic applications, that will lead to progress in the use and 

commercialization of this sustainable, biodegradable superabsorbent.  
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Supplementary Information 

Figure 2-S1: NC cryogel under optical microscope (the scale bars at 500 µm) (a) NC, (b) 

NC:HP/1:0.07, (c) NC:HMDA/1:1, (d) NC:CNC/2:1 and (e) NC:MCC/2:1. 
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Figure 2-S2: NC cryogel under SEM: scale bar- 2 µm (a) NC, (b) NC:HP/1:0.07, (c) 

NC:HMDA/1:1, (d) NC:CNC/2:1. 

  

Figure 2-S3: FTIR spectra of physically crosslinked and cellulose fibril blended nanocellulose 
cryogels. 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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Figure 2-S4: Compression Stress -strain curve for nanocellulose cryogels.  

 

 

Figure 2-S5: Pictures of the Cryogel at different treatment states: (a) before compression, (b) 
after compression and (c) after water re-absorption. 

 

 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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Table 2-S1: Hydrogel water content in weight percentage. 

Sample Water percentage 
NC 99.52±0.02 
NC:HP/1:0.07 99.48±0.02 
NC:CNC/2:1 99.28±0.01 
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Structure and swelling of cross-linked nanocellulose foams 

Laila Hossaina, Vikram Singh Raghuwanshia, Joanne Tannera, Chun- Ming Wub, Olga 

Kleinermanc, Yachin Cohenc and Gil Garniera* 

aBioresource Processing Research Institute of Australia (BioPRIA), Monash University, Clayton, 

Victoria-3800, Australia 
bNational Synchrotron Radiation Research Center, Hsinchu 30076, Taiwan 

cTechnion - Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel 

Supplementary Information 
 

Figure 3-S1: ATR- FTIR spectra for pure NC and NC_HMDA_11 foam for complete 

crosslinking. 
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Table 3-S1: Crosslinking density for different types of samples. 

Gel sample Crosslinking density 

(mmol/m3) 

NC 85±6 

NC_HPEI 442±33 

NC_HMDA_18 90±22 

 

3-S1: Different models are used to fit the scattering curves. The scatter intensity of 

different models is defined below: 

 

1. Debye Bueche and Lorentz function 

𝐼(𝑞) = 𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 + !
(#$%!"&")"

+ (
#$%""&"

- + 𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑   .............................................................. (1) 

Where, the first function is the Debye Bueche [1, 2] which includes large correlation length 𝜉1, A 

is a scaling constant. The second function is the Lorentz function [3] which contains information 

of small correlation length 𝜉2, and B is the scaling constant.   

 

2. Mass fractal model 

𝐼(𝑞) = 𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 × 𝑃(𝑞)𝑆(𝑞) + a𝑞)* + 𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑  ............................................................. (2) 

Where, P(q) is the form factor with R as a radius of the building block, and defined as [4]: 

𝑃(𝑞) = 𝐹(𝑞𝑅+)) with  𝐹(𝑥) = ,[./0(1))1 23.(1)]
1#

  

 The S(q) is related to the mass fractal dimension Dm and cutoff length 𝜁 as: 

𝑆(𝑞) = 5(6$)#)7%$&!

[#$(&7)"]
%$&!
"

./08(6$)#) 9:0&!(&7);
&

  .............................................................................. (3) 

In eq 2, the term aq-α is the power law with a is the scaling constant and α showed the surface 

scattering from the distribution of fibers.  
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3. Flexible cylinder elliptical  

𝐼(𝑞) = 𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 × 𝑆<1=(𝑞) + a𝑞)* + 𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑  ................................................................. (4) 

In the above equation, the excluded volume intensity is defined as Sexv(q) is defined as [5, 6]: 

𝑆<1=(𝑞) = 𝑤@𝑞𝑅>A𝑆6<?@<(𝑞, 𝐿, 𝑏) + D1 − 𝑤(𝑞𝑅>)G[𝐶#@𝑞𝑅>A
)!' + 𝐶+@𝑞𝑅>A

)"' + 𝐶,@𝑞𝑅>A
)#'] (5) 

𝑆6<?@<(𝑞, 𝐿, 𝑏) = 2[exp(−𝑢) + 𝑢 − 1]/𝑢+  ........................................................................... (6) 

𝑢 = 〈𝑅>+〉.𝑞+  ............................................................................................................................ (7) 

Where, u = ensemble average of the square of the radius of gyration  

  L = is the contour length 

 b = statistical segments of the chain (measure of chain flexibility) 

 

Figure 3-S2: Model validation with experimental data. 

In eq 4, the resultant scattering function for the flexible cylinder elliptical is given by  

𝑆(𝑞, 𝐿, 𝑏) = 𝑆<1=(𝑞, 𝐿, 𝑏) + 𝐶 R
B
(
S + C

#D
+ E

#DF
− R##

#D
+ E

#DF
S exp(−𝑢)- 𝑏/𝐿  ............................ (8) 

In eq 4, the term aq-α is the power law with a is the scaling constant and α showed the surface 

scattering from the distribution of fibers.  
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Table 3-S2: Zeta potential for different types of samples. 

Sample Ratio of carboxylic group 
to amine group 

Zeta potential (mV) 

NC 0 -36±2 
NC_HPEI_7 1:1.66 -31±1 
NC_LPEI_7 1:1.66 -30±2 
NC_HMDA_14 1:4 -27±2 
NC_HMDA_18 1:8 -28±4 
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Absorption kinetics of nanocellulose foams: Effect of ionic strength and 
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Figure 4-S1: Free swell capacity of NC foams in different absorbates for different surface 

charges: (A) LSC and (B) HSC. 
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Effect of Crosslinking on nanocellulose superabsorbent biodegradability 

 

Supplementary Information 

 
Table 5-S1. Characteristics of the Podosol selected for the experiments. Soil was collected from 

a vegetable farm located in Cranbourne, Victoria, Australia. 

Parameter Podosol  

Electrical conductivity (dS/m)* 0.028 

pH 6.16 

Total Carbon (%) 1.4 

Total Nitrogen (%) 0.06 

C:N 26 

Organic Matter (%) 2.5 

Nitrate (mg/Kg) 2.8 

Ammonium (mg/Kg) 8.5 

Na+ (mg/Kg) 23 

Ca2+ (mg/Kg) 316 

Mg2+ (mg/Kg) 81 

K+ (mg/Kg) <50 

Effective Cation Exchange Capacity 

(cmol+/Kg) 

2.6 

Phosphorus (mg/Kg)(Cowell) 14 

Zinc (mg/Kg) 3.9 

Manganese (mg/Kg) 2.0 

Copper (mg/Kg) 0.77 

Basic texture Sandy soil 

Water holding capacity (g water/100 g soil) 23 
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Table 5-S2: Biodegradation of SAP with initial cellobiose addition in the soil to quantify the 

product inhibition. 

Sample Initial sample mass 
(mg/g soil) 

Sample left after day 
2 (mg/g soil) Biodegradation (%) 

NC SAP+cellobiose 
(1:1) 2.5 0.35±0.10 79±6.77 

NC SAP+cellobiose 
(1:1) 5 2.91±0.07 42±1.4 
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Point of Care nanocellulose sensor for glucose detection in blood 
 

Supplementary Information 

 

 

Figure 6-S1: Comparison of color change at a function of reaction time for room and cold 
temperature. 

 

Color Analysis 

There are three primary ways to describe a color: hue, chroma and value. Hue is the dimension of 

color we instantly experience when we look at the color. Hue distinguishes from one color to 

another, such as, red, orange, yellow, blue, violet and green. Hue is illustrated by a thermometer 

in Figure S2 as it describes the color temperature.  Value, also called lightness or luminosity, 

measures the lightness or darkness of a color. Value is described as a circle in the figure S2. Value 

defines a color on a basis of how close the color is in regards to white or black. Chroma, also called 

saturation, indicates the degree of intensity or purity. Chroma is indicated by sun in the Figure 6-

S2 as it indicates the degree of clarity/ saturation/intensity. 
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Figure 6-S2: Color scale showing hue, chroma and value [1]. 

From the above discussion, it is evident that color hue is the best option to describe the color 

difference as it distinguishes different colors. So, color hue is chosen to distinguish between 

different samples colors for our glucose sensor described in Figure 6-6. Figure 6-S3 presents the 

hue wheel indicating different numbers for different colors for a range of 0 to 360o. 
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Figure 6-S3: Color wheel indicating different hue colors. The numbers on the wheel are in 
degrees [2]. 
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